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Introduction 

As human beings, we have limited control over our water environment.  We can 

choose to locate cities near a river, build a dam to control the river’s flood, dig 

canals to turn the water onto fields, and construct plants and pipes to treat it and 

bring it to the cities.  But we cannot control where and how much rain will fall. 

Our lack of control leads to conflict, and natural variability wreaks havoc with the 

ability to plan.  In many areas of the world, there is often not enough fresh water 

to satisfy the needs of all who would use it.  The human response is to create 

systems of allocation that divide the resource among the users.  This division 

places diverse interests in opposition and creates controversy, often between 

nations sharing resources.  We have developed ways to deal with disagreement, 

such as treaties, agency rulemaking, planning processes, and the courts.  

However, as human activity intensifies in areas where fresh water is most 

restricted and most variable, the limitations of these mechanisms are evident.  In 

the same span of time, technology has revolutionized and re-defined many modes 

of human interaction.  Questions emerge concerning the role of technology in 

human processes.  Where do technology and environmental management overlap?  

Are there creative ways to manage conflict within water resource systems using 

technical tools?  How do we make effective use of technology at the table where 

solutions to water problems are debated? 

These are questions for everyone: farmers, city dwellers, engineers, lawyers, 

environmentalists, and public officials.  Because water disputes take place most 

often in the public sphere, developing mechanisms to resolve disputes is an issue 

of public policy.  Design, construction, and operation of facilities such as dams, 

canals, and treatment plants are technical functions, and in the last five decades 
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computer tools have become thoroughly incorporated into these aspects of water 

resource management.  Integration of civic participation into these domains has 

been a function of public policy; integration of computer tools into the resolution 

of disputes is the next frontier.  Computer models are often used as technical 

assistance, supporting discussion about water resource management by answering 

questions about how the system might behave under different scenarios.  Can they 

also help manage the process of resolving the dispute?  What are the possible 

benefits to this approach?  Finding common ground among technology, public 

policy, and dispute resolution could lead to better management of water resource 

systems.  In a river basin that is shared by two countries, can computer modeling 

provide this shared space? 

This report attempts to answer these questions by conducting an experiment in 

computer-aided discussion of water management in a binational river basin.  The 

southwestern border of Texas is formed by the Rio Grande, a river that begins in 

Colorado and empties into the Gulf of Mexico.  For over 1,200 miles, the river is 

shared with Mexico, where it is known as the Río Bravo.  The Lower Rio 

Grande/Río Bravo region is generally defined to include the river and its 

tributaries downstream of Ft. Quitman, Texas, which is approximately 70 miles 

southeast of El Paso.  This river basin was selected as the subject of the 

experiment.  The research team developed a computer model describing the 

Mexican and U.S. portions of the basin and invited policy makers, agency 

representatives, farmers, environmental researchers, and academics from both 

countries to take part in a day long exercise in water quantity management, called 

the Rio Grande/Río Bravo Operations Exercise, and referred to as the “Operations 

Exercise” in this report.  During the day, the model was used to simulate a 

drought in the basin, and participants worked with each other to operate the river 

system.  The University of Texas at Austin and the LBJ School of Public Affairs 
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sponsored the exercise.  The report documents the theory behind, preparation for, 

and execution of this experiment, and is written to provide information on water 

resource computer modeling and dispute resolution for a public policy audience.  

A second day-long exercise focused on water quality management was also held, 

however this paper reports solely on the model developed for, and the results of, 

the water quantity exercise.  The river is identified as the Rio Grande/Río Bravo 

throughout the report, except when when the river name is used in a national 

context, such as the Texas Lower Rio Grande Valley or the Mexican Río Bravo 

Basin. 

Chapter 1 describes the Rio Grande/Río Bravo, incorporating current events and 

historical information with discussion of the operation of the river, its tributaries, 

and the reservoirs that have been built to hold back water and provide supply.  

Brief descriptions are given of basin stakeholders, or parties with a vested interest 

in the way the river is managed.  The second chapter explores dispute resolution 

processes, defining terms that are relevant to public policy discussions, to help 

provide background for the design of the Operations Exercise process.  In Chapter 

3, water resource modeling is covered, in general terms and through review of 

specific software packages with application to conflict management.  Tables 

provide a summary of the features of each tool, and explore the range of 

philosophies behind modeling.   

A chronicle of experiment development is necessary to place the 

recommendations of this report in context, and Chapter 4 is devoted to 

documenting the process of creating the model, including data gathering and 

rationale behind assumptions.  Chapter 5 evaluates the Operations Exercise and 

reviews feedback received from participants, to assess the linkage between 

dispute resolution and modeling process.  To further explore the ability of a 
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technical tool to facilitate resolution of disputes by evaluating management 

options, two test scenarios for the Rio Grande/Río Bravo basin were developed 

after the Operations Exercise, and these scenarios are discussed in Chapter 6.  

From the results of this research, recommendations can be made regarding the 

incorporation of a computer model in a transboundary dispute resolution process.  

Chapter 7 contains these recommendations, related to computer modeling in 

water resource dispute resolution in general and the Rio Grande/Río Bravo in 

particular. 

The model used in this experiment was built on the OASIS with OCL™ platform.  

This software is a product of Hydrologics, Inc.  In the report, “modeling team” is 

used to refer to those individuals who programmed the computer model and 

supported the Operations Exercise through background research and planning.  

This team includes the author, Jason Batchelor, Tanya Hoogerwerf, and Margaret 

Sheer; all students at the LBJ School of Public Affairs.  It also includes the 

project director, Dr. David Eaton, a professor at the LBJ School, and Dr. Dan 

Sheer, the President of Hydrologics.  The Operations Exercise occurred June 24th, 

2002, in Bastrop, Texas. 

As human beings, our desire to control our surroundings is evident in the way we 

seek to “domesticate” rivers through construction of dams.  A need for 

predictability drives these projects, and a need to understand the systems on 

which we depend.  Computer modeling can further understanding of complex 

systems, and the incorporation of such tools into the ways we manage conflict can 

increase satisfaction with these human systems.  This report explores one 

approach to building understanding, beginning with the story of the Rio 

Grande/Río Bravo basin. 
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Chapter 1.  The Rio Grande/Río Bravo 

From headwaters to Gulf, the Rio Grande/Río Bravo has been transformed by 

human attempts to adapt to its variability.  One example is the system of 

reservoirs, which control floods and store water to be used in times of drought.  

The region has a long water-centered history, and the structure of treaties, laws, 

policies, and rules of thumb that governs its operation has taken decades to 

develop.  In the furthest downstream segment of the river, referred to as the 

Lower Valley, population growth and intensive agriculture combine to create a 

complex economic and water management environment.  This chapter reviews 

the history of the Rio Grande/Río Bravo and the Lower Valley, to provide a basis 

for understanding the current state of affairs and the context in which the model 

was created.  Next, the international treaties and national and state laws and 

policies that govern water use in the basin are discussed.  Water management in 

the Rio Grande/Río Bravo basin is currently the subject of political and research 

focus, and manifestations of this interest are discussed.  An important aspect of 

dispute resolution is analysis of the interests of parties to the dispute, and part of 

the chapter is devoted to outlining areas of conflict and agreement in this basin.  

The chapter concludes with a discussion of reasons why the current situation in 

the basin favors the introduction of a dispute resolution process using a technical 

model that can cross political borders. 

The region used for the case study is the Rio Grande/Río Bravo south of Fort 

Quitman, which encompasses the drainage of all major tributaries downstream of 

El Paso.  In discussions of the entire Rio Grande Basin, from Colorado to the Gulf 

of Mexico, this area is referred to as the Lower Rio Grande.  In Mexico, the 

portion of the river that forms the border between the U.S. and Mexican territory 
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is known as el Río Bravo del Norte.  The basin incorporates the Pecos and Devils 

rivers on the U.S. side, and the Río Conchos, Río San Diego, Río Escondito, Río 

Alamo, and Río San Rodrigo on the Mexican side, among other tributaries.  In the 

United States, the river basin is under the control of the federal government and 

Texas state government.  In Mexico, the river is under the jurisdiction of the 

federal government.  The river basin contains land in the Mexican states of 

Chihuahua, Coahuila, Nuevo Leon, and Tamaulipas and is therefore also under 

the influence of these political bodies. 

Climate and Geography 

The Texas/Mexico border is an arid region, with limited supplies of both surface 

and groundwater. Average rainfall in the basin ranges from 200 – 800 millimeters 

(8 – 32 inches) with the highest values closest to the Gulf of Mexico.1  The Río 

Conchos enters the Rio Grande/Río Bravo near Presidio, Texas, just upstream of 

Big Bend National Park, in a region of mountains and canyons.  Further 

downstream, the river flows through the Edwards Plateau geographic region, with 

high hills and average land elevations from 153 to 305 meters.  The Lower Valley 

is a part of the South Texas Plain region.  Irregular plains in the north section, and 

flat plains in the southern section, mark this landscape, which averages between 

31 and 92 meters in elevation.  The basin ranges from arid and unsuitable for 

crops, to semi-arid and hospitable to some crops only.  Along the entire river, 

water lost through evaporation exceeds water gained from precipitation.2  The 

Lower Valley serves as a temporary or permanent home for hundreds of bird 

species, and the river contributes vital fresh water to its gulf estuary. 

History of the Lower Valley 

Spanish settlement of the Lower Rio Grande Valley began near the middle of the 

eighteenth century.  Isolated until the arrival of the railroad in 1904, area settlers 
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raised stock along the river, farming only to meet the needs of the small 

community.  Irrigated agriculture on a commercial scale did not begin until rail 

transportation allowed farmers to bring profitable crops to market.  Early attempts 

to grow sugarcane made way for citrus, vegetables, and cotton in 1919, when they 

became the dominant crops.  Riverfront ranch property changed hands and 

became cultivated, as cattle pastures moved to areas not suitable for agriculture.  

In 1930, irrigable land near Mercedes sold for $170 an acre,3 and the approximate 

valley population was 150,000 (American side).4 

William T. Chambers, a Geographer at Stephen F. Austin State Teachers College, 

wrote about the Lower Valley in 1930: 

The conservation and more efficient use of water are problems now 
pressing for solution.  The Rio Grande, like most streams having semi-arid 
and arid drainage basins, has an erratic flow. … An agreement should be 
concluded with Mexico providing for the division of the water supply, the 
constructions of reservoirs in which to impound flood waters, and their 
use in irrigation on each side of the international boundary.5 

In 1931, Oliver E. Baker noted, “about 70 per cent of the water in the lower Rio 

Grande comes from the Mexican side, principally from the Río Conchos, Río 

Salado, and Río San Juan.”6  He states that in 1929, 400,000 acres were under 

irrigated cultivation in the Lower Valley counties of Hidalgo, Willacy, and 

Cameron, making the observation that “it is not certain that so much water could 

be supplied if irrigation should develop extensively on the Mexican side of the 

river.” 

Seventy years later, agriculture remains a dominant force in the Valley, and water 

supply for irrigation an ongoing concern.  With population in the three county 

area estimated at 918,776,7 and 1,290,764 acres in farms,8 the demand for water is 

increasing on the U.S. side of the border.  In 1997, the Texas Legislature passed 
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Senate Bill 1,9 which began a process of water resource planning at the regional 

level.  The Rio Grande Regional Planning Group summarized the situation: 

The Rio Grande Region faces serious challenges in managing its limited 
water resources. Both municipal and agricultural uses show significant 
shortages throughout the planning horizon 2000-2050. In reality, shortages 
in irrigation water needs are already experienced in year 2000 despite the 
fact that “drought of record” conditions have not yet been experienced. 
And over the next 50 years, the amount of water available from surface 
and groundwater sources is projected to decline.10 

In Mexico, the Lower Valley supplied 17 percent of national agricultural 

production in 1996-1997.11  Over 300,000 hectares (700,000 acres) are located 

within irrigation districts that receive irrigation water, but deliveries to these 

districts have been drastically reduced during low-water years.12  In addition, the 

population of border cities in Mexico grew by as much as 98 percent during the 

1990s, and this trend is expected to continue, creating a strain on the water 

resources of the region.13 

The Rio Grande/Río Bravo basin is currently experiencing a drought that for 

some recalls images of the 1950s,14 when Texas endured a 7-year uninterrupted 

drought that included five years of below normal rains, with half the state 

receiving 30-inches less than normal amounts.15  In June 2002, two reservoirs on 

the main stem of the river, Amistad and Falcon, reached their lowest levels since 

the 1960s, when they were first constructed.16  The U.S. Drought Monitor 

produced on July 30, 2002, listed the Lower Rio Grande Valley as under extreme 

drought.17 

Negotiating Division – Treaties and Water Rights 

While cities and farms in the Rio Grande/Río Bravo basin grew, so did the system 

of laws and policies designed to allocate the water among the users.  This section 
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covers the international treaties, and the laws of each nation, that govern division 

of the Rio Grande/Río Bravo. 

International Treaties 

In 1889, the International Boundary Commission (IBC) was created, and charged 

with applying rules that defined the border between the United States and 

Mexico.18  The IBC comprised a United States Section and a Mexican Section.  

The Convention of May 21, 190619 was the first between the countries to deal 

with the water in the river, and not the river as a dividing line.  It allotted Mexico 

60,000 acre-feet annually of the waters of the Rio Grande/Río Bravo, and 

specified a monthly schedule with which this water was to be delivered to 

Mexico’s Acequia Madre above Juarez, Mexico.  The U.S. constructed Elephant 

Butte dam to facilitate these deliveries.20  While the 1906 agreement has 

generated controversy, discussion of issues in the 89-mile reach of the river that 

runs between El Paso and Juarez is outside the scope of this report.  It is 

important to note, however, that this agreement contains a provision specifying 

that in the event of drought, water deliveries to Mexico may be reduced in the 

same proportion as delivery to U.S. users in that stretch of the river is reduced.21 

In 1944, a treaty for “Utilization of Waters of the Colorado and Tijuana Rivers 

and of the Rio Grande”22 (1944 Treaty) was signed.  The treaty distributes 

between Mexico and the U.S. the waters of the Rio Grande/Río Bravo 

downstream of Fort Quitman to the Gulf of Mexico.  It has been described as 

dividing the physical river into two separate legal streams.23  An important treaty 

provision requires Mexico to deliver one third of the flow of certain measured 

tributaries to the United States, and “provides that this third shall not be less, as 

an average amount in cycles of five consecutive years, than 350,000 acre-feet 

(431,721,000 cubic meters) annually.”24  It is further specified that, in the event of 
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extreme drought, Mexico may repay any deficiencies in the amount contributed 

during one five year cycle over the next five-year cycle.  These deficiencies, or 

differences between actual contributions and minimum contributions, are often 

referred to as the water “debt.”  Extreme drought is not defined, and this term has 

been the subject of much debate between the two nations.25  With the treaty of 

1944, the IBC became the International Boundary and Water Commission 

(IBWC) and the Comisión Interacional de Límites y Aguas (CILA) and assumed 

responsibility for administration of the treaty.  Additional sections of the treaty 

enabled the two governments to engage in joint construction of dams along the 

Rio Grande/Río Bravo, to impound water in reservoirs for flood control and 

regulation of irrigation supply.26   

In October 1938, prior to final negotiation of the treaty, Texas governor James V. 

Alfred submitted a brief prepared by the State Board of Water Engineers of Texas 

to U.S. Secretary of State Cordell Hull.27  The brief was designed to convince 

Washington that a treaty governing the Rio Grande/Río Bravo was urgently 

needed, both to divide the waters and to provide for the construction of 

international storage reservoirs.  Without such dams, irrigators were unable to 

make use of the large portion of annual flow in the river that arrived in the form 

of floods, and were forced to endure flood and drought in the same season.  

Competition for water had lead to the construction in Mexico of a large diversion 

canal near Donna in Hidalgo county, and dams on Mexican tributaries such as La 

Boquilla (closed in 1916), Venustiano Carranza, and a dam at Azucar.28  Mexico 

refused to discuss the Rio Grande/Río Bravo separately from the Colorado River, 

where it made claims of prior riparian use, and sought a treaty with the United 

States to guarantee flow in that basin.   
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In the end, the Rio Grande/Río Bravo proved easier to negotiate, with Mexico 

agreeing to the annual provision of one third of the runoff from all Mexican 

tributaries above Salineño, Texas.  Mexican engineers believed this third would 

never fall below 735,000 acre-feet.29  Having reached a compromise on the Rio 

Grande/Río Bravo, the neighbors focused their attention on the Colorado, where 

an agreement brought an end to decades of negotiation.  Both sides signed the 

treaty on February 3, 1944.  A February 1945 report from the Committee on 

Foreign Relations documents Senate hearings concerning the treaty that spanned 

almost five weeks.  Of the nine states with direct ties to the basins involved, seven 

(Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Texas, Utah, and Wyoming) are on record as 

endorsing the treaty, while California and Nevada voiced opposition.30 

After ratification by the U.S. Senate, Mexican politicians sought approval for the 

agreement on their own soil.  The Ministries of Foreign Relations and Agriculture 

released statements from Izequiel Padilla, Minister of Foreign Relations, and 

Marte R. Gomez, Secretary of Agriculture and Development, designed to 

convince the Mexican public that the treaty was fair to Mexico.31  The primary 

argument was that trading some Rio Grande/Río Bravo water (an amount 

described as too small to impede Mexican agricultural expansion) for significant 

supply from the Colorado River water was essential for the overall prosperity of 

the country.  In these documents, the treaty provision that stipulates Mexico must 

provide 350,000 acre-feet annually as an average over a five-year cycle is 

explained in detail as designed to provide flexibility for Mexico. 

Such stipulations mean first that, if there is a shortage one year, there is no 
obligation on the part of Mexico to reduce Mexican uses from the 
tributaries in order that the United States may receive the minimum 
volume guaranteed: second, that if the shortage lasts more than a year, the 
said obligation still does not exist since the deficiency can be made up in 
the succeeding abundant years of the same cycle; and third, that, even in 
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the extreme case that this could not be done, the deficiencies can be made 
up within the period of five years of the following cycle.   Studies and 
observations in this respect which have been made on the basis of data 
collected since the beginning of this century warrant the assertion that the 
cycle of fine years and, in the most extreme cases, the (period) of two 
cycles, or ten years, makes possible the fulfillment of the minimum 
guarantee without causing Mexican users on the tributaries to suffer any 
restrictions.32 

The 1944 Treaty is amended through the development of Minutes to the Treaty, 

which are approved by both countries and have the same legal status as the Treaty 

itself.  Among those frequently sited as important to relations under the treaty, 

Minute No. 23433 concerns Article 4 of the Treaty relating to waters from 

Mexican tributaries allotted to the United States.  The Minute, signed in 1969, 

specifies provisions for making up a deficiency in the quantity of water delivered 

in any five-year period.   

… the deficiency shall be made up in the following five-year cycle, 
together with any quantity of water which is needed to avoid a deficiency 
in the aforesaid following cycle …34 

Two recent minutes concern the tributary water deficit established during the 

1992-1997 five-year period.  Minute No. 307,35 signed March 16, 2001, outlines a 

framework for delivery of 600,000 acre-feet toward repayment of the deficit.  The 

volume was calculated based on average runoff recorded from 1993 – 1999.  

Controversy arose, and irrigation district members in Tamaulipas and concerned 

citizens in Coahuila attempted to halt delivery.  In the end, only 427,544 acre-feet 

were delivered.36  On June 28, 2002, the Commission met and Minute No. 30837 

was signed.  This minute transferred 90,000 acre-feet of Mexican water stored in 

the international reservoirs to the U.S.  However, the minute contained a 

stipulation: if Mexican tributaries do not recoup this water by October 26, 2002, 

the U.S. will have to give the water back.  This provision is causing controversy 
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on both sides of the border; Mexican farmers claim the deal is illegal because it 

was not cleared through the Mexican Senate, 38 and Texas Department of 

Agriculture (TDA) Commissioner Susan Combs called it an insult to Texas 

farmers.39       

Reservoirs 

The first international reservoir constructed was Falcon, which became 

operational in 1954 with a storage capacity of 2,667,305 acre-feet and a surface 

area of 86,837 acres.40  The second international reservoir, Amistad, is found at 

the intersection of the Rio Grande/Río Bravo with the Devils River.  Dedicated in 

1969, the dam is 6.1 miles long, stands 254 feet above the riverbed, and impounds 

a reservoir with a capacity of 3,124,260 acre feet and a maximum surface area of 

65,000 acres. 41  Both dams contain turbines that allow generation of electricity 

during release of constant flow.  “The United States owns 58.6 percent, or 1.56 

million acre-feet, of the sedimentation and conservation storage in Falcon Reservoir; 

and, in Amistad Reservoir … the United States owns 56.2 percent of the total 

conservation storage capacity (or approximately 1.77 million acre-feet).” 42  Mexico 

owns the remaining storage in each reservoir.   

Water Management in the Texas Rio Grande Basin 

The Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission (TNRCC) manages water 

rights in the State of Texas.  Surface water in rivers, streams, and bays is public 

property, but the right to divert this water is granted by the state.  The water rights 

system in the Rio Grande functions differently than the water rights system in 

every other river basin in the state.  Rights held in the State of Texas to water in 

the Rio Grande went through an adjudication process, resulting in a 1970 court-

approved plan for managing water in the border region.43  This legal intervention 

had its origin in disputes over water rights that were exacerbated by a severe 
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drought in the 1950’s.  The junior and senior water rights designations, which 

determine priority of water use in the other 22 river basins, were removed, and a 

new system of water rights was developed.  Rio Grande water rights are now 

classified as domestic, municipal, industrial, mining, power generation, or 

irrigation.  Irrigation rights are further divided into Class A and Class B; Class A 

has priority over Class B.  The adjudication attempted to restrict rights in the 

basin to an amount equal to the firm yield, or average renewable capacity, of the 

river.  However, some analysts estimate that the river is effectively over-allocated 

by a factor of two.44 

The office of the Rio Grande Watermaster is the TNRCC division that oversees 

day-to-day administration of the water rights system along the border river 

through a system of accounts.45  Municipal and domestic water rights are renewed 

to their full paper value at the beginning of each year, and withdrawn over the 

course of the year as water diversions are requested.  TNRCC rules mandate that 

a reserve of 225,000 acre-feet for municipal, domestic, and industrial uses be 

maintained within the Amistad-Falcon reservoir system at all times.  These two 

provisions result in a municipal and domestic water supply that is largely 

protected from the effects of shortage on the river.  Irrigation water rights 

function differently.  Each irrigation water right, and sometimes large 

accumulations of rights held by irrigation districts, represents a separate irrigation 

account, with both Class A and Class B irrigation water right values.  At the 

beginning of each month, each of these accounts has a balance.  The Watermaster 

assesses the quantity of water stored in the U.S. portion of the Amistad-Falcon 

reservoir system.  From this quantity, the municipal reserve of 225,000 acre-feet, 

an operating reserve of 75,000 acre-feet, and the total balance in all irrigation 

accounts are subtracted.  If there is water remaining, it is distributed among the 

irrigation accounts proportionally, according to total water right, and with Class A 
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rights receiving 1.7 times as much water as Class B.  In general, water is only 

allocated if at least 50,000 acre-feet are available for that purpose.  If the 

operating reserve is less than zero acre-feet, pro-rated negative allocations are 

made to Class A and B irrigation accounts to provide a 48,000 balance in the 

operating reserve account. 46  

The bulk of water used for agricultural irrigation on the U.S. side of the border is 

supplied to farmers through irrigation districts.  These districts operate as political 

subdivisions of the State of Texas, and follow the laws of special districts.  There 

are 29 irrigation districts in the Lower Rio Grande Valley,47 with infrastructure 

dating back to the early 1900s.  In many cases, these districts also provide water 

to municipalities.  Because obtaining data at the irrigation district level was 

difficult, and involved consulting 29 different entities, the modeling team chose to 

use the county level of aggregation for analysis. 

The Rio Grande Watermaster treats U.S. capacity in Amistad and Falcon 

reservoir as a single system.  Because of higher evaporation rates in the lower 

reservoir, it is advantageous to store the bulk of Texas water in Amistad, using 

Falcon to regulate releases to Lower Rio Grande Valley municipalities and 

irrigation districts.   Rights holders work directly with the Watermaster office, 

requesting permission to divert water from the river.  The Watermaster 

communicates an aggregate request for diversion on behalf of the state to the 

IBWC, which releases the desired quantity of water from the reservoirs.48   “The 

hand on the faucet is the IBWC/CILA, but the word to turn it (at least, as far as 

consumptive use on the Texas side of the river is concerned) must come from the 

Watermaster.”49 
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Water Management in the Mexican Río Bravo Basin 

In contrast to state control of water resources in Texas, water in Mexico is under 

federal jurisdiction.  The legal framework for water resources management in 

Mexico is established in Article 27 of the Mexican constitution, and the Comisión 

Nacional del Agua (CNA) is the Mexican federal agency in charge of 

administering the water rights system that divides the supply of the Río Bravo and 

its tributaries.50  A 1992 act established the Public Water Rights Registry, under 

which concessions to private users and assignments to government users are 

issued.51  Older authorizations, including some dating back to Spanish rule, are 

valid if they are registered with the CNA.  Because not all of these older 

authorizations have been registered, obtaining a comprehensive picture of total 

water rights in the Mexican portion of the basin is difficult.  However, funding 

from the World Bank has contributed to efforts to update this registry.52  No 

priority system to allocate water among rights holders in times of shortage is 

established in law, other than a provision in the 1992 act that gives broad 

authority to the federal government to impose restrictions.53 

As the modeling team understands Mexican operational policy, only certain water 

rights holders can request releases from a dam.  This includes distritos de riego 

(irrigation districts) and municipalities in the sub basin, or located in the river 

reach immediately downstream of a dam, prior to the next impoundment.  Many 

dams were constructed, some by irrigation districts, with the needs of a particular 

sub basin in mind.  Normal operation does not require water to pass from one 

reservoir to a downstream reservoir for use of a distrito de riego (irrigation 

District) or municipality below the second facility.  As the team understands 

Mexican rules, unidados de riego (irrigation units) and individual rights-holders 

have run-of-the-river rights, or the ability to use water they can withdraw from a 

river or stream, but not the right to request releases from a reservoir.  It is unclear 
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to the team where the responsibility for actually making releases from reservoirs 

lies.  Where an irrigation unit is directly adjacent to a canal that serves an 

irrigation district, the ability to withdraw necessitates consideration of a user’s 

demands if the irrigation district needs are to be met, and this exception is taken 

into account in the model. 

A Hot Topic 

The Rio Grande/Río Bravo basin currently enjoys a good deal of attention on both 

sides of the border due to drought in the Lower Rio Grande Valley and 

negotiations regarding the Mexican water debt accumulated under the provisions 

of the 1944 Treaty.  A recent report called the dispute between the U.S. and 

Mexico over water “the most prominent and hotly-contested bilateral 

challenge.”54  Texas politicians have made the issue their own at the state and 

national levels.  In March 2002, Texas Governor Rick Perry sent a White Paper55 

outlining the position of the state of Texas “on the critical issue of water deficits 

and Mexico’s non-compliance with the Treaty…” which argued for political 

pressure on Mexico to deliver water by the end of the 2002 growing season.56   

Politicians from the Mexican states of Chihuahua, Coahuila, Nuevo Leon, and 

Tamaulipas deal with water issues, and the Mexican federal government is 

engaged in discussion regarding compliance with the 1944 Treaty.  The Foreign 

Secretariat responded to assertions by the U.S. Ambassador in Mexico on the 

topic of the treaty with an English language press release stating, “Mexico is 

complying with its obligations.”57  New scholarly work on the issue adds daily to 

the resources available to interested parties.  Most relevant to the topic of this 

report, the number of models of the basin continues to mount. 

This section briefly reviews research activities underway in the Rio Grande/Río 

Bravo basin.  A comprehensive examination of all efforts is outside the scope of 
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this report.  This survey is provided to illustrate the variety of organizations that 

are interested in studying the area, and their varied approaches to regional issues. 

U.S. Based Initiatives 

Numerous U.S. based think tanks, non-profit organizations, universities, and 

foundations count a Rio Grande/Río Bravo modeling exercise as a part of their 

current focus or project portfolio.  The Mitchell Center for Sustainable 

Development (Mitchell Center), a research arm of the Houston Advanced 

Research Center, and the Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de 

Monterrey completed a study titled Water and Sustainable Development in the 

Binational Lower Rio Grande/Río Bravo Basin in 2000.58  The task was 

undertaken jointly by U.S. and Mexican researchers, and involved the creation of 

two basin models. The first, BRACEROS, describes the operation of the Amistad-

Falcon reservoir system, and is coupled with the second, LRG, which handles 

river hydrology from Falcon to the Gulf of Mexico.59  The Mitchell Center also 

had a role in creation of the Paso del Norte Water Task Force and the Rio 

Grande/Río Bravo Coalition, both organizations that address water issues along 

the border.60  Major research donors are also looking at the Rio Grande/Río 

Bravo.  The Hewlett Foundation, outlining new strategies to support a global 

freshwater initiative, is focusing on water-stressed areas of northern and central 

Mexico, and on applying scientific tools, such as planning, operations, and 

forecasting models, to water resource systems.61  Universities across the country 

are also devoting resources to the region.  Sustainability of semi-Arid Hydrology 

and Riparian Areas (SAHRA) at the University of Arizona, under its thrust area 

of institutional analyses and social assessment, is analyzing the concept of 

“extraordinary drought” as it applies to the 1944 Treaty between the U.S. and 

Mexico.  Modeling of the river basin is included as a future project component.62  
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Taken together, these examples show the range of research interest in the Rio 

Grande/Río Bravo. 

Models have been used by government agencies, or by planning groups operating 

under a government mandate, to understand the basin.  The Rio Grande Regional 

Water Planning Group selected a consultant to refine an existing model of the 

Amistad-Falcon reservoir system for use during the regional planning process. 63   

The original model dates from the 1970s, and the updated version served as a tool 

to evaluate operational policies, and projected water supply from the reservoirs.64  

Texas A&M University, through its Cooperative Extension office in Weslaco, 

Texas, is engaged in a District Management System Program, the purpose of 

which is to “build a decision support system … for scheduling, managing, and 

conserving water resources.”65  Another model, the Upper Rio Grande Water 

Operations Model (URGWOM) was created through a partnership of six federal 

agencies, which selected RiverWare as the modeling software66 (see Chapter 3).  

Riverside Technology, Inc., working for the State of Colorado, developed a Rio 

Grande Decision Support System, using the HyroBase database utility, and the 

StateMod surface water allocation model as a platform.67  With a diverse range of 

modeling efforts underway, there are lessons to learn from all regarding data 

collection and model formulation. 

Within the State of Texas, an increasing focus on water management has brought 

more attention to the Rio Grande/Río Bravo basin.  In 1997, the Texas Legislature 

directed the TNRCC to develop water availability models for the state’s 23 river 

basins.  Water availability models are hydrologic “computer programs that 

calculate the amount of water in a river basin.”68  When TNRCC set priorities 

among river basins for model development in August 1999, the Rio Grande/Río 

Bravo basin ranked last, and the Texas Legislature did not fund modeling for this 
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basin.  Funding has since been approved, and the Rio Grande Water Availability 

Model is scheduled for completion in 2003.69 

The topic of natural resources conflict management is also being addressed.  At 

The University of Arizona, the Udall Center for Studies in Public Policy (Udall 

Center) operates a U.S.-Mexico Border Environment Program, which has 

addressed the issue of transboundary water management policy.70  Together with 

the Morris K. Udall Foundation and the U.S. Institute for Environmental Conflict 

Resolution, the Udall Center sponsored a conference in May 2002 titled 

“Environmental Conflict Resolution: The State of the Field and Its Contribution 

to Environmental Decision-Making” during which a course in “Science, Politics, 

and Collaborative Problem Solving” was offered.71   

Working from a variety of disciplines, U.S. researchers and government agencies 

continue to address water resource management along the Rio Grande/Río Bravo.  

This complex region, and its current turmoil, attracts more research dollars as 

drought persists.  Mexican researchers are also focusing on this region, and on 

answering questions posed by hydrologic variability. 

Mexico-Based Initiatives 

Numerous examples exist of Mexican involvement in basin research, and research 

done on behalf of Mexican interests.  In December of 2001, the North American 

Development Bank announced a partnership with the Canadian International 

Development Agency on the Río Conchos Watershed Project.  The Canadian 

firm, IER-Planning, Research and Management, serves as project leader for a 

needs assessment analysis and design of a Decision Support System to facilitate a 

comprehensive management plan and restoration strategy for the Río Conchos 

basin in the Mexican state of Chihuahua under this $250,000 grant.  The project is 
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expected to last two years.72  Additional projects have been undertaken by 

Mexican government agencies. 

The Mexican Institute of Water Technology (IMTA – Instituto Mexicano de 

Technología del Agua), under the Ministry of Environment and Natural 

Resources (SEMARNAT - Secretaría de Medio Ambiente y Recursos Naturales), 

is also focused on modeling the Rio Grande/Río Bravo.  The organization has 

invested resources in rainfall-based models, which calculate inflow to reservoirs 

and river reaches without relying on stream gages, and on investigating the effects 

on Mexican states of reservoir operation.  Alongside this effort, the Center of 

Water Resources Management and Drought Planning at the University of 

Washington, also called The Alpheus Group (TAG), is working with the CNA, 

IMTA, and the IBWC on a Río Bravo Emergency Drought Plan.  Under the 

direction of Richard Palmer, the goal of this project is to create a plan to deal with 

drought in the basin by creating a Shared Vision Model of the river in the 

STELLA®II software package.73  Shared Vision Modeling is discussed in 

Chapter 3 of this report. 

Due in part to recent focus on trade in the Americas, the profile of transboundary 

scholarship continues to increase.  Exploration of natural resource management 

along the U.S.-Mexico border illustrates a growing understanding that the refusal 

of environmental issues to follow political boundaries is a reason to develop 

processes to deal with environmental conflicts in a collaborative fashion.  

Research projects in both countries are working toward this goal, which is in the 

interest of many in the basin who use and depend on water. 

Stakeholders in the Rio Grande/Río Bravo Basin 

This section attempts to outline the various institutions, agencies, and operational 

districts that either influence or are concerned with management of the river as a 
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surface water resource.  This list is not exhaustive.  The goal is to provide the 

reader with a sense for the political and social complexity of the conflicts that 

drive discussion over management of water in the basin.  The information 

provided represents a synthesis by the author of various perspectives and 

observations, and should not be construed as any official agency position. 

International Boundary and Water Commission/Comisión Internacional des 
Límites y Aguas 

The IBWC and CILA share responsibility for administering the provisions of the 

1944 Treaty that divided the waters of the Rio Grande/Río Bravo and the 

Colorado River.  By maintaining flow gages, and recording reservoir storage, they 

determine what water belongs to whom.  The agencies jointly operate and 

maintain the reservoirs they constructed, under the federal government command 

structure and a strict set of rules. 

State of Texas 

Along the border, all water in the river belonging to the United States belongs to 

the State of Texas.  The state determines allocation of water to end users through 

a system of water rights described in the previous section.  Besides the TNRCC, 

the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD) and the Texas Water 

Development Board (TWDB) also have interest in the management of the river.  

TPWD is concerned with impacts to the natural environment, while TWDB 

coordinates the regional water planning process, which deals with issues of long 

term water supply planning.   

Chihuahua, Coahuila, Nuevo León, and Tamaulipas 

The Mexican state of Chihuahua is home to the Río Conchos, and meets part of 

its growing water needs from the flow of this river.  Large irrigation districts in 
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Chihuahua rely on surface and groundwater water to support agricultural 

production, which according to one study has expanded 200 percent since 1980.74  

This water use and Mexican treaty obligations make the management of this basin 

contentious within Mexico and within the Rio Grande/Río Bravo basin.  A 2001 

report by the Texas Center for Policy Studies provides an overview of the 

complex issues in the Río Conchos basin.75 

Downstream of Chihuahua, Coahuila, Tamaulipas, and Nuevo León share 

concerns about the amount of water use in the Conchos basin, which limits water 

flowing to the Rio Grande/Río Bravo in times of drought.  While Nuevo León has 

little actual waterfront property, the complex web of reservoirs and presence of 

Monterrey tie it hydraulically to the rest of the basin.  In 1994, President Salinas 

presided at the inauguration of El Cuchillo, a dam built in Nuevo León on the Río 

San Juan designed provide Monterrey with drinking water and northern 

Tamaulipas with water for irrigation.  The construction and operation of this dam, 

combined with an extreme drought, has reduced water available for downstream 

irrigation, and created “ongoing conflict between Monterrey, Irrigation District 

026, the Mexican federal government, and the state governments of Tamaulipas 

and Nuevo León.”76  The last riverfront state, Tamaulipas subsists on leftovers 

from its upstream neighbors.  Irrigation districts in this state are vocal, and 

municipal demands are growing due to northward migration within Mexico.  

Irrigators in Tamaulipas and the Lower Rio Grande Valley tend to share many 

concerns. 

Mexican Federal Government 

In Mexico, surface water belongs to the federal government.  The CNA controls 

division of water among users.  While the Río Bravo Basin office of the CNA, 

located in Monterrey, is responsible for day-to-day operations, decisions about 
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allocation appear to be made once yearly by the central office in Mexico City 

based on projections of water availability.  As the end of the 1997-2002 treaty 

accounting cycle draws near, representatives of the Mexican Foreign Ministry, 

among others, have been concerned with negotiations with the U.S. regarding 

conciliatory measures.   

U.S. Federal Government 

Key federal agencies with involvement in surface water quantity in the U.S. 

include the Department of Interior, specifically the Bureau of Reclamation 

(USBR), the Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), and the IBWC.  The U.S. 

Geological Survey (USGS) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) are 

involved in water quality issues.  In the portion of the basin covered in this report, 

water quantity issues in the mainstem of the river are the purview of the IBWC.  

Any conflicts between countries often extend beyond the IBWC to its parent 

agency, the U.S. State Department. 

Texas Irrigation Districts 

Irrigation Districts are a political subdivision of the State of Texas designed to 

facilitate the financing of infrastructure improvements and the management of 

irrigation deliveries.  The districts, 29 in the lower valley, own water rights and 

have clients to whom water is sold.  Clients include municipalities as well as 

irrigators.  District operating procedures are set up to account and bill for water 

used.  As institutions, they are not designed to encourage conservation of water, 

or allocate water to the highest valued uses.77  A recent report analyzed the state 

of infrastructure and investment needs in the Texas irrigation districts.78 
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Mexican Irrigation Districts 

Farmers in Mexico must decide what to plant based on yearly water allocations 

by the federal government.  In recent years, no reservoir water has been allocated 

to some irrigation districts, which have subsisted on dryland farming of lower-

value crops than those that can be grown with irrigation water.  Lack of water 

makes the economic viability of farming tenuous, increasing tensions.  Irrigation 

districts do not want to see water that could be theirs given to the U.S., and have 

reason to oppose Minute No. 308, and other transfers of water to the U.S.  

Mexican Municipalities 

Mexican cities face unique challenges with regard to the operation of water 

supply and distribution systems.  Rapid growth makes system extension costly 

and difficult, and lack of metering combined with distribution system leaks can 

lower revenue and decrease reliability. 

Texas Municipalities 

Growth creates increased municipal water demand, as subdivisions eat into 

farmland surrounding cities.  This drives conversion of irrigation water rights to 

agricultural water rights, increasing the amount of water needed to ensure 

adequate domestic supply.  While this may mean municipalities must purchase 

more rights, the structure of the Texas water rights system and reservoir operation 

policies provide relatively secure supply for cities. 

Other Stakeholders 

The descriptions above provide a brief overview of stakeholders with official 

management responsibility for the portion of the river included in this model.  

Many organizations with interest in the way the river is managed have not been 

covered, including environmental groups, recreational interests, industry, and the 
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States of New Mexico and Colorado.  A complete stakeholder analysis is outside 

the scope of this report, however these descriptions are presented to acquaint the 

reader with issues and dilemmas that arise during conversations about water 

management in the basin. 

Pressures to Negotiate 

Both Mexican and U.S. observers perceive a real, sustained, and inherent problem 

over Rio Grande water use: 

The future does not look promising.  There is still such a major lack of 
understanding about water.  Even the high-level officials who drafted the 
1944 water treaty didn’t understand it fully.79 

We are at an all-time low.  Right now, there’s not enough water for next 
year’s planting season.80 

The ecological health of the Rio Grande/Río Bravo is critically injured 
and in imminent danger of collapse.81 

The IBWC and CILA monitor compliance with the 1944 Treaty.   Over the last 10 

years, the most controversial provision has been the requirement that Mexico 

provide a minimum of 350,000 acre-feet a year on average over a five-year cycle 

to the United States.  During the five-year cycle that ended in 1997, Mexico fell 

short by a total of about a million acre-feet.  The “water debt” is growing, as 

deliveries during the current five-year cycle fall short.  Failure by Mexico to meet 

the treaty obligations translates directly into less water for irrigators in the Rio 

Grande Valley.  The Treaty contains provisions that require Mexico to “pay back” 

any shortfalls that occur.  While there have been political overtures addressing 

this issue, little water has come downstream, and tensions are rising.  One 

newspaper documented a Valley farmer’s view that the 1944 Treaty should be 

“scrapped.”82  Late May saw the Pharr-Reynosa International Bridge blocked by 

about 50 tractors, operated by Texans with signs reading “Farmers for Treaty 
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Compliance.”83  In July, four members of the U.S House of Representatives 

called for retaliation against Mexico because of the mounting treaty deficit.84  

Amistad Dam has been the site of repeated protests by Mexican citizens who 

demand their country refuse to send water to the U.S. in payment of the debt.85 

Texas farmers would like to get “their” water.  The lack of water for irrigation 

forces farmers to accept reduced yields, switch crops, or not plant at all.  These 

financial impacts put some out of business, and have cascading effects on the 

region’s economic well-being.  TDA Commissioner Susan Combs estimated 2001 

agricultural losses at $500 million.86  Mexican farmers in the Lower Valley can 

relate to their Texas counterparts.  They view themselves as having been denied 

water to increase benefits for upstream farmers, which creates inter-state and 

state-federal conflict within Mexico.  The Mexican government argues that 

prolonged extreme drought in Mexico has made it physically impossible to 

deliver the required water.  Under one interpretation of treaty rules, an extreme 

drought designation would result in a shift in payback requirements.  While the 

description here greatly oversimplifies a complex situation, it is clear that conflict 

over basin management is a real and timely issue to address. 

Barriers exist that prevent management of the Rio Grande/Río Bravo as a bi-

national basin.  Because of the 1944 Treaty governing division of the river, 

resolution of the water debt issue will involve diplomacy on the federal level.  

While affected parties on either side of the river may share interests, they do not 

have the same access to decision-making authority, and do not operate with the 

same power. This puts water for Rio Grande/Río Bravo farmers on the same list 

as other binational issues, and some are arguably of larger scope and of greater 

political importance to those governing the two nations.  The border region is also 
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under pressure to accommodate NAFTA-related growth, and not slow down the 

economic engine of international trade.   

Why Suggest an Operations Exercise? 

With so many complicating factors evident, are there any forces driving the 

region toward cooperation?  The answer is yes.  Concerned parties on both sides 

of the river have long recognized that a long-term system management strategy 

developed through a collaborative process could result in greater benefits for all.  

Each country has incentives to discover new ways to manage for irrigation, to 

ensure a stable regional food supply and economic base. Given rapid population 

growth, today’s irrigation shortages could become tomorrow’s municipal water 

supply shut off.  Because delay carries opportunity cost, Mexico and the United 

States both have economic reasons to seek a resolution to current tensions.  The 

Operations Exercise was developed to provide an opportunity for water managers 

from both countries to gather and discuss management of the river, using a 

computer model that facilitates the evaluation of options by providing a 

representation of the physical river system.  Increasing political pressure creates 

an opening for new approaches involving new tools. 

Summary 

This chapter presented background information on the Rio Grande/Río Bravo 

basin, beginning with climate and history, and ending with a catalog of current 

political tensions in the region over water.  The model developed for the 

Operations Exercise is based on the laws and policies described in this chapter.  

Contextual knowledge is a key input into design of processes to manage conflict, 

especially in identification of interests shared between parties that may facilitate 

cooperation.  The next chapter expounds upon the dispute resolution process by 

exploring terms and philosophy.      
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Chapter 2.  Dispute Resolution Processes 

The design of a process to manage conflict begins with knowledge of the context 

in which the conflict is occurring.  With an understanding of the background of 

the Rio Grande/Río Bravo region, it is evident that conflict will play a role in the 

future of water resources management in the basin.  Without the structure of a 

court system to facilitate the resolution of disputes between sovereign nations, 

other tools for reaching decisions become imperative.  Alternative Dispute 

Resolution (ADR) generally refers to a continuum of processes designed to 

resolve disputes outside of the courts, especially useful in situations where no 

courts exists.  These range from negotiation between two parties to arrangements 

where facts are presented to a neutral third party with the power to determine 

outcome.  Variables include involvement of a neutral third party (to assist in 

resolving the dispute), type of decision reached (consensus, majority, or impartial 

judging), and focus on fact-finding.   

This chapter reviews common process terms and definitions used in the field of 

dispute resolution, as a foundation for recommendations presented later in the 

report, and as general background information for the reader unfamiliar with this 

discipline.  Only select terms are covered – a complete appraisal of the field of 

dispute resolution is outside the scope of this report.  Processes that are 

appropriate for conflicts in which the interests of a large number of groups are at 

stake are addressed, as well as those which incorporate a neutral third party to 

assist in the process of communication.  Practices under review are those suitable 

for disputes involving public agencies and that use voluntary consent as the 

decision-making method. 
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Process Terms and Definitions 

The ten terms discussed below (see Table 2-1) appear in literature on dispute 

resolution.  Each will be explored, and the definitions used to determine the 

adaptability of a process to a dispute that involves scientific or technical 

information about a water resource system, possibly incorporating a model into 

the dispute resolution process. 

Table 2-1.  Dispute Resolution Process Terms 

• Assisted Negotiation 
• Facilitation 
• Mediation 
• Collaborative Planning 
• Consensus Building Process or Consensus Process 
• Consensus Decision Making 
• Decision Support System 
• Negotiation Support System 
• Computer Assisted Negotiation 

 

Assisted Negotiation 

Lawrence Susskind and Jeffery Cruikshank write of assisted negotiation as a 

negotiated approach to consensus building that is appropriate when a public 

dispute is highly complex, the affected groups hard to identify and represent, and 

high emotional, psychological, or financial stakes make collaboration difficult to 

sustain.  A neutral third party can assist the parties in initiating communication 

and discussing ideas, and act to mitigate power imbalances.1  Facilitation and 

mediation fall under the umbrella of assisted negotiation. 
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Facilitation 

Facilitation engages a neutral third party in a dispute resolution process for the 

purposes of helping the group communicate and accomplish its goals.  As defined 

by Bernard Mayer, “the role of the facilitator is in essence to guide a group 

process, and where decision making is involved, to orchestrate a consensus-

building effort.”2 

Mediation 

As related to facilitation, “[m]ediation intensifies the substantive involvement of 

the neutral without removing control over the outcome from the parties.”3  Mayer 

offers this definition: “Mediation is an approach to conflict resolution in which a 

third party helps disputants arrive at a resolution to a conflict.  A mediator does 

not make a decision or impose a solution but rather assists the disputants as they 

attempt to find their own way through the conflict.”4  A facilitator interacts with 

the group; a mediator may meet with each party privately to discuss issues, and is 

active in helping develop options for resolution of the conflict. 

Collaborative Planning 

Collaboration refers to a process where participants work together to achieve a 

common objective, share honest views, engage in give-and-take negotiation, and 

combine skills, ideas, and resources to achieve an end result that none could have 

achieved alone.5  In a collaborative planning model, the goal of collective action 

is “the aggregation of individual needs and preferences into a specific course of 

action that is feasible, desirable, and equitable.”6   

Consensus Building Process or Consensus Process 

The Policy Consensus Initiative provides this definition: “A consensus process is 

an effort in which government agencies and other affected parties seek to reach 
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agreement on a course of action to address an issue or set of related issues.  In a 

consensus process, representatives of all necessary interests with a stake in an 

issue work together to find a mutually acceptable solution.  Each process differs 

because in each case the parties design it to fit their circumstances.”7   

Consensus Decision Making 

Among the guiding principles of a consensus process is consensus decision 

making, defined as a decision-making method where “participants make decisions 

by agreement rather than by majority vote.”8  A consensus process is generally a 

collaborative process, or one in which people work together, “because people do 

not achieve consensus without working together.”9  However, a consensus 

process specially emphasizes the way in which the group makes decisions.   

Decision Support System 

Neil S. Grigg, Professor of Civil Engineering at Colorado State University, 

defines a decision support system as “an advisory system for management, 

usually computer-based, that utilizes databases, models, and 

communication/dialog systems to provide decision makers with management 

information.”10  When applied to a group context, the term group decision support 

system is often used. 

Negotiation Support System 

Negotiation support system refers to a group decision support system used to 

assist negotiating parties, either in pre-negotiating strategic planning, or to 

facilitate negotiations in real time.  When used in real time, negotiation support 

systems can be designed to focus on the context of the issue under negotiation 

(the behavior of the system), or on the dynamics and process of negotiating.11 
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Computer Assisted Negotiation 

This term describes a process in which a computer-based tool is used to facilitate 

negotiation, subject to the same variables as the support systems described above.  

Many different phrases have been developed, such as computer-aided negotiation 

or CAN, that incorporate these elements.  The Operations Exercise explored in 

this report represents a test of this method, modified to fit the experimental nature 

of the project, and the role of the University of Texas at Austin as the convener of 

the event. 

Synthesis 

The concepts outlined share features that make them adaptable to management of 

water resource disputes, and to the inclusion of technical tools in the process.  

They are suitable for resolution of issues that are matters of public policy or 

planning for public use of resources, and enable interests from all sides to be 

heard and incorporated into resolution.  However, no two situations are alike, and 

what works in one river basin may not work in another.  Elements of various 

processes are often combined to create a unique solution to the dispute at hand.  

Stages in Dispute Resolution 

While exact prescriptions differ, there are generally accepted stages taken to 

begin a process and achieve resolution of a dispute through one of the methods 

described above.  When conflict arises, one or more parties may begin to seek 

ways to resolve issues collaboratively.  An important first step is to analyze the 

conflict and determine if a consensus-based process is likely to succeed.  If 

beginning a process is deemed appropriate, then the initiator(s) should perform a 

detailed review of parties likely to be affected by the dispute or any potential 

outcomes, and take steps to include all parties in the process.  Together, the 

participants can address issues of financial support for the process, and take steps 
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to select and hire a neutral third party or “neutral” to facilitate or mediate the 

process.  With the neutral, the group plans the actual process that will be 

undertaken to resolve the dispute, and sets ground rules.  Issues are negotiated, 

and once agreements have been reached they are formalized and implemented. 

Practitioners of water resource dispute resolution outline a three-phase approach 

to the resolution of a conflict.  The first phase is reaching agreement on the 

process to be used to resolve the dispute.  Often this is a hybrid of technical and 

diplomatic methods, and may also involve communication at different levels of 

the governments or organizations.  If a computer model is to be used, process 

agreement includes selection of the parties to be involved in creating the model, 

the type of model to be used, and time frame, among other parameters.  The 

second phase encompasses the design of the model and performance measures 

that will be used to evaluate output, covering data and assumptions as well as 

output format and quantity.  Construction of performance measures involves 

value choices regarding what will be considered important information in judging 

results, which is essentially the identification of the interests of the parties to the 

dispute.  Finally, the agreed-upon model is used to test alternatives.12  The 

Operations Exercise was developed using a hybrid version of this process. 

Multi-Party Water Resource Disputes: The Cast of Characters 

Parties to a water resources dispute fall within three general categories of 

overlapping interests.  Both individuals and organizations represent these 

interests, and it is important to recognize the concerns of each in designing a 

dispute resolution process to address a water resource conflict.  In these 

definitions, “river” is used to refer to a water resources system, which may also be 

a reservoir, underground distribution network, or any combination of structures 

that serves to physically convey water from one place to another.  ADR literature 
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is rich with analyses of stakeholder participation in the process of conflict 

management, however a full discussion of this issue is outside the scope of this 

report, and the goal in this section is to cover only basic issues pertinent to 

discussion of designing a modeling process for water resource issues.  These 

descriptions overlap with those of selected stakeholders in the Rio Grande/Río 

Bravo basin presented in Chapter 1. 

River Operators 

Government agencies operate most large water resource systems in the United 

States.  On the federal level, the Bureau of Reclamation runs large-scale irrigation 

systems that store and deliver water for agricultural use.  Individual states control 

surface water resources as well, and establish and enforce systems of distribution.  

Municipalities manage domestic water supply, and in Texas special municipal 

utility districts provide water service outside incorporated areas.  At each level, 

operating agencies must conform to their own laws, regulations, policies, 

procedures, and guidelines, as well as those of the governments above them.  

Some of these factors may be beyond an agency’s control, as are climactic and 

other natural forces that influence the physical supply system.  Governmental 

entities seek to operate within this framework, but are also subject to demands 

from their clients, the groups to whom water is distributed.  Facilities must be 

maintained, and taxes, fees, or other methods of financing are secured for these 

purposes.  Finally, the representative nature of U.S. democracy means that 

government agencies are subject to political forces that change mission, redefine 

authority, and set priorities to which agencies must adjust.  In recent years, private 

ownership of water supply systems has increased.  Private organizations and their 

profit motive add a new dimension to the participation of river operators in 

conflict resolution processes. 
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River Users 

River users consume water directly or consume the functions it provides.  They 

want access to the resource.  People use water in their home for drinking, bathing, 

washing clothes, and watering lawns.  Water fuels industrial processes that 

generate employment and provide products for consumption.  Irrigation sends 

water to thirsty crops, growing the food that rests on supermarket shelves.  Water 

from each of these processes returns laden with waste products, and those that are 

not removed by treatment are returned to the river to be diluted or assimilated into 

the atmosphere.  Boats also float down the same river, looking for fish and 

enjoying the peace of moving water.  Government-sponsored processes such as 

Senate Bill 1 provide opportunities for public participation in water management 

decisions on the U.S. side, but in Mexico fewer opportunities exist for citizens to 

make their voice heard on water issues.13 

River Environment 

If right to access were based solely on time of first appropriation, and beneficial 

use defined to encompass non-commoditized uses, nature would have top billing.  

Rivers support vegetation and wildlife, sustaining entire ecosystems.  Aquatic life 

thrives in streams, lakes, and estuaries.  Natural distribution systems transfer 

water from snowfields to grassy plains.  However, these interests cannot generally 

speak for themselves. 

These categories of interest overlap every day.  People depend on fish for food, 

and fish depend on the river for survival.  Human use of river functions, regulated 

by government agencies, influences the environment.  River operators hold the 

resource in trust for the public, and make laws to preserve ecosystem function and 

environmental health.  By understanding the range of viewpoints that are 

incorporated in a collaborative water resource dispute resolution process, and the 
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challenges of designing a method to approach the disagreement and integrate 

technology, public policy makers will be better-equipped to deal with resource 

conflict as it arises. 

Summary 

This chapter has reviewed dispute resolution processes that can be applied to 

multi-party and multi-jurisdictional water resource disputes, along with stages in 

dispute resolution, and provided a general outline of the types of interests 

represented by stakeholders in a water-related conflict.  From a discussion of 

general practices and interests, approaches to the particular situation of the Rio 

Grande/Río Bravo basin can be drawn.  The approach selected by the modeling 

team for the Rio Grande/Río Bravo Operations Exercise is detailed in Chapter 4.  

The second discipline that contributes to technically enhanced dispute resolution 

processes is computer modeling.  Process design also requires that process 

conveners understand the functions and capabilities of these tools.  Computer 

models with features that suggest application to conflict management are 

discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3.  Modeling Water Resources 

Just as ADR processes reflect different conflict management philosophies, 

approaches to modeling water resource systems reflect different ways of studying 

the physical world.  A plethora of software exists for modeling water resource 

system components, and each package represents a unique approach to problem 

solving, made tangible through its data requirements and features.  To understand 

dispute resolution processes that incorporate models, it is important to review 

water resources modeling in general, and the process by which a model is 

developed.  This chapter provides that background, and describes currently 

available water resource modeling packages that have application to collaborative 

processes, through form or function.  Because it is not time or cost efficient to 

develop a new software package for each river basin model that is constructed, 

future efforts may make use of these available products.  The capabilities of 

technical tools will influence processes designed to incorporate them, and this 

makes it necessary to clearly define the desired structure and flexibility prior to 

selecting a modeling framework.  

What is a Model? 

According to Webster’s Dictionary, a model is “a miniature representation of 

something; also: a pattern of something to be made.”1  Others define a model as a 

description or analogy used to help visualize something that cannot be directly 

observed.  To a scientist, a model may be a system of postulates, data, and 

inferences presented as a mathematical description of an entity or state of affairs.  

Models are used to bring diverse sources of information about a system together 

to develop cumulative knowledge, and explore how single actions affect the 

system.  In many instances, the only way to experiment on a large physical 
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system is to develop a “miniature replica” that can be used to answer questions 

about system behavior.  The working hypothesis used in this research is that how 

a model is defined influences the contributions one can make to the process of 

dispute resolution.  Hence, a synthetic definition is proposed: 

A model is a set of statements describing a system that incorporates 
physical and non-physical elements and helps explore relationships among  
elements. 

This definition is not based solely on science or mathematics, nor does it 

presuppose a computer-based implementation, but instead recognizes that models 

can incorporate “facts” as well as “politics,” and address “optimal management” 

questions just as readily as “most palatable.”  Models can be used for a variety of 

purposes.  Most often, they answer questions about the state of a system, and 

forecast response to change.  Evaluating options and risks, they inform decision-

making, and give decision-makers confidence in outcomes.  Models describe 

various levels of detail, from the movement of atoms to global weather patterns. 

Water Resource Modeling 

Classic examples of mathematical models include the Pythagorean theorem, 

which dates from the sixth century B.C., and Einstein’s twentieth century theory 

of relativity.2  However, it is computer modeling applications that are most 

familiar.  The first electronic digital computer, ENIAC, was built in 1946 at the 

University of Pennsylvania.  Early computer developers saw potential for rapid 

solution of mathematical models in the new machines, and the first applications 

were dedicated to such projects.3  Water is among the many natural resources for 

which there are now devoted computer modeling products. 

Models for analysis of surface water systems take numerous forms.  They can be 

classified as optimization or simulation models, have static and dynamic 
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elements, are deterministic or stochastic, and focus on long run or short run 

analysis.  Simulation models contain mathematical and logical statements that 

describe the operation of a particular river basin system, and can be used with 

historical or synthetic stream flows to predict or analyze system performance.  

Optimization models use solution techniques to maximize positive benefit within 

a system, seeking the best configuration, and often require more simplifying 

assumptions than simulation models to solve the equations.4 

The developer of a model can choose to make elements static or dynamic.  Static 

elements remain the same for every time period in which the model is run.  

Dynamic elements change, to represent fluctuating parameters of the system 

being studied.  A model is said to be deterministic if the solution incorporates 

future knowledge of stream flow; what would be unknown in the real world is 

pre-determined in the world of the model.  Stochastic modeling is the opposite – 

the probability range of stream flow values is known, but not the actual numbers.  

A final model characteristic is time horizon.  When the model has been developed 

to examine changes in the physical system, such as construction of a new 

reservoir or changing crop patterns, a long-term run is appropriate.  To determine 

the most efficient operating policy for a given set of conditions, the model can be 

run for a shorter period of time.5   

Peter Senge identified “systems thinking” in 1990 as “a conceptual framework, a 

body of knowledge and tools that has been developed over the past fifty years to 

make the full patterns clearer, and to help us to see how to change them 

effectively … a discipline for seeing wholes.”6  A natural resource management 

specialist writing about the systems approach to water management, Asit K. 

Biswas defined systems analysis: 
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… systems analysis is a problem-solving technique wherein attempts are 
made to build a replica of a real-world system or situation, with the 
objective of experimenting with the replica to gain some insight into the 
real-world problem.7 

Neil Grigg, however, used a simple definition of systems analysis: “the analysis 

of systems.”  Grigg then focused on ways to define a system, specifically a water 

resources system, that incorporated social, institutional, and economic aspects 

along with the physical description of the system.8  Elements of systems analysis 

are incorporated at all levels of water resources modeling, including the 

development of modeling software. 

The Process of Model Development 

Developers of a basin-specific model must first determine the scope and purpose 

of the system to be produced.  This includes selecting which one in the pairs of 

parameters described in the previous section best matches the modeling goals.  

The desired functions of a model should be specified prior to selecting a 

framework.  Once this has been done, a review of available packages will help 

narrow the selection.  When a choice has been made, data requirements can be 

determined.  The search for data, both physical and operational, and the 

generation of assumptions necessary to specify the problem to be analyzed, is an 

iterative process.  Models can undergo many rounds of testing to verify the 

accuracy of results, and consultation with experts can provide additional 

information to strengthen the investigation.  Software packages are available to 

provide basic frameworks for models with any combination of parameters. 

Current Software 

This chapter describes a variety of software packages for water resource modeling 

(see Table 3-1).  The water resources models most familiar to engineers are 

typically detailed simulations of hydraulic and hydrologic processes.  Programs 
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developed by the Army Corps of Engineers’ Hydraulic Engineering Center such 

as HEC-HMS,9 HEC-RAS,10 and HEC-511 are used to model runoff, create 

backwater profiles and analyze flood flows, and understand behavior in a 

reservoir.  These models address the context of a water resources design, 

management, or operations problem: the system itself.  They provide support for 

understanding the physical system and evaluating proposed on-the-ground 

changes, and it was in this capacity that they were first incorporated into problem 

solving strategies.  So-called “context support” models are developed by experts 

and must be run by experts to provide output to the process.  The models 

reviewed in this chapter all contain context support elements.12,13,14 

Table 3-1.  Selected water resource models 

• MODSIM/MODSIM-DSS 
• WRAP 
• Aquarius 
• WEAP 
• WaterWare 
• RiverWare 
• Shared Vision Modeling with STELLA II 
• OASIS with OCL 

 

Process models, on the other hand, “are concerned with the dynamics or 

procedure of the negotiation process itself rather than with the performance or 

impacts resulting from the water resource system itself.”15  Their goal is to 

identify solutions that are mutually acceptable, and possibly better than would 

have been found without their use.  Process support can be designed for 

individual use, supporting either a mediator/facilitator or a party in the 

negotiation.  It is also possible for a process support system to assist all parties in 

a dispute, with the computer acting as a neutral facilitator of exchange among the 
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interests.16  ICANS is an example of a process support system with application to 

water resource conflicts.17  ICANS, an Interactive Computer-Assisted Negotiation 

Support System, was developed specifically for use by professional mediators or 

facilitators to directly define and evaluate possible settlements in multi-issue, 

multi-party negotiations. 18  It identifies and evaluates alternatives based on 

confidential information on interests and values provided by each party.  The 

program takes initial proposals by each party, and attempts to identify a single 

alternative, or set of issue values, from which further negotiations can proceed.  

Compromises are generated based on equal reduction in each party’s total relative 

satisfaction.19 

A two-party water resources conflict served as the basis for a limited experiment 

using the ICANS tool.  Results from negotiations without computer assistance 

were compared to results from negotiations where the parties had access to 

ICANS.  Use of this process support system was found to improve the efficiency 

of the negotiated agreement.  The researchers noted that “results of experiments 

suggest that programs like ICANS can help negotiators find agreements that 

parties in conflict will judge superior to those that they might have reached 

without the use of computer assistance.”20   

A system designed to address a water resource conflict can also contain elements 

of both context and process support.  This combination produces a wide spectrum, 

ranging from dispute resolution systems that use context models as analysis tools, 

to modeling techniques with elements of both context and process and a 

supporting dispute system design.  Examples of integrated systems include 

Shared Vision Modeling using STELLA®II as practiced at the University of 

Washington, and a flexible process design involving OASIS with OCL™, a 

product of Hydrologics, Inc.   
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It is beyond the scope of this report to describe all the models that have been 

created to assist in decision-making in water resource systems.  However, it is 

important to understand the types of tools that have been developed for this 

purpose, and where they have been applied.  The models covered in this report 

were selected because they serve as a dispute resolution tool in the basins in 

which they have been applied.  Models may have elements of context and process 

support, some integrated, often at different levels in different applications.  In 

many ways, modeling is philosophy: the design of software reflects the 

developer’s philosophical approach to water resource systems. 

MODSIM and MODSIM-DSS 

MODSIM was developed at Colorado State University, and was originally based 

on modification of a model constructed at the Texas Water Development Board.21  

This generalized river basin network simulation model allocates water within the 

system according to user-specified priorities, using daily, weekly, or monthly 

time intervals.22  Two recent adaptations of MODSIM include MODSIM-DSS, a 

continuation of university research designed to create a tool to assist decision 

makers, and SIAM.  SIAM, or System Impact Assessment Model, is a product of 

the U.S. Geological Survey, and uses MODSIM as the water quantity model 

within a suite of components used to assess management strategies in the Klamath 

Basin and characterize ecosystem health.23  Other components include HEC-5Q,24 

a water quality model, and SALMOD,25 a fish production model.  According to 

model developers, “Resource managers in the Klamath Basin can use SIAM to 

determine the impacts of specific legal and institutional flow constraints during 

droughts…”26 
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Table 3-2.  MODSIM and MODSIM-DSS 

MODSIM, as 
described by users 

and developers 

• “MODSIM III is an object-oriented, general-purpose simulation 
tool specifically designed for modeling large, complex systems.”1  

• “MODSIM-DSS is a generalized river basin Decision Support 
System and network flow model developed at Colorado State 
University which is unique among available river basin simulation 
models in its capability of simultaneously incorporating the 
complex physical, hydrological, and institutional/administrative 
aspects of river basin management, including water rights.” 2 

Characteristics • Models are visual, interactive, and hierarchical 
• Provides built-in statistical modeling and statistics gathering 

functions 
• Captures both concurrent and interacting behaviors of system 

components in simulation time 
Development and 

Availability 
• MODSIM is a product of the CACI Products Company 

(http://www.caciasl.com/) 
• MODSIM-DSS was developed at Colorado State University 

(http://modsim.engr.colostate.edu) 
• SIAM is maintained by the U.S. Geological Survey, and is 

available for download 
(http://www.mesc.usgs.gov/products/software/siam/siam.asp) 

Applications • MODSIM-DSS – U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, City of Ft. Collins, 
City of Greeley, City of Colorado Springs, Imperial Irrigation 
District 

• System Impact Assessment Model (SIAM) – Developed by the 
River Systems Management Section of the U.S. Geological 
Survey’s Fort Collins Science Center for the Klamath River basin 
in Oregon and California with the goal “to further the process of 
reaching a consensus on the management of water resources in 
order to stabilize and restore riverine ecosystems” 3 

Source: Adapted from the following references.  1 Brian Wood and Kerim Tumay, “MODSIM III 
and CACI’s Applications,” in P.A. Farrington et al., eds., Proceedings of the 1999 Winter 
Simulation Conference.  Online. Available: http://www.informs-cs.org/wsc99papers/032.PDF.  
Accessed: July 29, 2002. 2 John W. Labadie, MODSIM-DSS: Water Resources and Water Rights 
Planning and Operations Decision Support System.  Online.  Available: 
http://modsim.engr.colostate.edu.  Accessed: July 22, 2002.  3 U.S. Geological Survey, Fort 
Collins Science Center, System Impact Assessment Model (SIAM).  Online.  Available: 
http://www.mesc.usgs.gov/products/software/siam/siam.asp.  Accessed: July 22, 2002. 
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WRAP 

The Water Rights Analysis Package (WRAP) was developed at Texas A&M 

University to evaluate water availability in Texas river basins.  It was chosen by 

the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission (TNRCC) as the program 

of choice for the Water Availability Modeling (WAM) program begun under 

Senate Bill 1, major state water planning legislation enacted in 1997.  The model 

was designed to simulate water availability in a basin subject to a priority-based 

water allocation system such as the Texas water rights system, and it beat out 

many competitors as the tool of choice for the WAM project.  Several private and 

research organizations have created graphical user interfaces for this Fortran 

program.27 

Table 3-3.  WRAP 

WRAP, as 
described by the 

developer 

• “WRAP is designed for evaluating capabilities for meeting 
existing and proposed water rights requirements and determining 
the unappropriated stream flows available for additional new water 
rights applicants.” 1 

Characteristics • Generalized for application to simulation studies of any river basin 
under a priority-based water allocation system 

• Uses monthly time step, with user-defined output 
Development and 

Availability 
• Developed at Texas A&M University, with sponsorship from the 

Texas Water Resources Institute, Brazos River Authority, and U.S. 
Geological Survey 

• For availability of this public domain package see the project 
website (http://twri.tamu.edu/./reports/1996/146/index.html) 

Applications • Texas statewide Water Availability Modeling Project (22 river 
basins) 

Source: Ralph Wurbs, Computer Models for Water Resources Planning and Management, IWR 
Report 94-NDS-7 (Alexandria, Vir.: U.S. Army Crops of Engineers Institute for Water Resources, 
July 1994). 1 Ralph Wurbs, Water Rights Analysis Package (WRAP) Model. Online. Available: 
http://twri.tamu.edu/twriconf/w4tx98/papers.wurbs.html.  Accessed: July 22, 2002. 
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Aquarius 

Aquarius determines the transfer of water to a user based solely on economic 

criteria.  The first version was complete in 1997, the result of a collaboration 

between Colorado State University and the U.S. Forest Service, an agency within 

the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA).28  Aquarius provides a sharp 

contrast to models designed to allocate water based on priority or right, so 

Aquarius can provide a comparison to other modes of operation, leaving out 

institutional barriers and market failures.  This package can also be used to 

develop demand curves for uses with a predetermined level of allocation. 29 

Table 3-4.  Aquarius 

In the words of 
the developer 

• “Aquarius is a state-of-the-art computer model devoted to the 
temporal and spatial allocation of water among competing uses in 
a river basin.  The model is driven by an economic efficiency 
operational criterion requiring the reallocation of stream flows 
until the net marginal return in all water uses is equal.”1 

Characteristics • Recognition of non-traditional and traditional uses 
• Water allocation based on economic criteria (net marginal return 

in all water uses must be equal) 
Development and 

Availability 
• Developed by Colorado State University and the USDA Forest 

Service.  
• Free for government agencies for teaching and research purposes 

(for private use consult developers).  Download the current version 
at http://www.fs.fed.us/rm/value/aquariusdwnld.html. 

Applications • No information on applications of this model could be found. 
Source: Gustavo E. Diaz, Thomas C. Brown, and Oli Sveinsson, Aquarius: A modeling system for 
river basin water allocation, General Technical Report RM-GTR-299 (Fort Collins, Col.: U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment 
Station, 2000). 1 U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Research 
Station. Aquarius: A Modeling System for River Basin Water Allocation.  Online.  Available: 
http://www.fs.fed.us/rm/value/aquarius.html.  Accessed: July 22, 2002. 
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WEAP 

WEAP (Water Evaluation and Planning System) is a policy-oriented model that 

relies on water balance accounting to evaluate user-constructed scenarios.30  A 

product of the Tellus Institute developed with funding from the Hydrologic 

Engineering Center at the Army Corps of Engineers and numerous international 

agencies, WEAP has been used for both traditional modeling, and the facilitation 

of policy related dialogue.  In the Middle East, Israeli and Palestinian participants 

discussed use of the program in a workshop to jointly explore regional water 

sharing that involved government, academic, and stakeholder representatives.31 

Table 3-5.  WEAP 

WEAP, in the 
words of the 

developer 

• “WEAP is distinguished by its integrated approach to simulating 
water systems and by its policy orientation.  WEAP places the 
demand side of the equation – water use patterns, equipment 
efficiencies, re-use, prices and allocation – on an equal footing with 
the supply side – streamflow, groundwater, reservoirs and water 
transfers.  WEAP is a laboratory for examining alternative water 
development and management strategies.”1 

Characteristics • Uses GIS tools to configure system, and links to Excel 
• A system of “current accounts” captures present water demand, and 

the user creates “future assumptions” to evaluate projections 
Development and 

Availability 
• Created by the Stockholm Environment Institute – Boston, Tellus 

Institute.  (http://www.tellus.org, http://www.seib.org/weap) 
Selected 

Applications 
• Israeli/Palestinian Dialogue 
• Water Planning for the State of California 
• Supply Augmentation in Texas 
• Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint River Basin 
• Water and Environment in the Río San Juan 
• Strategies for Water Use in the Aral Sea Region 

Source: Stockholm Environment Institute – Boston, Tellus Institute (SEI), WEAP Applications.  
Online.  Available: http://www.tellus.org/seib/weap/weapapplications.html.  Accessed: July 22, 
2002.  SEI, WEAP21 Water Evaluation and Planning System,  Online.  Available: 
http://www.tellus.org/seib/weap/weapoverview.pdf.  Accessed: July 22, 2002.  1 SEI, User Guide 
for WEAP21 (Boston, Mass., July 2001). Online. Available: 
http://www.tellus.org/seib/weap/weapuserguide.pdf.  Accessed: July 22, 2002. 
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WaterWare 

WaterWare makes use of GIS to enhance visibility of the spatial dimensions of 

water resources modeling.  The product of an Austrian firm, Environmental 

Software and Services, this software can provide a common interface to 

integrated river basin information and form the basis for a decision support 

system, supporting a high degree of customization.  WaterWare has been used in 

projects on three continents, including the Lerma-Chapala Basin in Mexico.32 

Table 3-6.  WaterWare 

WaterWare in the 
words of the 

developer 

• “This fifth-generation hydroinformatics system has the capacity 
not only to predict what is likely to happen under different 
scenarios but also to offer expert advice on decisions that need to 
be taken. Whilst modeling techniques are used for predictive 
purposes, the artificial intelligence is provided by a mixture of 
optimization techniques and expert systems. These are available to 
assist the user evaluate options, draw conclusions and determine 
appropriate actions.”1  

Characteristics • Integrated GIS capabilities and geo-referenced databases 
• Incorporates water quality modeling 

Development and 
Availability 

• Created during the EUREKA project EU487 involving three 
university research institutes and two commercial companies and 
available from Environmental Software and Services 
(http://www.ess.co.at) 

Applications • River Thames in England 
• Lerma-Chapala basin in Mexico 
• West Bank and Gaza in Palestine 
• Kelantan River in Malaysia 

Source: K. Fedra and D.G. Jamieson, “An object-oriented approach to model integration: a river 
basin informatics example,” in K. Kovar and H.P. Nachtnebel, eds., IAHS Publication No. 235, 
pp. 669-676. Online. Available: http://www.ess.co.at/WATERWARE/.  Accessed:  July 29, 2002.  
1 Water Resource Systems Research Laboratory, Waterware: A Decision-Support System For 
Integrated River Basin Planning, Online.  Available: 
http://www.ncl.ac.uk/wrgi/wrsrl/projects/waterware/waterware.html.  Accessed: July 29, 2002. 
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RiverWare 

RiverWare is a tool for river and reservoir modeling, developed at the Center for 

Advanced Decision Support for Water and Environment Systems (CADSWES) at 

the University of Colorado in Boulder.  The software’s flexibility allows 

applications to daily scheduling, operational forecasting, and long-range planning, 

and supports both simulation and optimization methodologies.  RiverWare was 

designed to be easy to enhance and tailor to specific needs, including interface 

with existing data, models, and reporting tools.  Operating policies are 

represented as input data, and can be modified to evaluate effects.  RiverWare 

also contains a water accounting feature, with storage accounts, flow accounts, 

and diversion accounts.33 

Programmed using an object-oriented user interface, the building blocks of 

RiverWare are defined objects representing the features of a river basin.  In the 

graphical workspace, each object can be opened to show slots, which are 

variables assigned to the object that feed into the physical process model 

equations.  For each object, a selection of analytical methods is available.  The 

run control utility allows the user to specify time step and date range.  Simulation 

is used for a completely and uniquely specified problem.  A modification is rule-

based simulation, where the model adds information not provided by the user 

based on prioritized policy statements given as input.  RiverWare also contains an 

optimization routine, which uses a linear programming engine to optimize based 

on programmed goals. 34 
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Table 3-7.  RiverWare 

RiverWare in the 
words of a 
developer 

• “Riverware is a generalized river basin modeling environment 
which integrates the multipurposes of reservoir systems, such as 
flood control, navigation, recreation, water supply, and water 
quality, with power system economics.  Hence Riverware provides 
a river basin manager or an electric utility with a tool for 
scheduling, forecasting and planning reservoir operations.”1  

Characteristics • Object-oriented modeling and data-centered construction, with 
specified object types and engineering methods 

• Tracks water ownership through network of water accounts in 
parallel with river basin topology, and solved independently from 
simulation 

• Data management interface allows users to write routines to access 
data from external sources and export results in desired format 

• Simulation control allows spreadsheet display of model  
• Simple solution, rulebased simulation, linear goal-programming 

optimization, multiple run management options 
Development and 

Availability 
• Primary: Center for Advanced Decision Support for Water and 

Environmental Systems (CADSWES), University of Colorado, 
Boulder, CO (Initial development 1994-1995) 

• Partners: United States Bureau of Reclamation (USBR), 
Tennessee Valley Authority, Western Area Power Administration 

• Available from CADSWES (http://cadswes.colorado.edu/) 
Applications • Colorado River (USBR) 

• San Juan River  
• Yakima River (USBR) 
• Upper Rio Grande (USBR) 
• Truckee River (USBR) 

Source:  Edith A. Zagona, Terrance J. Fulp,  H. Morgan Goranflo and Richard M. Shane, 
“Riverware: A General River and Reservoir Modeling Environment” (paper presented to the First 
Federal Interagency Hydrologic Modeling Conference, Las Vegas, Nev., April 1998), pp. 5-113-
120.  1 U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, RiverWare Fact Sheet.  Online.  Available: 
http://www.usbr.gov/rsmg/warsmp/prsym.  Accessed: April 21, 2001. 

The Colorado River Simulation System (CRSS) was created using RiverWare and 

is used to perform mid term (24 month) operations studies and long term (up to 

50 years) planning and policy analyses.  A user involvement group with 

representatives from federal and state agencies and other partners actively 

participates in the evaluation of RiverWare and the overall decision-making 
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process.  Other work groups focus on specific water issues in the basin.  

RiverWare modeling capabilities are used to make daily and hourly operation 

decisions at Hoover Dam.35 

STELLA®II and Shared Vision Modeling 

STELLA®II (Systems Thinking Environment) is a product of High Performance 

Systems, Inc.  First created in 1986, it is “arguably the most popular and efficient 

tool available for constructing graphical simulation models currently on the 

market.”36  It is not specifically designed to model water resource systems, but 

has been applied to the area by Dr. Richard Palmer with the University of 

Washington in Seattle through a process called Shared-Vision Modeling.37  

STELLA is an object-oriented, graphical modeling environment that uses four 

basic icons for model development.  Each object opens to reveal a window where 

equations for functional relationships can be defined.  The STELLA user interface 

has been designed to be simple and intuitive, paving the way for a short model 

development learning curve.38   

Shared Vision Modeling is based on the premise that “models must reflect the 

effected parties’ perspective of their water resources system.  To be used 

effectively, stakeholders should understand model assumptions, content, 

capabilities and output, have confidence in the model’s validity, and view it as a 

useful decision support tool.”39  The process was developed during the National 

Drought Study in 1989, where use of a highly interactive model was combined 

with the traditional disciplined planning process.  The Shared Vision approach 

begins with recognition of the primary concerns to be addressed, and 

identification of stakeholders involved in the system.  The stakeholders receive 

training in STELLA, and are the primary model developers.  The model is 
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considered the property of all stakeholders, and is available during the process of 

negotiation and conflict resolution.40 

Table 3-8.  Shared Vision Modeling with STELLA®II 

In the words of 
developers 

• “STELLA  is an object-oriented, graphical modeling environment.”1 
• “Shared Vision Models are system models used to evaluate alternative 

plans according to a full range of decision criteria, and are built with 
the involvement of decision makers and stakeholders so that the 
models are trusted (no black boxes)”2 

Characteristics • Object-oriented modeling 
• Graphical User Interface (GUI)  
• Uses four basic tools: stocks, flows, converters and connectors 
• User establishes all relationships between components 

Development and 
Availability 

• STELLA: High Performance Systems, Inc. (initial version 1986, latest 
version 7.0) Available at http://www.hps-inc.com/stellaVPed.htm. 

• Shared Vision Modeling Process: Dr. Richard Palmer at the University 
of Washington (see references below) 

Applications • National Drought Study 
• Alabama-Coosa-Tallapoosa and Apalachicola-Chattahoochee-Flint 

Comprehensive River Basins Study 
• Rio Bravo (Rio Grande) Emergency Drought Study 

Source: Richard N. Palmer, William J. Werick, Allison MacEwan, Andrew W. Woods, “Modeling 
Water Resource Opportunities, Challenges and Trade-offs: The Use of Shared Vision Modeling 
for Negotiation and Conflict Resolution” (paper presented to the ASCE Water Resources 
Management and Planning Division Conference “Preparing for the 21st Century,” 1999) 1 Richard 
Palmer, Basic Introduction to STELLAII. Online. Available: 
http://maximus.ce.washington.edu/~palmer/classes/CEWA557/Readigns/STELLAIntro.pdf.  
Accessed: April 21, 2001. 2 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Institute for Water Resources, Shared 
Vision Planning.  Online.  Available: http://www.iwr.usace.army.mil/iwr/svtemplate/SVP.htm.  
Accessed: July 29, 2002. 

The use of Shared Vision modeling has expanded beyond the original Drought 

Preparedness Studies conducted in Washington, West Virginia, Kansas and 

Missouri.  In 1992, the University of Washington participated in a comprehensive 

study of the Alabama-Coosa-Tallapoosa/Apalachicola Chattahoochee-Flint River 

(ACT-ACF) basins.41  The four primary stakeholders were the U.S. Army Corps 
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of Engineers and the states of Georgia, Florida and Alabama.  Although interstate 

compacts were entered into for each basin, “an accurate evaluation of the model’s 

role in raising appropriate questions about water management and developing 

promising alternatives will be possible only after the deadline for the creation of 

state-line in-stream flow agreements … has passed.”42 

OASIS with OCL™ 

OASIS (Operational Analysis and Simulation of Integrated Systems) is a 

generalized water resources modeling program developed by Water Resources 

Management, Inc.  It simulates the operation of a system by solving a linear 

program subject to a set of goals and constraints.  OASIS performs this 

optimization routine sequentially at every time step within a period of record.  

This sets it apart from programs that perform one optimization over an entire 

period of record, with all future information known.  OASIS thus allows the user 

to simulate real-world conditions, where future inflows and demands are not 

known to system operators.  The physical system is defined as a web of nodes and 

arcs using an object-oriented graphical user interface.  Input to OASIS is provided 

in the form of databases, and output is placed in separate databases where it can 

be accessed by post-processor programs to provide custom formatting.43 

OCL™, or operations control language, is a form of input into OASIS, and allows 

the user to write rules to be used during the optimization using simulation 

commands.  It also allows data transactions between OASIS and external modules 

while OASIS is running.  Existing programs can be used as external modules or 

programs can be created for a project-specific task.  The user decides how water 

is routed in the system by specifying decision variables, operating constraints, and 

operating goals and weights.  These are complimented by the system operating 

rules that are provided to OASIS in the form of standard input and OCL input.  
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Standard input allows creation of rules that are standardized in form.  OCL allows 

creation of rules with unique form, through simulation commands.  In general, 

rules will deal with maximum flow in an arc, minimum target flow in an arc, 

demand and delivery, reservoir elevation and surface area, reservoir evaporation, 

and reservoir operational zones. 44 

OASIS models are generally programmed by a group or individual with expertise 

in modeling.  However, the way they are incorporated into a conflict resolution 

process involves sustained and significant stakeholder input.  Initial assessment of 

the conflict involves identification of stakeholders and discussions with them to 

ensure their involvement in the process.  At every stage of model development, 

stakeholders are consulted.  All must approve the data driving the model, and 

output formats are tailored to each participant.  The “negotiation” itself is 

conducted like a game.  Once the model is complete, and has been tested, all 

parties assemble for a one-day exercise that will cover 8 to 10 months of 

simulated operations in monthly time steps.  Each is given a summary of 

“current” conditions at the beginning of the day.  Then, given data that would 

normally be available during everyday operations, they are asked to make a set of 

operational choices for the month.  The model calculates the results, and the 

participants proceed to the next time step.  Because the process can cover almost 

a year of decision-making in one day, it provides each participant with an 

opportunity to review the effects of their operating policies on actual operations, 

and a platform to suggest changes.  There are also benefits to the proximity of the 

stakeholders during the simulation.  By being in the same room, all get to see 

their counterparts at other management agencies making daily decisions, and the 

sense of teamwork grows stronger.  OASIS can also be used at the negotiating 

table by a modeler, to give real-time feedback on alternative proposals under 

discussion. 
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Table 3-9. OASIS with OCL™ 

OASIS in the 
words of the 

developer 

• “OASIS is a generalized program for modeling the operations of 
water resource systems.”1  “The Operations Control Language 
(OCL) is a high level language used to describe operating policies 
to simulation models of complex, real world systems. … The 
language derives its power from the joint use of both rule-based 
and goal-seeking intelligence.”2 

Characteristics • Object-oriented modeling uses system of nodes and junctions 
• Data-driven format uses Microsoft Access for static data storage, 

and HEC-DSS for time series data 
• Operating policies, goals and constraints expressed in OCL 
• Daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly time steps available 
• Computer Aided Negotiation (or Gaming) mode 
• User-defined output reporting 

Development 
and Availability 

• Hydrologics, Inc. http://www.hydrologics.net)  

Selected 
Applications 

• South Florida Water Management District 
• Delaware River (Delaware River Basin Commission) 
• Roanoke River (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, The Nature 

Conservancy) 
• Kansas River (Kansas Water Office) 
• Rio Grande (University of Texas at Austin) 
• Southern Nevada Water Authority 

Source: Hydrologics, Inc., Using Computer-Aided Dispute Resolution (CADR) Techniques to 
Resolve Major Water Conflicts.  Online.  Available: 
http://www.hydrologics.net/publications/cadr.pdf.  1 Hydrologics, Inc., OASIS with OCL™ Fact 
Sheet.  Online.  Available: http://www.hydrologics.net/oasis/oasis.pdf.  Accessed: July 29, 2002.  
2 Daniel P. Sheer, Anthony P. Pulokas, Jeffrey K. Meyer, Dean Randall, Harold W. Meyer, 
Operations Control Language (OCL™) – A Flexible Approach to Simulation.  Online.  Available:  
http://www.wrmi.com/wrmi/webpage/oclpapr.htm.  Accessed: April 21, 2001. 

Comparison of Models 

The models discussed illustrate the variety of water resources system tools 

currently in use, and the applicability of such techniques to decision support 

systems, collaborative planning, and processes designed to help parties negotiate 

resolution to complex conflicts or work together to improve operating policies.  

Some primarily support the context of negotiation, and model the physical water 
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system.  Shared Vision Modeling and the OASIS with OCL™ process are 

examples of a systems approach to water resource conflicts, in that they integrate 

modeling of a physical system with support for the process of negotiation.   

Alternative dispute resolution processes focus on the ability of the parties in 

conflict to work together toward resolution of the conflict.  Thus, stakeholder 

participation in all elements of the process, including interaction with technical 

information, is essential.  The degrees to which the stakeholders are involved in 

creating the model, understand the model, can use the model, and trust the model 

may be predictors of the success of the model’s integration into the overall 

process.  These elements provide another comparison of the models discussed in 

this report.   

Applying a Model 

Water resource issues are becoming increasingly complex, providing room for 

computer-assisted negotiation of water resource disputes to grow.  During conflict 

assessment, the convener (person or organization that calls together or organizes a 

meeting) of a dispute resolution process will identify issues in conflict.  If these 

issues are suitable for technical modeling, the inclusion of a context support 

model into the process is an alternative.  The convener and other parties involved 

can investigate available technologies and decide which platform best suits their 

needs.  Process support models provide an option for non-technical assistance in 

negotiation of a settlement.  This may be desirable in a process where the parties 

feel they could benefit from assistance in identifying alternatives.  If both kinds of 

support are deemed necessary, then those designing the process can investigate 

the options for integrated context and process support.  If these decisions are 

made during design of the process, then the model can be incorporated into the 

negotiations.  Insertion of a technical element into the middle of a process may be 
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disruptive, and result in time delays while options are evaluated and a model 

created. 

Stakeholders participate in a conflict resolution process to ensure that their 

concerns are addressed.  In a water resource dispute a wide range of concerns are 

typically represented, and the parties may have widely divergent backgrounds and 

familiarity with technical water issues.  An important element of dispute systems 

design is defining how the stakeholders will interact with the model to 

accommodate varying degrees of technical ability, build trust in the model data, 

process, or results, and provide a resource for decision-making.  A negotiation 

team can determine the degree of stakeholder participation in model creation, 

which can range from providing input data and specifying output formats, to 

actual programming.  Trust in a model is built when stakeholders feel that the 

model adequately represents the physical system, and this can be achieved in part 

by calibrating the model through sufficient historical analysis.  Process design 

must specify the degree of access stakeholders will have to the model to support 

their decision-making; such access can be direct and real-time, or through an 

outside expert. 

Hand in hand with the issue of stakeholder involvement is the issue of creation 

and ownership.  Groups may choose to utilize participant resources and develop 

the model within the group, perhaps through a representative of a participating 

government agency with technical water expertise.  Or, an outside technical 

resource can be contracted to provide the necessary services.  The dispute system 

design should define ownership of the model, whether by the group or on loan 

from an outside entity, and responsibility for maintenance of the model.  Process 

design provides an opportunity to specify whether the model will be used only 
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during the conflict resolution and then discarded, or be continually updated for 

use as an ongoing decision-support tool. 

Consideration of these three elements during the beginning stages of a conflict 

resolution process helps ensure that the model is fully incorporated and utilized as 

a decision support tool.  The power of current computing technology can provide 

an invaluable resource to resolution of water resource conflicts.  Through 

inclusion in dispute resolution processes, models provide the opportunity for 

lasting cooperation between diverse groups with interest in the management of 

resources.  

Summary 

Water resource modeling is a field with a long history, which is currently 

adapting technically and incorporating process elements into its tools.  This 

chapter reviewed the philosophy and process of modeling, and provided detailed 

information on software packages that have been developed for use in analyzing 

large-scale water resource systems.  Each is based on different framework, with 

strengths and weaknesses.  Because a full review and comparison of models is 

outside the scope of this report, the treatment was brief and designed to 

familiarize the reader with the range of options.  OASIS with OCL was selected 

as the modeling package to be used in the Rio Grande/Río Bravo Operations 

Exercise.  Chapter 4 chronicles the process of developing the model, including 

sources of data and operational rules. 
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Chapter 4.  Developing the Rio Grande/Río Bravo Model 

Each model built to describe a system is unique.  It is a synthesis of data and 

assumptions, laid over a framework of function, scope, and goals.  For the 

Operations Exercise, the goal was to develop a model that would incorporate 

detailed information on the Rio Grande/Río Bravo with the structural flexibility to 

evaluate different management procedures, in an interactive setting.  This chapter 

reviews the Operations Exercise model, and the physical and operational data 

used.  Chapter 1 presented information on Rio Grande/Río Bravo operations: this 

chapter illustrates how these policies and rules were incorporated into the model.  

Processes undergo design as well, and the development of the Operations 

Exercise structure is chronicled in this chapter.  Understanding the structure and 

limitations of the model is a precursor to evaluating the Exercise, and further use 

of the model to examine policy options. 

The Operations Exercise Model 

The Operations Exercise that took place in June 2002 had been under official 

development since Fall 2000, and under unofficial development for much longer.  

Designed as an opportunity for water managers from the U.S. and Mexico to 

experience an interactive scenario-based model assisted negotiating process, no 

one particular issue was under the microscope for resolution.  Instead, the goal 

was to facilitate communication, and create a modeling tool that may prove useful 

to water managers in the future.  The model was designed to highlight major 

operational decisions, such as reservoir operations and cropping patterns, and to 

draw attention to physical constraints, such as efficiency of water use and 

evaporation and other losses.      
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The process of model creation was structured to identify and involve agencies 

with basin operation responsibility as early in development as possible.  During a 

February 2002 water conference at the LBJ School of Public Affairs, an 

intermediate version of the model was demonstrated for attendees, among whom 

were water managers from Texas and Mexico likely to attend the June exercise.  

The purpose of this demonstration was to solicit feedback regarding the model, 

and further refine the programming.  The research team traveled to Monterrey, 

Mexico on several occasions to ask for data and show the model to employees at 

the CNA’s Río Bravo basin office.  A trip was also made to the Texas Lower Rio 

Grande Valley, to meet with Texas water managers and agricultural 

representatives and learn more about basin operations.  Participation from 

knowledgeable water managers on both sides of the border was an invaluable 

resource, helping to ensure that the model accurately represented basin conditions 

and considered the correct scale of basin operations. 

OASIS 

To construct a model in OASIS, the developer uses four primary elements to 

create a schematic that describes the physical aspects of the basin.   These are 

junction nodes (water flows through, and mass is conserved), reservoir nodes 

(water is stored), demand nodes (water is removed from the system for 

consumptive uses), and arcs to connect the nodes.  Arcs can be one-way or two-

way transporters of water, from one node to another.  Each of these elements has 

properties that, when adjusted by the user, can mimic various physical conditions.  

The program does calculations to preserve mass balance at each node; all water 

entering or leaving the system is accounted for.  A listing and description of all 

OASIS nodes used in the model is included as Table A-1 in Appendix A. 
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An OASIS model accesses information in three formats: Microsoft Access 

database, time series database, and text file.  The Microsoft Access database file, 

one for each “run” or variation of the basic model, contains the nuts and bolts of 

the system being analyzed, such as the relationships between nodes and arcs.  

Tables describe all of the objects contained in the model, how they connect to 

each other, and their physical properties.  The database contains so-called 

“lookup” tables, where the program goes to find specific information it needs to 

process commands.  The time series database, created in HEC-DSS1 for the Rio 

Grande/Río Bravo application, stores files containing information that is 

organized by date and time, with one value for each period.  Examples include 

monthly stream flow data and daily precipitation data.  The third way in which 

information is given to OASIS is via text files that are written in the OCL™ 

language.  OCL, or Operations Control Language, gives instructions to the main 

program engine.  It can be used to replicate any real-world rule, regulation, law or 

policy pertaining to water resource system operation.  The OCL code for this 

model is included as Appendix B.  The language allows comments to be placed in 

the code as documentation.  Many of the tables referenced in this chapter contain 

information on variables used by OCL; these variable names are written in the 

table with the same syntax as they appear in the code. 

Scale 

Actual day-to-day operations in the Rio Grande/Río Bravo basin involve 

decisions made at various levels.  An individual farmer makes the decision to turn 

water onto a field, while at the same time a reservoir release is made by a basin 

manager to provide water for an entire district.  Similarly, models can focus on 

different levels of decision-making, leading to different “scales” or depths of 

focus.  Because the focus of the Operations Exercise was basin-level 

management, a broad scale was selected.  In the OASIS Rio Grande/Río Bravo 
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model, each demand node represents consumptive water use.  Demands were 

divided into agricultural (including only water needed for irrigation) and 

municipal (including water for domestic and industrial use within cities and 

outside cities where similar rights or patterns of use existed).  For U.S. irrigation 

nodes, each represents the aggregated agricultural water demand for one or more 

counties.  Mexican irrigation demand nodes each represent a particular irrigation 

district (distrito de riego) or irrigation unit (unidad de riego).  Similarly, U.S. 

municipal demand nodes represent domestic use by county, and Mexican 

municipal demand nodes are based on use within the referenced municipality.  

Demands are calculated differently for each country because different types of 

data were available.  Analysis at this scale suits the purpose of the model, which 

is to clarify relationships and tradeoffs among options at a basin-wide level. 

Data 

Every model mixes fact with assumption.  The developer strikes a balance 

between simplicity and specification, sometimes by design and sometimes by 

necessity.  The availability of reliable data acts as a wildcard in this process.  In 

most cases, modelers rely on outside sources for factual information, mainly 

government agencies and other organizations that collect data as a part of their 

everyday function.  To develop a model of the Rio Grande/Río Bravo basin, the 

research team made a list of data to acquire, and set out contacting agencies 

thought to have this information.  The results were mixed, and the model reflects 

adjustments made to accommodate unavailable data.  The modelers investigated 

Internet sources, printed material available in university libraries, printed material 

available directly from agencies, and in-house agency data.  The primary goal was 

to create a model that described the operating policies active in the basin, such as 

the water rights system in Texas and reservoir operation rules in Mexico.  

Secondary goals were to design a model with the flexibility to examine changes 
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in policy variables, such as water accounting under the 1944 Treaty, as well as 

critical elements such as crop selection and irrigation and delivery efficiency.  

Data used in the model are divided into three categories; physical, consumption, 

and operational, described below. 

Physical Data 

Physical data includes inflow and rainfall, as well as information on reservoirs 

located in the basin.  This information forms the backbone of the computer 

model, and was gathered from numerous sources. 

Developers of water resource system models have two options for generating 

inflows.  The first is to begin with precipitation data, and use basin area and land 

surface characteristics to calculate flow into the river(s) or reservoir(s) at discrete 

points.  The second is to use gaged inflows at key points in the system, such as 

reservoirs and tributaries, to provide the necessary data.  Out of a desire to focus 

on operating policies and not calibration of inflow, the researchers selected the 

second approach for the Rio Grande/Río Bravo Operations Exercise OASIS 

model.  IBWC historical flow records for gaged tributaries on both sides of the 

border were used as model input for the main stem of the river.2  This includes 

gaged return flows where available.  The IBWC provided data on historical 

calculated ungaged evaporation and ungaged balance by reach.3  Balance refers to 

the combined total of unrecorded loss other than evaporation (by infiltration, 

unauthorized withdrawal, vegetative uptake, etc.) and unrecorded gain (direct 

runoff, inflow from ungaged tributaries, contributions from sub-surface flow, etc.)  

These records – inflow, evaporation, and balance – are all in time series format, 

and they are stored in HEC-DSS files, through which they are read into the 

model. 
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For the Río Conchos and other Mexican tributaries, the CNA provided the 

modeling team with inflows to reservoirs in the basin.  Due in part to time 

constraints, no methods to calculate loss in these tributaries prior to their 

confluence with the Rio Grande/Río Bravo was developed.  Therefore, inflows to 

the Rio Grande/Río Bravo gaged and reported by the IBWC are substituted at 

tributary confluences.  While it is still possible to examine the effects of policy 

changes on these rivers, particularly with regard to irrigation districts that take 

their water supply from them, it is noted that special programming measures must 

be taken to ensure the changes are allowed to propagate downstream.  These 

special measures are not active in the base version of the model. 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s online repository of 

climatic information was used to obtain historical rainfall values at several 

locations along the river.4  Precipitation information is stored in HEC-DSS 

format, and values for U.S. cities were used for both U.S. and Mexican 

calculations.  This rainfall information was used indirectly to inform exercise 

participants about simulation conditions, and directly to calculate the impact of 

rainfall on the irrigation water requirements of the crops planted in a particular 

area.  For each inch of rainfall, half is assumed to be effective in meeting the 

water needs of crops.  The “lost” half evaporates, infiltrates in unplanted soil, runs 

off into drainage ditches, or arrives when all water needs of the crop have been 

met, and does not contribute to the success of the planting.  Because of missing 

values in the precipitation input data files, this programming feature created 

errors, and had to be removed for the version of the model used in Chapter 6 of 

this report to examine policy options.  However, because rainfall in the time 

frame examined was generally lower than normal, this may not have significant 

impact on water demands. 
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Data on the capacity of the international reservoirs, Amistad and Falcon, were 

obtained from the IBWC, in the form of storage-area-elevation curves.5  Tables 

listing these data and graphs displaying the relationships are included in 

Appendix A as Table A-2, Figures A-1 and A-2 for Amistad, and Table A-3, 

Figures A-3 and A-4 for Falcon.  Data on the Mexican reservoirs were obtained 

from the CNA.  These curves reference the elevation of water in the reservoir to 

the total storage contained below that elevation, and the surface area of the 

reservoir at that stage.  This information can be used by a model to calculate 

evaporation (dependant on surface area) or to reference rule curves that dictate 

when water can and cannot be released from the reservoir by the height of the 

reservoir.  Tables containing this information are stored in Microsoft Access.  A 

graph of this information for each reservoir used in the model is provided in 

Appendix A, and includes La Boquilla, Francisco I. Madero, and Luis Leon 

reservoir, among others. 

Reservoir statistics, such as dead storage, conservation storage, and flood control 

storage were also provided by the IBWC and CNA.  This information is 

summarized in Table A-4, Appendix A.  OASIS stores this data in Microsoft 

Access. 

Consumption Data 

Consumption data include parameters necessary to calculate the quantity of water 

removed from the river for use by people, often phrased as water demand.  There 

are many subcategories of demand, but for this model, the focus was on 

agricultural and municipal water use.  Determinants of agricultural water use 

include irrigated area, location, crop, and water delivery and application method.  

Determinants of municipal use include location, population, per capita 

consumption, and seasonal distribution of consumption.  Initially, the use of 
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recorded historical demand information was investigated.  In Texas, historical 

demand information is maintained by the TNRCC, which collects self-reported 

water usage data through yearly surveys of water rights holders.  The response 

rate for these surveys is not 100 percent, and the quantity of data was not 

sufficient to permit modeling on the basis of historical demand.  Other sources of 

historical demand information, such as the IBWC yearly bulletins6 on both sides 

of the border and the USGS7 survey of water use in the United States, had 

substantial coverage but not of the correct scale to permit the type of investigation 

the modeling team wished to conduct.  The method selected is described below. 

Agricultural Water Demand in Texas 

As a first step toward calculating agricultural water demand in Texas, data from 

the TNRCC Water Rights Database8 were aggregated by county.  Table A-5 in 

Appendix A shows the results of this process.  Next, the acreage associated with 

each irrigation water right was added together to arrive at a total acreage by 

county.  For each irrigation demand node, historical information on crops grown 

in that county was used to arrive at a distribution of total acreage over eight crops.  

The crops selected (Sorghum, Cotton, Corn, Vegetables, Orchards-citrus, Hay-

alfalfa, Winter Wheat, and Sugarcane) were chosen because together they 

represent the majority of crop acreage in the Lower Rio Grande Valley, based on 

a survey of historical crop acreages according to the Texas Agricultural Statistics 

Service.9  The model uses the total acreage at each node, and percentage in each 

crop, to calculate area in each crop for each time period.  A user-defined factor 

allows the acreage in each crop to be scaled back by a consistent percentage, a 

feature designed to allow adjustment to low water supply conditions.  This feature 

is used to reduce demand in the model to a level that allows water to remain in the 

reservoirs throughout the study period. 
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For each of the eight crops selected, evapotranspiration requirements were 

calculated.10  The portion of the river included in this model drains area from 

three Texas agricultural districts,11 and planting date, growing season and soil 

conditions vary between districts.  Water requirements for one district varied east 

to west.  Four sets of evapotranspiration requirements were developed to account 

for these variations and for use in calculating irrigation water requirements.  

Tabular displays of the evapotranspiration requirements and calculations are 

included as Tables A-7 through A-10 in Appendix A. 

Delivery efficiency, also called conveyance efficiency, is defined as the 

percentage of water removed from the river that reaches the farm, with the 

remainder lost in transit through evaporation, infiltration, spillage, uptake by 

water plants, or unauthorized withdrawal.  In Texas, these losses occur within 

irrigation district canals, which have an average calculated conveyance efficiency 

of 70.8 percent.12  Irrigation efficiency, defined as percentage of water pumped 

from the canal on to the field that is effective in meeting the plant’s water needs, 

accounts for system losses, evaporation, or infiltration into land surface where 

plant root systems are not present.  For each demand node, two efficiency values 

were specified, as shown in the table documenting crop profiles for each county 

included in Appendix A.   

Total agricultural water requirement for each node is calculated by taking the area 

in each crop at that node and multiplying it by the water requirement for that crop.  

Individual values for each crop are added together, and the resulting volume is 

divided by delivery and irrigation efficiency to arrive at the total volume of water 

that must be withdrawn to satisfy the demand for irrigation water at that node.  

All of these calculations are described in the OCL code, read as input by OASIS. 
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Agricultural Water Demand in Mexico 

In June of 2001, the modeling team obtained aggregate data on water rights by 

type in each Mexican border state.  However, because it was difficult to 

determine the river of origin from these aggregate totals, this information was not 

used in the calculation of agricultural demand.  The CNA provided data on the 

location, total acreage, and prominent crops of each distrito de riego (irrigation 

district), as well as information on the estimated total yearly water use of each 

crop in each district.  These data were provided on a provisional basis, and the 

tabular and graphic displays provided with the report indicate only what was used 

in the model.  Mexican crop distribution by Irrigation District as included in the 

model is shown in Table A-11, Appendix A. 

From the crops most common among the Mexican irrigation districts, eight were 

selected (Cotton, Maize, Vegetables, Pecans, Alfalfa, Sorghum, Wheat, and a 

category for various crops).  For each district, a percentage of total acreage in that 

crop was derived.  Daily water requirements were calculated by dividing the total 

water requirement by the days included in the crop season.  A crop 

evapotranspiration profile was generated for each irrigation district.  These are 

included as Tables A-12 through A-19, Appendix A.  The CNA also provided 

information concerning the conveyance and irrigation efficiencies in each distrito 

de riego.  Using the same process as was followed for the Texas demands, 

agricultural demands for Mexico were calculated from this information.  Mexican 

irrigation demands in the model are also scaled back to a level that prevents 

reservoirs from completely emptying during the period of study. 

Municipal Water Demand in Texas 

As discussed, demand nodes for agricultural and municipal use are separate in 

this OASIS model.  A three-step procedure was followed for calculating 
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municipal demand at U.S. nodes, which is based on demand in the year 2000.  

First, IBWC Water Bulletins13 were used to obtain average water use from 1989-

1998 for several major municipalities using surface water along the river.  These 

values were analyzed to determine what percentage of total yearly consumption 

occurred in each month.  The results are shown in Table A-20, Appendix A.  

Second, the Lower Rio Grande Regional Water Plan14 was used as a reference to 

obtain 2000 population and annual water use by county, as shown in Table A-21, 

Appendix A.  Combining the total projected water use by county and percent 

distribution in each month allowed the modeling team to calculate municipal 

water demand patterns showing the average daily water use for each month.  

These figures are shown in Table A-22, Appendix A.  A pattern of municipal 

water use for each county was entered into the pattern tables contained in the 

Microsoft Access database, and is read by the model to determine the total 

monthly demand. 

Municipal Water Demand in Mexico 

A similar procedure was followed for Mexico, and the generated monthly 

municipal water demand patterns are shown in Table A-23, Appendix A.  For 

some nodes, the demand from several municipalities was aggregated.  In most 

cases, average water use per capita as reported by the IBWC was combined with 

population figures from the 2000 Mexican Census15 to obtain total annual water 

use for 2000 by municipality, documented in Table A-24, Appendix A.  Daily and 

monthly demand is calculated in Table A-25, Appendix A.  In the pattern tables, 

there is a daily municipal water use value for each Mexican municipal demand 

node, which is read by the program and converted into a monthly volume. 
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Other Demands 

One limitation of this model is its exclusion of non-municipal and non-

agricultural demands.  Industrial, mining, livestock, and power demands generally 

use less volume than the other two categories, and are not subject to the same 

planning and economic controversy as the two categories that are included in the 

model. 

Operational Data 

The third type of data incorporated into an OASIS model are operational data.  

This category includes the treaties, laws, regulations, rules, policies, and rules of 

thumb used by water managers to determine when releases will be made and to 

whom water will be allocated.  One operational consideration in this basin is the 

1944 Treaty.  This agreement divides the waters of the Rio Grande/Río Bravo 

basin between the U.S. and Mexico, as described previously in this report.  

Specifically, designated Mexican tributaries expected to contribute towards the 

350,000 acre-feet annual allocation to the United States must be measured and 

divided, and the flow in the main portion of the river distributed.  The rules 

governing this allocation are summarized in Table A-26, Appendix A.  A text file 

in the OCL programming language was written to provide instructions to the 

program on how to perform this accounting. 

The TNRCC rules governing the Rio Grande, as implemented by the Texas 

Watermaster, are also included in the operational code.  One rule of thumb, a 

Watermaster goal of maintaining a minimum total storage in Falcon of 1,300 

Mm3, was included in the initial run of the model.  This rule was withdrawn in 

subsequent versions due to drought conditions.  OCL code was written to instruct 

the model to maintain Texas water rights accounts, and perform accounting 

procedures to replicate the Watermaster system.   
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Water allocation policies for the CNA were also programmed into the model.  In 

October, the program calculates total storage available in each Mexican reservoir.  

To this value, anticipated inflow is added and evaporation subtracted (based on 

historical averages).  After removing a reserve equal to two years of total 

municipal demand for the cities downstream, the remaining water is allocated for 

the next year of irrigation to the districts downstream of the dam, but before the 

next impoundment.  The modeling team developed an “irrigation fraction” that 

reduces (or increases) the total acreage irrigated in each district to an amount that 

can be supported by water available in the supplying reservoir.  In the model, only 

distritos de riego (irrigation districts) are taken into account when calculating 

reservoir allocations; unidados de riego (irrigation units) only withdraw water 

from the system if there is any left in the river.  The reservoirs are not 

programmed to make releases for the second type of irrigation node.  The 

exceptions are unidados de riego located on the main delivery canals of distritos 

de riego.  This model formulation represents the modeling team’s understanding 

of current Mexican operational practices. 

Model Limitations 

Like all scientific tools in their first stage of development, the model of the Rio 

Grande/Río Bravo created for this exercise has limitations.  The model was 

designed to facilitate evaluation of system operation alternatives.  It was not 

developed for use as a forecasting tool, or as a vehicle to compare optimized 

performance with historical performance.  The model has also undergone 

verification only to suit its primary purpose; there can be no claim that it 

accurately mimics historical conditions.  Greater data development and testing 

could correct these limitations, and permit the use of the model in a wider degree 

of settings. 
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Municipal demands in this model are static, based on estimated values for the 

year 2000.  This is a limitation because it does not reflect adjustments in use 

based on changes in population or amount of rainfall.  Water use for agricultural 

purposes is also static.  The total area available for irrigation at each node is fixed, 

and is scaled back in the model to allow the reservoirs to pass through the period 

of record without going completely empty.  This means that graphs of irrigation 

water use assume that no change to irrigated area is made between years.  In 

reality, this area changes in response to projected water availability. 

There are ecological issues of concern that are not addressed in the current 

version of the OASIS Rio Grande/Río Bravo model, such as water quality, 

invasive plant species that block river flow and consume water, instream flow 

expectations, and flow to the Gulf estuary, among others.  A full consideration of 

management issues in the Rio Grande/Río Bravo basin should incorporate these 

issues, and deal with ecological and economic concerns simultaneously. 

OASIS Model Output 

Through a post-processor, OASIS allows users to create an unlimited number of 

graphs and tables displaying output data.  These documents are created using 

OCL code in a text file to define the substance and organization of the data to be 

viewed, and a Microsoft Access plot file to define the graph display parameters.  

Appendix C includes sampling of output created for the Rio Grande/Río Bravo 

Operations Exercise. 

Designing the Operations Exercise 

In addition to the model, the research team was tasked with designing the 

Operations Exercise itself: participants, physical surroundings, and the structure 

of the day, including ways in which participants would interact with technical 
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tools.  Development of a list of potential participants began early in the process.  

The team focused on government agencies with management responsibility for 

some aspect of the river basin.  Telephone contact was established with many on 

the preliminary list to solicit additional names.  Representatives from other 

universities, research organizations, and non-profit corporations were also 

included in the invitation list, with the goal of forming a group that could draw 

from diverse backgrounds and expertise during the simulation.  The first round of 

invitation letters was sent in late April 2002.  In early May, follow up calls were 

made to those invited to ensure the invitation had been received.  In late May, a 

database of contact information was developed, and several additional rounds of 

invitations, based on suggestions received from invited participants, were sent.  

The total number of invitations extended reached 223 just prior to the exercise.  In 

many cases, it was necessary to speak with key individuals to secure the 

participation of their organization. 

The facility selected for the Operations Exercise was the Lower Colorado River 

Authority’s Riverside Conference Center in Bastrop, Texas.  Key determinants 

were the isolated and private nature of the center, the high quality of facilities, 

and availability.  The exercise was held in the Texas building, which was 

arranged classroom style with a center aisle.  The moderator of the exercise 

occupied the center front of the room, and a large screen at this location displayed 

the screen of the primary computer.  Two additional computer stations, staffed by 

members of the modeling team, were located at either end of the room.  This 

design was intended to facilitate communication between the modelers and the 

participants. 

Because the Operations Exercise was experimental, and few participants were 

experienced in the use of computer tools to facilitate group discussion, the 
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modeling team opted to create ground rules to present to the group.  These rules, 

included in Appendix D, contain a description of the purpose of the exercise and 

the role of the modeling team.  One key provision was the strong wish that all 

participants refrain from characterizing the position or suggestions of other 

participants as expressed during the exercise to outside parties, such as the press.   

Summary 

The Rio Grande/Río Bravo Operations Exercise provided an opportunity to 

experiment with the creation of a computer model and the development of a 

method by which to use it to facilitate group discussion.  Both the method and the 

model were tested during the day, and the results can serve as lessons for future 

exercises.  This chapter has chronicled the development of the Rio Grande/Río 

Bravo basin model, beginning with the collection of data and ending with process 

design.  In the next chapter, feedback received from participants in the exercise is 

evaluated, to inform the recommendations presented at the end of the report. 
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Chapter 5.  The Operations Exercise: Evaluating 
Performance 

The Operations Exercise was developed to test the process of using a technical 

tool to stimulate interaction and collaborative problem solving in the Rio 

Grande/Río Bravo basin.  This chapter reports on the results of that test in two 

ways.  First, the events of the day are described.  Because of confidentiality 

pledges made to the participants, no information on actual management changes 

evaluated can be reported.  However, the reaction of participants to the process is 

discussed.  Second, participant feedback obtained from pre-exercise and post-

exercise questionnaires is explored.  These data are used to develop 

recommendations for policy makers considering the inclusion of a computer 

model in a dispute resolution process. 

The Operations Exercise 

The Rio Grande/Río Bravo Operations Exercise was held in Bastrop, Texas at the 

Lower Colorado River Authority’s (LCRA) Riverside Conference Center on June 

24, 2002 from 8:30 am to approximately 3:30 pm.  Sixty-three individuals 

interested in border water management were present, including approximately 25 

observers, with the rest of the participants representing organizations involved in 

basin operations.  Some organizations represented at the exercise are listed in 

Table 5-1, and individual participants are listed in Table D-1, Appendix D.  

Simultaneous translation in Spanish and English was provided.  The exercise 

began with an introduction by Paul Thornhill, manager of LCRA’s WaterCo, 

followed by comments from Dr. David Eaton and introductions of the modeling 

team.  Dr. Eaton reviewed ground rules created for the exercise with the 

participants, included in Appendix D.  All participants were asked to introduce 
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themselves.  Dr. Dan Sheer then gave a brief presentation covering the process to 

be followed during the exercise, the role of the modeling team, and the features of 

the software.  During a brief break, the participants were asked to organize 

themselves by country, with the Mexican participants seated on the right side of 

the room, and the U.S. participants on the left.  The author then spoke about the 

data included in the model, and the structure of the programming done to simulate 

the operational conditions of the basin. 

Table 5-1.  Some Agencies and Organizations Attending the 
Operations Exercise 

U.S.-Based Agencies and  
Organizations (Alphabetical) 

Mexico-Based Agencies and Organizations 
(Alphabetical) 

• Center for Strategic and International 
Studies 

• International Institute for Sustainable 
Water Resources 

• Texas Department of Agriculture 
• Texas Irrigation Council 
• Texas Natural Resource Conservation 

Commission 
• Texas Water Development Board 
• U.S. Bureau of Reclamation 
• U.S. Geological Survey 

• Comisión Nacional del Agua 
• Universidad Autónoma de Tamaulipas 
• Instituto Mexicano de Tecnología del 

Agua 
• Fidecomiso para el Desarrollo del 

Norte del Estado de Nuevo León 
• Amistad Falcon Soc. De Resp. 

Limitada (Irrigation District 
Representatives) 

International Agencies and Organizations (Alphabetical) 
• Comisión Internacional de Límites y Aguas Sección Mexicana 
• International Boundary and Water Commission U.S. Section 
• North American Development Bank 

 

For the rest of the day, Dan Sheer served as moderator of the event.  Dr. Sheer 

made the announcement that suggestions for changes in operations could be 

accepted from all; but, only those with the authority to approve such changes in 

real life, on each side, would have final say as to whether the alternative was 

implemented.  The first stage of the exercise began with a four-year run of the 
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model that ended in 1994.  In the initial conditions for this run, all reservoirs were 

assumed full, at normal or conservation storage.  Output was generated to show 

the participants the state of the system.  Graphs of storage in Falcon and Amistad 

International Reservoirs covering this period are included in Appendix C as 

Figures A-1 and A-2.  The participants were then asked if there were any changes 

they wished to make, or any additional output they wished to see.  The modeling 

team prepared the supplementary tables and graphical displays.  Copies of 

selected output materials available to the participants are included as Appendix C. 

The participants did not request any changes, and so the model ran for another 

month, and the state of the system was displayed via graphs and tabular output.  

In order to secure participation from all attending the conference, it was necessary 

to guarantee that the details of the proceedings would not be reported.  However, 

it is possible to report that several further iterations were made, but only minor 

changes to the operation of the system were requested.  Active participation was 

limited to a few key individuals, and discussion occurred in small groups.  

Engaging the entire party in one conversation was difficult.  Many questions were 

asked concerning the construction and accuracy of the model.  After a break for 

lunch, one final stage was run.  Several management alternatives were suggested, 

and the modeling team made program modifications that allowed exploration of 

one of these alternatives.  The additional alternatives were investigated after the 

close of the exercise, and informally discussed with the participants who had 

requested modifications the next day. 

In several ways, the outcomes differed from what was expected by the modeling 

team.  Fewer iterations were processed than anticipated, and there was a greater 

focus on the tool itself than predicted.  This experience leads to suggestions of 

areas to investigate prior to planning another exercise.  One area is cultural 
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differences in the type and level of group participation.  With such a large number 

of participants, some may have felt more comfortable in the role of observer.  

Almost everyone was allowed to remain practically anonymous, with the 

exception of a few individuals already known to the moderator.  The political 

dynamics of current conflicts in the basin may also have made some participants 

wary about expressing views or suggesting changes.  Such observations 

underscore the impact of social and political factors on collaboration within the 

Operations Exercise setting, and suggest that these dynamics should be taken into 

account in the design of processes to manage conflict. 

Assessing the Exercise 

The participants were asked to fill out two questionnaires.  The first, given at 

registration the morning of the simulation, was available only in an English 

language version due to translation limitations.  This questionnaire, shown in 

Appendix E, contained three questions.  The post-exercise evaluation, given to 

participants the next morning and intended to cover only the water quantity 

exercise on which this report is based, was one page in length and available in 

both Spanish language and English language versions.  These documents are 

included in Appendix E.  Twenty-eight responses were received to the 

preliminary questionnaire, which is equivalent to a 47 percent response rate, 

considering 60 individuals not part of the modeling team were present at the 

exercise.  The organizers received twenty-one responses to the post-exercise 

questionnaire, a 35 percent response rate. 

Results of the Preliminary Questionnaire 

Question one in the preliminary questionnaire was designed to solicit information 

regarding the attendee’s attitude toward the exercise: did they intend to participate 

actively, or observe others?  A majority of 64 percent (18 out of 28) responded 
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that they felt they would be “primarily an observer” in the exercise.  This 

correlates with the observation by the modeling team that only a small number of 

attendees participated without prior encouragement from the moderator.  As the 

day progressed, participation increased, perhaps due to increasing comfort with 

the process and those present. 

The second question was aimed at discovering the reason participants chose to 

attend the exercise.  Five response choices were given, along with the option to 

give a reason not listed.  Respondents were encouraged to select as many boxes as 

applied.  Seventy-five percent selected “within professional area of interest” as a 

reason they attended the exercise, and 68 percent indicated their attendance was a 

result of direct relevance to their job duties, or necessary to represent an agency.  

Sixty-four percent attended to meet other individuals managing water in the basin, 

while 46 percent anticipated obtaining new information about basin operations.  

Only 36 percent attended the exercise because they were interested in the 

computer model.  These results appear to confirm the author’s observation that 

many attended the exercise because they were not willing to be absent should any 

information be shared or event occur that might later be useful.  Basin 

management is a topic receiving much attention, and those that must work in that 

arena from day to day cannot afford to miss developments.  The organizers of the 

exercise had expected the model itself to be a major reason individuals chose to 

attend the event.  However, the results of the questionnaire show that the reverse 

was true. 

Those responding to the questionnaire were asked if they felt they had received 

adequate information about the process and content of the exercise prior to 

arriving.  This question was designed to obtain data on whether attendees felt 

prepared and reasonably well informed by the time they arrived in Bastrop.  
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Sixty-one percent answered yes, indicating that the invitation letter and phone 

calls may have adequately prepared most participants.  However, as preparation 

may greatly affect willingness to participate, more information concerning this 

aspect of exercise design was solicited on the post-exercise evaluation, to inform 

future organizational efforts. 

Results of the Post-Exercise Evaluation 

The post-exercise evaluation was designed to discover whether the exercise met 

with participant expectations, and gather information on what participants found 

valuable and what could be improved.  With regard to expectations, participants 

responded that they had anticipated a more interactive, rapid-paced day, with less 

down time and more output.  Several responses specified that test scenarios to 

demonstrate the capabilities of the model were expected.  All respondents felt 

they benefited from attending the exercise.  When asked how they had benefited, 

several wrote that interaction with other participants had provided a better 

understanding of basin issues or operations.  Another frequent response theme 

was that the exercise had shown “the value of science applied to diplomacy,” also 

phrased as the potential of technical tools to help resolve conflicts.  Selected 

responses are highlighted in Table 5-2 below. 

Table 5-2.  How did you benefit from attending this exercise?  
Selected Responses 

• By participating in a program that demonstrated how two countries can work 
cooperatively to solve problems that affect both nations. 

• It was an opportunity to see how a process like this can be handled (one 
approach). 

• Confirmed that relying on a support tool for decision-making has the potential 
to help resolve conflicts. 

• Initiation of another means of binational communication based on technology. 
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Suggestions for improving the Operations Exercise ranged from comments on the 

model, to remarks concerning the number of participants.  Several respondents 

wrote that more preparation before the exercise on the part of the modeling team 

to develop test scenarios would have improved the exercise.  Some noted that 

education of participants as to the content and function of the computer model 

would have enabled a greater level of interaction.  The question of how 

participants could have been better prepared was answered largely by suggestions 

to provide greater documentation concerning the model.  Selected suggestions are 

highlighted in Table 5-3. 

Table 5-3.  How could the exercise be improved?  Selected 
Responses 

• Provide a clear overview of the problem, including a map (handout) at the 
outset of the exercise.  Have two representatives from the U.S. and Mexico at 
a table at the front who engage in dialogue – the rest of us could jump in as 
appropriate. 

• Get together ahead of time and show possible (agreed on) scenarios to enter 
into the model.  This way we would have this in front of us while the model 
was being run. 

• Having a facilitator who knows the problem and who can guide/lead the 
group to formulate scenarios that could be in the interest of all parties. 

• Establish a better-structured participation method in which participants can 
see the effect of their participation. 

 

In response to questions concerning the positive aspects of the exercise, one 

participant provided a good summary of all other contributions, “getting people in 

the same room.”  Providing an opportunity to discuss basin management openly 

in the company of experts was deemed the greatest success of the event.  Selected 

responses to this question are included in Table 5-4.  When asked if this kind of 

process would be useful for resolving management issues along the river, all but 

one respondent answered yes. 
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Table 5-4.  What were some positive aspects of the exercise?  
Selected Responses 

• Freedom of opinion. 
• Exposed to computer simulation.  Meeting with experts in my field to 

discuss scientific status and future cooperation. 
• Bringing people from both sides together and laying the groundwork for 

further negotiations. 
• Computer model and simulation exercise provide tools to facilitate 

dialogue and consider potential consequences of alternate management 
decisions. 

• Bringing so many cultural perspectives together.  Suggesting that nearly 
intractable problems have solutions. 

 

Summary 

  "Eighty percent of success is showing up." 1 

Participant feedback consistently supported one positive achievement of the 

Operations Exercise – getting people to show up.  Observation of conversations 

that took place during down time in the simulation corroborates this input, as 

many participants renewed connections with colleagues, discussed upcoming 

projects, and introduced themselves to individuals they did not previously know. 

Like any experiment, the Operations Exercise tested hypotheses held by the 

investigators, and suggested additional considerations for future research.  

Observation of the process and feedback received from participants imply that the 

model was not a primary reason people attended the simulation, but that trust in 

the model is a determinant of comfort with and participation in the process’ 

technical aspects.  A process to facilitate actual negotiations would require 

extensive involvement on the part of all parties during model development and 

testing, to gain familiarity with the software, data, and results. 
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One shortcoming of the Operations Exercise was the fact that only limited revised 

management scenarios could be reviewed during the time available.  To expound 

upon the ability of a model to study tradeoffs and options, Chapter 6 presents 

detailed examination of the base run and two additional scenarios, developed to 

test both physical system changes and management system changes in the Rio 

Grande/Río Bravo basin. 
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Notes 

                                                 

1 Woody Allen, as cited in Quote Project, Success, Online.  Available: 
http://www.quoteproject.com/subject.asp?subject=40.  Accessed: August 3, 2002. 
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Chapter 6.  Using a Model to Examine Policy Alternatives 

The purpose of the Rio Grande/Río Bravo Operations Exercise was to experiment 

with the process of creating and using a computer model as a conflict 

management tool.  Specifically, the goals were to explore the construction of a 

model with binational focus, consider the role of an academic institution in 

convening transboundary discussion, and test a process designed to facilitate 

interaction, with the overall purpose of assisting decision-makers by developing 

methods of using technical tools in water resource disputes.  If a model is to assist 

in decision-making, it must have the ability to evaluate management and policy 

alternatives.  This chapter reviews two test scenarios designed to illustrate the 

potential ability of a computer model like the one created for this exercise to 

evaluate options. 

The computer model of the Rio Grande/Río Bravo programmed for the 

Operations Exercise can be used to demonstrate the process of evaluating impacts 

of management decisions.  However, it is not sufficiently complex to produce 

reliable data on alternatives or historical conditions, nor has it undergone enough 

testing to generate accurate results.  Scenario outcomes presented in this chapter 

are shown to demonstrate the range of model output, and how this output may be 

used to compare and contrast options.  No statements can be made regarding the 

meaning of the numbers presented. 

It is important to identify the limitations of this model.  However, it is difficult for 

any initial experiment to discover all of a model’s weaknesses, so only those that 

are apparent at this stage are mentioned.  No economic parameters have been 

included in the model, and this prohibits comparison of results on economic or 

marginal benefit terms.  In addition, demand calculations for both municipal and 
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agricultural use are based on the year 2000, which eliminates comparison of 

future alternatives that could incorporate increases in municipal demands.  Static 

irrigated area at agricultural nodes limits the model to consideration of constant, 

not variable, agricultural water demands.  Because the model has not undergone 

full testing or validation, the goals and constraints that govern reservoir operation 

may not include some rules of thumb or other operational policies that serve to 

modify normal operations should decision-makers enact drought provisions. 

Three model runs will be reviewed.  The first is referred to as “ScenarioBase,” 

and uses current basin operating rules and policies.  The second, referred to as the 

“investrun” scenario, examines the effects of large-scale investment in irrigation 

conservation on both sides of the border.  A third scenario, labeled the 

“newrulerun,” studies the affects of a hypothetical treaty minute that sets a 

minimum flow at Ojinaga based on inflow to Conchos reservoirs.  A period of 

seven years, January 1992 through December 1998, will be examined under each 

scenario, using constant initial reservoir water levels.  The process of reviewing 

these alternatives differs from evaluation done in an interactive setting.  In these 

runs, monthly time steps are used over the entire seven years with no break in the 

simulation.  During an actual computer-aided negotiation, participants can make 

changes to the scenarios under evaluation as the runs progress, evaluating 

performance frequently. 

A critical step in the evaluation of management alternatives is the selection of 

performance measures.  These assist decision-makers by quantifying trade-offs 

between options.  Developing meaningful performance metrics can be a time-

consuming stage of collaborative problem solving.  To illustrate the application of 

performance measures to options analysis, several have been developed for this 

exercise, and are listed in Table 6-1.  This is a short selection from an infinite list 
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of possible measures, and is designed to demonstrate legal/political, 

environmental, and economic objectives. 

Table 6-1.  Performance Measures 

• Does the revision increase or decrease ability to comply with 
treaty provisions? 

• How do changes affect the flow of water into the Gulf of 
Mexico? 

• How is the amount of irrigation water available in each sub 
basin and in the basin as a whole affected? 

 

Performance measures will be evaluated using graphs and charts produced by 

OASIS.  A graph of U.S. accrual in the international reservoirs comparing two 

model runs will illustrate change in the amount of water credited to the U.S. 

account by the IBWC, which is directly linked to water flowing out of the 

Mexican tributaries and the provisions of the 1944 Treaty.  The contributions of 

the Rio Grande/Río Bravo to the Gulf of Mexico will be analyzed by comparing 

flow at the last node in the model between runs.  The availability of water for 

irrigation in each sub basin, and changes to availability that occur in each 

scenario, will be measured graphically.  For each scenario, additional data will be 

provided to assess the impact of the change under examination. 

Current Operating Conditions: ScenarioBase Run 

The model used in the Operations Exercise was designed to represent current 

operating policies and physical conditions.  The development of this model is 

covered Chapter 4, including the construction of data sets and the formulation of 

system rules and policies.  This version of the model is called the “ScenarioBase” 

run, because it provides background for comparison of alternative management 
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policies.  The tables in Appendix A show the data included in the model, and 

Appendix C provides samples of model output.   

Two types of input data are highlighted in this chapter.  Initial reservoir storage 

determines the amount of water provided to users, and the values used in 

ScenarioBase are shown in Table 6-2.  These initial values, which represent each 

reservoir as full or nearly full at the beginning of 1992,1 remain the same in both 

experimental scenarios.  The exception is Marte R. Gomez reservoir, which has 

an initial storage of approximately 50 percent of the total conservation storage.  

Because irrigation accounts for most surface water use in the basin (85 percent in 

the Lower Rio Grande Valley, and 90 percent in the Conchos basin),2 conveyance 

and irrigation efficiency are significant in determining demand for water.  

Efficiency values used in ScenarioBase are shown in Table 6-3.   These values 

will be modified in one of the experimental runs to highlight the impact on water 

demand.   

Table 6-2.   Initial Reservoir Levels 

International Reservoirs Mexican Reservoirs 
Reservoir Node 

Number 
Initial Storage 

(Mm3) 
Reservoir Node 

Number 
Initial Storage 

(Mm3) 
Amistad 300 3,887 La Boquilla 100 2,903 
Falcon 600 3,273 San Gabriel 105 255 
   Francisco I. Madero 141 348 
   Luis L. Leon 160 802 
   Centenario 400 22 
   San Miguel 405 20 
   La Fragua 430 45 
   Venustiano Carranza 590 841 
   Marte R. Gomez 950 478 
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Table 6-3.  Initial Efficiency Values 

Node  
Number Node Name 

Conveyance 
Efficiency 

Irrigation 
Efficiency 

Overall 
Efficiency 

 Mexican Irrigation Nodes    
125 UR Labores Viejas 0.85 0.65 0.55 
127 DR 103 Río Florido 0.90 0.72 0.65 
136 DR 005 Delicias Unit 1 0.85 0.65 0.55 
137 DR 005 Delicias Unit 2 0.85 0.65 0.55 
166 UR Bajo Conchos 0.80 0.65 0.52 
167 DR 090 Bajo Río Conchos 0.80 0.65 0.52 
416 DR 006 Palestina Unit 1 0.75 0.68 0.51 
417 DR 006 Palestina Unit 2 0.75 0.68 0.51 
436 UR El Moral 0.75 0.68 0.51 
505 DR 050 Acuna-Falcon 1.00 0.89 0.89 
596 DR 004 Don Martin 0.74 0.58 0.43 
656 DR 026 Bajo Río San Juan 0.78 0.70 0.55 
747 DR 025 Bajo Río Bravo 0.77 0.62 0.48 
 U.S. Irrigation Nodes    
247 Terrell Irrigation 0.71 0.70 0.50 
387 Maverick Canal Irrigation 0.67 0.70 0.47 
577 Webb and Zapata Irrigation 0.71 0.70 0.50 
697 Starr Irrigation 0.71 0.70 0.50 
746 Hidalgo Irrigation 0.72 0.70 0.51 
786 Cameron Irrigation 0.70 0.70 0.49 

 

To illustrate the performance of the Rio Grande/Río Bravo river and reservoir 

system over the model years of 1992-1998, graphs of storage in Falcon and 

Amistad reservoirs are provided as Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2.  Total conservation 

storage, Mexican conservation storage, and U.S. conservation storage are shown.  

As described in Table 6-2, the international reservoirs begin full.  Storage in 

Falcon begins to decrease immediately, with final reservoir storage significantly 

below conservation levels.  Amistad remains full until 1995, when the level 

begins to drop, ending in 1998 with dramatically decreased storage.   
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Figure 6-1.  ScenarioBase: Falcon Reservoir Storage 

Figure 6-2.  ScenarioBase: Amistad Reservoir Storage 
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The output created by this model does not resemble historical reservoir storage 

patterns for many reasons, including static agricultural and municipal demands 

and insufficient calibration against actual conditions.  In addition, rules used to 

govern the movement of water among reservoirs by each country do not fully 

describe the intricacies of actual management choices.  Even though the model is 

only preliminary, it can provide an example of the use of technical tools to 

explore options and tradeoffs. 

The model calculates demand at nodes, and based on rules and weights written 

into the model, delivers water to those nodes by balancing priorities.  Figure 6-3 

shows the amount of water demanded by and delivered to all Mexican irrigation 

districts included in the model.  Figure 6-4 shows demand and delivery for all 

Mexican nodes with municipal demand.  Corresponding information for all U.S. 

nodes is shown in Figure 6-5 and Figure 6-6.  Because the Río Conchos is an area 

of focus for current discussions on management in the basin, two figures are 

provided to show the “ScenarioBase” output for this basin.  Figure 6-7 shows 

total storage in reservoirs in the Conchos basin, and Figure 6-8 shows total 

demand by and delivery to irrigation districts in the Conchos basin.  These 

graphs, along with others, will be used to show the affects of the modeling 

changes made in the two experimental scenarios, “investrun” and “newrulerun.” 

The figures presented show that the model’s base condition allows all municipal 

demands to be satisfied, but creates shortages for both Mexican and U.S. 

irrigation districts.  This is one area where system performance could be 

improved, and the scenarios developed attempt to address this issue. 
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Figure 6-4.  ScenarioBase: Mexican Municipal Water Use 

Figure 6-3.  ScenarioBase: Mexican Agricultural Water Use
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Figure 6-5.  ScenarioBase: U.S. Agricultural Water Use 

Figure 6-6.  ScenarioBase: U.S. Municipal Water Use 
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Figure 6-7.  ScenarioBase: Río Conchos Basin Reservoir Storage

Figure 6-8.  ScenarioBase: Río Conchos Basin Irrigation Demand 
and Delivery  
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Investment in Irrigation Conservation: “investrun” 

Water use by agriculture is a frequent topic of research and reporting in the Rio 

Grande/Río Bravo basin, especially during times of water shortage.  Recent work 

has focused on the need for significant investment in improvements to irrigation 

conveyance networks and the installation of efficient on-farm technologies to 

increase the reliability of water supply to farmers in times of drought.  

Conveyance facilities connect the farm to the river, and irrigation districts 

maintain the majority of these canals and pipes.  Earthen canals lose water by 

infiltration into the surrounding soil, and weed growth can reduce available water.  

On-farm practices comprise the myriad ways farmers get water to crops, whether 

by flood, sprinkler, drip, or subsurface irrigation.  Each method varies in 

efficiency, with flood irrigation generally resulting in the highest amount of water 

lost to evaporation and runoff.  It is estimated that the current overall efficiency of 

irrigation in the Lower Rio Grande Valley, a combination of both conveyance and 

on-farm practices, is about 64 percent.3  In the Conchos basin, the reported overall 

efficiency is about 40 percent.4  

Scenario Development 

During the Texas Senate Bill 1 Regional Water Planning process, the working 

group in Region M, which covers the Lower Rio Grande Valley, commissioned a 

study of the infrastructure of the 29 irrigation districts located in the valley.  The 

report, released in December 2000, outlines in detail the state of canals and 

structures in the region, the extent of the repairs necessary to raise efficiency to 

90 percent, and the potential water savings from this investment.5  Table 6-4 

illustrates the magnitude of the potential improvements in water use.  The 

investigators, a Texas A&M University Extension team, reached two conclusions 

regarding irrigation water management in the valley which directly address the 
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need for investment in physical and management infrastructure to support 

conservation: 

• Uniform database formats and software are needed among districts 
to help support water measurement and district rehabilitation 
programs and to promote district accounting system modernization 
and integration with GIS 

• To achieve the projected water savings, a comprehensive and 
integrated program is needed that addresses all aspects of water 
supply and use in districts.6 

 

Table 6-4.   Water Saving Potential in Irrigation Districts and On-
Farm in Acre-Feet per Year 

On-farm Practices and Methods Water 
Supply 

Condition 

District Conveyance 
Efficiency 

Improvement 
With district 

improvements 
Without district 
improvements 

Drought 159,631 174,537 105,029 
Normal 210,944 226,178 142,852 

Source: Guy Fipps, Potential Water Savings in Irrigated Agriculture for the Rio Grande 
Planning Region (Region M), final report (College Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural 
Extension Service, December 2000), p. 1. 

 

The Rio Grande Regional Water Planning Group incorporated this report into 

their water demand and supply management strategies.7  They recommended that 

investments be made such that 75 percent of the achievable water savings from 

efficiency improvements in irrigation water conveyance and distribution are 

“captured” by 2020.8  It was further recommended that on-farm water 

conservation measures be implemented at a rate such that 80 percent of 

achievable savings are realized by 2050.9  The group’s assessment of the water 
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supply yield from this strategy is included as Table 6-5.  The total capital 

investment required to implement this strategy was estimated at $204 million, 

with a resultant annualized unit cost for water provided of “$150 per acre-foot per 

year for conveyance improvements and $225 per acre-foot per year for on-farm 

measures.”10   

 

Table 6-5.  Water Supply Yield from Implementation of 
Recommended Agricultural Water Conservation Strategies 

Under Drought Conditions (ac-ft/yr) 

Strategy 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 
Conveyance 
Improvements 0 59,862 119,724 119,724 119,724 119724 

On-Farm 
Measures 0 43,635 206,994 104,722 122,176 139630 

Total 0 103,497 206,994 224,446 241,900 259354 

Source: Rio Grande Regional Water Planning Group, Rio Grande Regional 
Water Plan, adopted plan (Austin, Tex.: Texas Water Development Board, 
January 2001), p. ES-23. 

 

In the state of Chihuahua, the price tag for necessary investments in municipal 

and agricultural water conservation is estimated at $500 million.11  This estimate, 

developed by the Mexican federal government in 1997, includes funds for better 

monitoring of flows and water quality, and enhanced operation of reservoirs.12  

The three major irrigation districts in the Conchos basin – Río Florido, Delicias, 

and Bajo Río Conchos – require agricultural conservation improvements 

estimated at a cost of approximately $90 million,13 as shown in Table 6-6. 
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Table 6-6.  Projected Agricultural Water Conservation 
Investments Required for Major Irrigation Districts in the 

Conchos Basin (1997-2000) 

District 
Conservation Investment Projected 

(1997-2000) (in 1997 U.S. $) 
Río Florido $ 3,500,000 

Delicias $ 78,849,600 
Bajo Río Conchos $ 8,086,900 

Total $ 90,436,500 

Source: Texas Center for Policy Studies, The Río Conchos: A 
Preliminary Overview, prepared by Mary E. Kelly (Austin, Tex: 
January 2001), p. 19. 

 

Model Implementation 

To develop a model scenario simulating the effects of investment in irrigation 

infrastructure, and thus improvement in overall efficiency, cost estimates and 

implementation plans must be translated into changes in model parameters.  To 

estimate the effects on water availability of a $200 million dollar investment in 

infrastructure in the Texas Lower Rio Grande Valley, U.S. irrigation demand 

nodes downstream of Falcon were isolated.  For these three nodes, representing 

Starr, Hidalgo, and Cameron county demand for irrigation water, the delivery 

efficiency and irrigation efficiency pattern table values were changed to 0.90, an 

estimated post-investment efficiency.  To transform a hypothetical investment of 

$90 million in Conchos basin infrastructure improvement into a testable physical 

change, the same pattern values were adjusted for 4 irrigation demand nodes in 

the Conchos basin, representing the Irrigation Districts (Distritos de Riego) of 

Delicias, Río Florido, and Bajo Río Conchos.  The post investment value of each 

parameter was assumed to be 90 percent.  Table 6-7 displays the node numbers 
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and names for which adjustments were made with the corresponding base values 

and revised values. 

Table 6-7.  Investment in Irrigation Conservation Scenario   
Revised Efficiency Values 

  Conveyance 
Efficiency 

Irrigation 
Efficiency 

Overall 
Efficiency 

Node  
Number Node Name Base Revised Base Revised Revised 
 Mexican Irrigation Nodes      
127 DR 103 Río Florido 0.90 0.90 0.72 0.90 0.81 
136 DR 005 Delicias Unit 1 0.85 0.90 0.65 0.90 0.81 
137 DR 005 Delicias Unit 2 0.85 0.90 0.65 0.90 0.81 
167 DR 090 Bajo Río Conchos 0.80 0.90 0.65 0.90 0.81 
 U.S. Irrigation Nodes      
697 Starr Irrigation 0.71 0.90 0.70 0.90 0.81 
746 Hidalgo Irrigation 0.72 0.90 0.70 0.90 0.81 
786 Cameron Irrigation 0.70 0.90 0.70 0.90 0.81 
Note: Only those nodes where values were changed are shown in this table. 

 

Results of the Run and Performance Measure Evaluation 

Once the outlined modifications were made, the revised model run “investrun” 

was evaluated to determine if the anticipated outcome of increased water for 

irrigation was realized.  Comparisons were made by graphing values of a single 

variable for each run on the same grid.   Figure 6-9 shows a comparison of 

storage in the Conchos basin reservoirs under the base condition and the revised 

scenario.  The graph shows that investing in increased efficiency of water 

delivery and use resulted in higher reservoir levels over the study period.  Figure 

6-10, a comparison of irrigation demand and delivery in the Conchos basin, 

illustrates significant reduction water demanded.  Because the total irrigated area 

remains constant, this can be interpreted as water saved, and available for 

allocation to other sectors such as preservation of instream flow, increased 
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agricultural production, or municipal use.  A preliminary model such as the one 

used here is useful for identifying scenarios worthy of future study, and a more 

detailed model is needed provide exact quantities of water “saved” by an 

investment of $90 million in Conchos basin agricultural efficiency. 

A similar decrease in water use is seen in the graph of irrigation in Texas Lower 

Rio Grande Valley counties.  Figure 6-11 displays the difference in water used to 

irrigate a constant area over three demand nodes in the Valley – Starr, Hidalgo, 

and Cameron counties.  A fourth graph, Figure 6-12, presents a comparison of 

inflow to the U.S. portion of storage in the Amistad-Falcon system.  According to 

this metric, investment in efficiency improvement alters the pattern of flow to the 

U.S. account.  However, it is unclear whether the result is a net increase in flow 

attributed to the U.S. under the provisions of the treaty, or a net decrease.  

Inconclusive results indicate further definition and scenario development is 

necessary to draw a conclusion as to the effects of this management option on that 

parameter. 

The results show that increased irrigation water is a likely result of investment in 

conservation in both the Conchos sub basin, and the Texas Lower Rio Grande 

Valley.  The third metric developed in this report, flow to the Gulf of Mexico, is 

displayed in Figure 6-13.  In two years, there were months in which flow to the 

Gulf under the “investrun” scenario exceeded flow to the Gulf under 

“ScenarioBase.”  This can be interpreted to suggest that investment in irrigation 

efficiency may have positive impacts on environmental conditions such as 

freshwater inflow to the Gulf of Mexico. 
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Figure 6-11.  investrun comparison: U.S. Lower Valley 
Irrigation Demand 

Figure 6-12.  investrun comparison: U.S. Accrual in Amistad 
and Falcon 
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None of the results presented goes against intuition.  The model quantifies 

anticipated benefits and provides data to decision-makers choosing among 

options.  Further exploration of this scenario with a more sophisticated model 

could provide information on costs and benefits persuasive enough to influence 

the policy making process, and help decide where limited funds are directed for 

investment.   Models can be used as tools to determine where investment in water 

conservation would have the greatest effect on the environmental needs of the 

river, water availability for irrigation or municipal use, or compliance with 

provisions of the 1944 Treaty.  The results of this run show the impact of 

investment in conservation of irrigation water is predictable.  Benefits do not 

depend on compliance with a rule, or on variable hydrology.  This contrasts with 

policy modifications, as illustrated in the next scenario comparison.  
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Figure 6-13.  investrun comparison: Flow to the Gulf 
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Conchos Percentage Rule: “newrulerun”  

The second scenario to be explored in this chapter focuses on changes to political, 

not physical, aspects of the Rio Grande/Río Bravo water system.  Instead of 

reviewing the costs and benefits of investment, this scenario demonstrates how a 

model can be used to analyze impacts of management policies.  In the Rio 

Grande/Río Bravo basin, many “rules” govern management of the river – the 

1944 Treaty, Mexican federal law, U.S. federal law, state law on both sides of the 

border, and irrigation district operating policies.  To highlight the ability of a 

transboundary model to simulate impacts on both sides of the border, a rule at the 

level of the international treaty was selected for analysis.  In this section, the rule 

to be examined is developed, and results are displayed in graphics set between 

scenarios (this scenario “newrulerun” versus “ScenarioBase”). 

Scenario Development 

Where the Río Conchos empties into the Rio Grande/Río Bravo, the river is 

renewed.  The Conchos and the Pecos are the largest sources of inflow to the Rio 

Grande/Río Bravo, and the management of the Mexican basin affects downstream 

water availability for both countries.  The high Sierra Madre Occidental in 

Chihuahua receives more rain that most other parts of the basin, and the water 

from this region flows to tributaries of the Conchos.14  The management of five 

Mexican reservoirs on this river (San Gabriel, Pico del Aguila, La Boquilla, 

Francisco I. Madero, and Luis L. Leon) has come under scrutiny during the past 

years of drought, with some speculating that Mexico has been managing these 

reservoirs to protect water for Chihuahua irrigators at the expense of meeting the 

objectives of the international treaty.15,16  The current treaty language specifies a 

minimum amount of water Mexico must provide from the gaged tributaries, and a 
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time frame in which the accounting will be performed.  In this scenario, substitute 

policy formulations are explored.    

In order to demonstrate how alternative rules might be tested using a computer 

model, a basic formula has been developed.  Written legalistically, it might read 

like this: 

Total monthly inflow to La Boquilla, Francisco I. Madero, and San 
Gabriel from the Río Conchos, Río San Pedro, and Río Florido 
respectively shall be established based on daily flow records.  In any 
month, the total monthly flow of the Río Conchos at Ojinaga must at a 
minimum equal 33 percent of the combined total monthly inflow into the 
three reservoirs. 

Similar rules could be written, with greater flexibility.  Perhaps the percentage 

would vary by month to be higher during seasons of heavier normal rainfall, or 

perhaps compliance would be calculated as an average over several months.  This 

simple rule has been chosen to demonstrate that modeling has the ability to help 

evaluate policy choices by providing output measures that may be compared 

against a base scenario.   

Model Implementation 

This rule is implemented in the model by the creation of an additional OCL file.  

This file instructs OASIS to compare the total monthly flow at Ojinaga to the total 

inflow of the three reservoirs.  If the flow at Ojinaga is less than 33 percent of 

reservoir inflow, the model creates an additional demand on each of the three 

reservoirs, which when combined equals the deficit.  The reservoirs share in the 

deficit in proportion to their current storage, which enables one reservoir to 

supply the total deficit should the others be empty.  If the total storage in all three 

reservoirs is less than that needed to make up the deficit, the amount that does 

remain is sent downstream.  This implementation of the rule assumes several 
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things about basin operation.  First, it assumes that the managers of the basin will 

not attempt to restrict flow from Ojinaga to only 33 percent of total reservoir 

inflow.  Additionally, it assumes that no flow is lost to evaporation or infiltration 

on the trip downstream.  This generous assumption is necessary because the 

model currently lacks the ability to calculate instream loss in the Conchos basin.  

However, if the additional flow traveled with water released to satisfy 

downstream demands, losses of this type would be shared.  Third, the assumption 

is made that rapid transfer of water to satisfy the rule requirements is possible, 

and that there are no overriding reasons to wait for release. 

It is anticipated that this rule will have positive impacts on the quantity of water 

available to downstream irrigators in both the U.S. and Mexico and that 

performance of treaty objectives would be improved.  These outcomes were 

predicted based on a preliminary analysis of IBWC data,17 and data provided by 

the CNA,18 which showed that over the study period, the average flow at Ojinaga 

was less than 33 percent of inflow to the three reservoirs.  Table 6-8 presents the 

highest of either historical flow or 33 percent of reservoir inflow shown for each 

month.  A comparison of these accounting approaches is shown in Table 6-9, and 

illustrates that the rule to be evaluated has potential to produce positive results as 

measured by the performance metric of increased compliance with the provisions 

of the 1944 Treaty. 
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Table 6-8.  Highest of 33 Percent Reservoir Inflows or Historical 
Flow, By Month (in acre-feet) 

 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 
1/31  11,027 28,460 4,896 2,976 7,606 
2/28  14,870 25,042 3,464 2,730 7,146 
3/31  12,820 31,788 2,543 2,203 11,541 
4/30  12,675 36,857 7,950 1,740 13,541 
5/31  14,496 73,816 5,287 7,342 45,423 
6/30  125,560 18,777 19,006 45,221 33,221 
7/31  233,512 18,358 20,990 270,943 133,334 
8/31  217,516 14,296 72,470 329,924 27,454 
9/30  54,147 20,110 16,451 23,908 9,812 

10/31 27,885 35,745 10,412 2,761 95,053  
11/30 29,945 29,489 7,883 2,170 5,772  
12/31 12,064 27,906 7,737 3,361 5,070  
Total 69,894 789,763 293,536 161,349 792,882 289,078 

 

Table 6-9.  Comparison of Performance Under Treaty Rules 

 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 Total 
U.S. 

Share 
Historical 69,894 620,882 287,469 60,754 184,363 123,334 1,346,696 448,899 

33 
Percent 14,070 452,876 94,536 144,195 695,183 252,825 1,653,685 551,228 

Greatest 
by Month 69,894 789,763 293,536 161,349 792,882 289,078 2,396,502 798,834 

 

Results of the Run and Performance Measure Evaluation 

Once the outlined modifications were made, the revised model run “newrulerun” 

was evaluated to determine if the anticipated outcome of increased compliance 

with treaty provisions was realized, and to explore other consequences of a new 

operational rule.  Comparisons were made by graphing values of a single variable 

for each run on the same grid.   Figure 6-14 is a comparison of storage in the 
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Conchos basin reservoirs under the base condition and the revised scenario, which 

shows that the new rule reduced storage in the Conchos reservoirs beginning in 

1995.  A graph of water available to irrigation districts in the Conchos basin is 

shown in Figure 6-15.  From these data, the new requirement would appear to 

slightly reduce water available for agriculture in this sub basin in the years 1996-

1997, with a more significant impact at the end of 1999.  To analyze availability 

of water for irrigation in the lower valley, Figure 6-16 and Figure 6-17 show a 

comparison of “ScenarioBase” and “newrulerun” for Mexican and U.S. irrigation 

districts.  In both cases, the percentage-based rule provided more water for 

agriculture at the end of the seven-year cycle.  To evaluate compliance with treaty 

obligations, a graph of U.S. accrual in the international reservoirs is provided as 

Figure 6-18.  The experimental rule appears to increase accrual in some months, 

while decreasing accrual in others, which does not allow a conclusion to be drawn 

regarding performance against that objective.  Data relevant to the remaining 

metric, inflow to the Gulf of Mexico, is displayed in Figure 6-19.  In July through 

October of 1993, the new rule reduces flow to the Gulf to zero, a negative impact. 

A combination of results as measured by these indicators does not confirm the 

benefits anticipated in development of this scenario.  There are many possible 

reasons, relating to limitations of the model or to the form of the rule tested.  The 

hydrology of the model, which is based on reservoir inflow in the Conchos basin 

and gauged flows in the Rio Grande/Río Bravo, may not be complex enough to 

allow detailed manipulation of the flow regime.  The form of the rule selected for 

testing may not be easily adaptable to actual management of the river basin.  

However, the use of a computer model to test this rule has allowed measurement 

of results against performance measures, an important precursor to actual 

enactment of a rule.  Negotiation of an agreement to change management 

practices at the level of the international treaty would involve political decision-
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making, but this experiment shows the utility of modeling in examining what 

impacts are likely to occur. 

Compared to the scenario examining investment in physical infrastructure, the 

benefits resulting from a change in policy were difficult to quantify using the 

approach followed.  The results of a rule modification are also variable subject to 

compliance, interpretation, and adaptation of other operational procedures that 

develop in response to a new constraint.  Predicting the “domino effect” on 

reservoir operations of either scenario is beyond the scope of this report, however 

it is noted that these impacts could change potential costs and benefits.  However, 

with investment in infrastructure, it is certain that less water will be used.  Where 

the “saved” water will be used becomes a policy decision, subject to the same 

political process as a rule change or other non-physical management adjustment.
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Figure 6-14.  newrulerun comparison: Río Conchos Basin 
Reservoir Storage 

Figure 6-15.  newrulerun comparison:  Río Conchos Basin 
Irrigation Demand 
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Figure 6-16.  newrulerun comparison: Mexican Lower Valley 
Irrigation Demand 

Figure 6-17.  newrulerun comparison: U.S. Lower Valley 
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Figure 6-19.  newrulerun comparison: Flow to the Gulf 
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Summary 

By using the OASIS Rio Grande/Río Bravo model developed for the Operations 

Exercise to test two scenarios, this chapter has shown how a technical tool can be 

applied to evaluate management options.  Although the model has many 

limitations, as stated in the introduction to this chapter, it appears that investment 

in irrigation infrastructure to improve efficiency of water use has potential 

benefits to the environment, treaty compliance, and water users in the region, 

making this option worthy of further study with a more sophisticated model to 

quantify costs and benefits.  The second scenario demonstrated evaluation of 

alternative management policy, with direct application to the political decision 

making process.  The ability to design and test such scenarios is a primary benefit 

of modeling within a water resource dispute resolution context.  In addition, 

benefits from investment in conservation may be easier to quantify that the effects 

of a change in operational rules, due to issues of compliance and cascading 

adaptation throughout the management structure. 
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Chapter 7.  Conclusions 

"Insanity: doing the same thing over and over again and expecting 
different results."    

  - Albert Einstein 

Einstein recognized the futility of repeating the same behavior but expecting 

change, and equated it with insanity.  However, it is often difficult to realize when 

there is a need for change in the outcomes a behavior produces.  Processes that 

keep working keep getting used.  Are conventional methods for resolving water 

resource disputes that separate technology and political processes working?  Or 

do these methods need to change, in response to the growing complexity of water 

resource issues, and the growing pressures for more predictability from users? 

The Rio Grande/Río Bravo basin is in a state of conflict among many parties:  

between countries over the provisions of a near-60 year old treaty; among water 

users with different visions of the economic future of the region; and among 

people dealing with drought and their environment.  The problem is one which 

has no facile resolution, as the river cannot produce enough water to meet all 

needs.  Will a hurricane resolve these issues?  Or will rain wash away an 

opportunity to change? 

Water management in the Rio Grande/Río Bravo must evolve, or the basin runs 

the risk of repeating the past, and staying within the cycle of conflict.  This report 

addresses one mechanism for change: bringing technology to the table to facilitate 

management of water-related disputes.  By perpetuating the doctrine that 

modeling and political dispute resolution are separate processes, and permitting 

only uneasy truces to be drawn between the two, they have been operating on 

separate tracks for decades.  The time has come for water resource engineers, 
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dispute resolution professionals, and public policy makers to develop ways of 

working together that respect and build upon the strengths of each approach.  

Science versus process and politics is a false dichotomy, and unless public policy 

makers lead this change, they risk more court cases, less public satisfaction with 

outcomes, and lengthier and more expensive public disputes.  In the case of the 

Rio Grande/Río Bravo, they risk increasing international tension. 

This report has examined the history of water use in the Rio Grande/Río Bravo 

region, and the current government rules and regulations that control water use.  

Alternative dispute resolution, a field offering alternatives to court-determined 

solutions to conflict, was explored through analysis of process terms.  Water 

resource models, as technical tools, have an important role to play in any process.  

The report reviewed the range of such tools, and the creation of a model of the 

Rio Grande/Río Bravo.  Use of a model to explore management scenarios was 

investigated, with insights into the future use of a model for analysis along the 

border.  From the research presented here, four recommendations have been 

developed.  The first two are directed at policy makers facing water resource 

conflict – in the Rio Grande/Río Bravo, along other international boundaries, or 

among neighboring cities.  The second two recommendations focus specifically 

on the Rio Grande/Río Bravo, and are proposals for future action in the basin.   

Each recommendation is based on the premise that the opportunity cost of 

delaying resolution of disputes is undesirable.  In the case of the Rio Grande/Río 

Bravo, ongoing conflict equates to ongoing uncertainty over the quantity of water 

available for irrigation on both sides of the border, which has economic and social 

consequences.  Economic stability requires the ability to plan.  Without being able 

to estimate the amount of water that will be coming down the river, the 

agricultural industry is playing a game of chance.  In the long term, growing 
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municipal demand could place the certainty of water supply for urban areas in 

jeopardy as well, unless action is taken to ensure a sustainable future.  

Recommendation One: Integrate Technical Tools  

Water resource disputes are often treated as zero-sum games – some players have 

to lose in order for others to win.  The traditional path to resolution of these 

conflicts is diplomatic, with technical tools separated and used only to provide 

backup for solidified political positions.  With creative thinking, non-zero-sum 

solutions can be built.  By allowing review of multiple “what if?” scenarios, 

technical tools such as models increase chances that all parties will win.  The first 

recommendation of this report is to integrate technology into the process of 

generating political options for resolution of water resource disputes.  By 

choosing to consult models and develop an understanding of the physical water 

system under discussion, policy makers can help transform technical tools from 

number generators late in the process to idea generators early in the process. 

There are physical realities to water resource systems that differentiate conflicts 

over water from other items on a political agenda.  Unlike money, water can’t be 

easily relocated.  Purely political solutions to water disputes can be incompatible 

with management of a stock and flow resource.  Models can help rule out ideas 

that won’t create benefits, refining options for negotiation.  This could lead to less 

time-consuming dispute resolution, and greater satisfaction with outcomes. 

Recommendation Two: Cooperative Modeling 

Often the only aspects of water resource management that are visible to the public 

are the dams and lakes created to manage flow, which provide recreational 

opportunities as a side benefit.  Water supply makes the news in times of drought 

and flood, but is a rare topic during “normal” periods, and technical experts 
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working for government agencies generally make decisions regarding 

construction and operation of water systems.  These trends lead to a low level of 

public involvement in and knowledge about water management.   In attempt to 

reverse this trend in Texas, regional water planning was initiated under Senate 

Bill 1.  A planning process that includes representation from various public 

sectors recognizes that water management decisions are based on values and 

priorities, and management for the “pubic good” requires that the public help 

determine these factors.  Inserted into a planning process, which is essentially a 

method of resolving conflicting priorities, modeling can help evaluate options.  

When done collaboratively, the construction of a model can help educate citizens 

about the dynamics of the water resource system they depend upon, which in turn 

helps everyone understand how and why decisions are made. Transparent 

development builds trust in the technical tools and in the process of dispute 

resolution, and builds relationships between agencies and the public.   

Data are often not shared, between agencies and the public, and between 

countries.  This is often due to the conventional operating procedure of treating all 

data as strategic information, with sharing information seen as weakening 

positions.  However, sharing information allows identification of mutual interests.  

If parties engage in data cooperation, then their assumptions can be negotiated 

and shared, to the benefit of each participating entity. 

Recommendation Three: Build a Comprehensive Binational 
Modeling Framework 

The Rio Grande/Río Bravo region needs both the process and results of binational 

modeling efforts to build capacity for conflict management.  Working together to 

develop coordinated and ongoing efforts to monitor, collect, and assemble data 

resources in the basin creates a platform on which each party can develop tools to 
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evaluate options.  Instead of discussing data sources, parties can focus on 

management strategies.  Efforts to begin this process are underway at many 

Mexican and U.S. universities and research institutions, however it needs support 

by policy makers.  Cooperation on this level is counter to what has been observed 

regionally in the past.  However, progress necessitates a change in strategy.  In 

both the U.S. and Mexico, economic growth and stability hinge on water 

availability, and the opportunity cost of not working together is greater than either 

country can afford. 

Recommendation Four: Support Interests with Quantitative Data  

Signed in December 2000, the Lower Rio Grande Valley Water Resources 

Conservation and Improvement Act of 20001 directed the Secretary of the Interior 

to conserve and enhance the water supplies of the Lower Rio Grande Valley.2  

This Act authorized appropriations of $2 million for project planning, and $10 

million for implementation.3  The Rio Grande Regional Water Planning Group 

estimated in January 2001 that investment of $204 million in Valley conservation 

projects would be necessary to meet projected demand.4  While $10 million is not 

insignificant, if the strategy developed during regional planning is to be 

implemented, politicians at the local, state, and federal level must commit to 

provide the additional $194 million.  Technical tools can be used to help convince 

policymakers that the Río Grande Valley requires significant investment now to 

ensure future benefits.  The same is true for the Río Conchos basin, where 

funding of large-scale infrastructure improvements has been identified as a major 

need.  Quantifying the positive benefits for both countries of this outlay by using 

modeling could help expedite the financing process. 

During budget deliberations in 2001, Washington D.C. lawmakers asked the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture (USDA) to quantify the value of the annual loss of 
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U.S. agricultural production resulting from “continuing severe drought along the 

United States/Mexico border in the areas of the Rio Grande Basin and Mexico’s 

continuing failure to meet its water obligations to the area as delineated in the 

1944 Water Treaty.”5  A Conference Report also requested details concerning the 

“Department’s authorities and plans to assist agricultural interests in the Rio 

Grande watershed with the financial ramifications of Mexico’s water debt.”6  This 

documents the concern of lawmakers with financial impacts of water 

unpredictability.  However, the USDA study could not quantify losses for lack of 

data.  Without such a number, a persuasive tool is lost.  Policy makers on both 

sides of the border should recognize that technical tools can provide both 

government and private funding agencies the quantitative rationale to promote 

investment, and work together to incorporate modeling into this process. 

Conclusion 

While dispute resolution processes involving models have been used with much 

success in the past, there is vast room for improvement.  The development of 

computer modeling resources – that simulate a physical water resource system, 

and are organized to facilitate use in creative dispute resolution processes – holds 

promise for better solutions to water resource disputes.  The Rio Grande/Río 

Bravo Operations Exercise illustrated some benefits of bringing a model to the 

table and creating space for discussion.  Water resource management is a 

technical and political field, and modeling can provide opportunities for technical 

collaboration that reap the political benefits of shared understanding and 

improved relationships.  Public policy makers at the local, state, and federal level 

on both sides of the border have important roles to play encouraging and 

supporting the creation of such processes.  Water resource systems have always 

been sources of controversy, and it is counter-productive to fail to search 
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aggressively for new options that increase participation in the decisions we make 

as a society.  As two analysts have noted: 

“If sound, comprehensive water management is to work, it requires that all 
significant interests and their concerns be recognized, and that the full 
range of management options be available to meet their varying needs.  
Political and technical feasibility require that policy stalemates be broken 
by improving the procedures through which water conflicts are resolved 
and that substantive innovations (like water marketing or conservation 
measures) be used appropriately to address the interests that produce those 
stalemates.  This combination of innovative decision-making processes 
and innovative technical solutions can be critically important to creating 
workable solutions to controversial water resource problems.”7 
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Conflicts,” in Managing Water Related Conflicts: The Engineer’s Role, ed. Warren Viessman, Jr. 
and Ernest T. Smerdon (New York: American Society of Civil Engineers, 1989), p. 39. 
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Appendix A. OASIS Background Tables and Figures 

 

This Appendix contains tables and figures that document the data included in the 

OASIS with OCL model of the Rio Grande/Rio Bravo basin.



Node Type Inflow IBWC Name Country County/State
100 Reservoir Rio Conchos La Boquilla MX Chihuahua
105 Reservoir Rio Florido San Gabriel MX Chihuahua
106 Reservoir Pico de Aguila MX Chihuahua
110 Junction 110 MX Chihuahua
120 Junction Rio Florido MX Chihuahua
125 Demand Unidado de Riego Labores Viejas MX
126 Demand Camargo MX
127 Demand Distrito de Riego 103 Rio Florido MX Chihuahua
130 Junction Delicias MX Chihuahua
136 Demand Distrito de Riego 005 Delicias Unit 1 MX Chihuahua
137 Demand Distrito de Riego 005 Delicias Unit 2 MX Chihuahua
140 Junction Rio San Pedro MX Chihuahua
141 Reservoir Rio San Pedro Francisco I. Madero MX Chihuahua
145 Junction Chuviscar Rio Chuviscar MX Chihuahua
160 Reservoir Yes Luis L. Leon MX Chihuahua
166 Demand Unidado de Riego Bajo Conchos MX Chihuahua
167 Demand Distrito de Riego 090 Bajo Rio Conchos MX Chihuahua
170 Junction 170 MX
180 Junction Yes Ojinaga MX Chihuahua
190 Junction Rio Grande 08-3715.00 Presidio -- Presidio
195 Junction Alamito Creek 08-3740.00 Alamito Creek -- Presidio
200 Junction Confluence -- Presidio/Chihuahua
220 Junction Terlingua Creek 08-3745.00 Terlingua Creek Brewster
240 Junction Terrell County Terrell
246 Demand Terrell Municipal Terrell/Brewster/Presidio
247 Demand Terrell Irrigation Terrell/Brewster/Presidio
260 Junction Pecos 08-4474.10 Pecos River Val Verde
280 Junction Devils 08-4494.00 Devils River Val Verde
300 Reservoir Amistad -- Val Verde/Coahuila
310 Junction MX Tributaries MX Tributaries -- Coahuila
320 Junction US Tributaries US Tributaries -- Val Verde
330 Junction Arroyo de las Vacas 08-4520.00 Arroyo de las Vacas MX Coahuila
340 Junction Del Rio/Cd. Acuna -- Val Verde/Coahuila

Table A-1.  Listing and Description of OASIS Nodes
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Node Type Inflow IBWC Name Country County/State
340 Junction Del Rio/Cd. Acuna -- Val Verde/Coahuila
348 Demand Val Verde Power US Val Verde
358 Demand Cd. Acuna MX Coahuila
360 Junction San Felipe Creek San Felipe Creek -- Kinney
380 Junction Maverick Canal Outtake -- Kinney
386 Demand 08-4539.00 Maverick Canal Municipal US Kinney
387 Demand 08-4539.00 Maverick Canal Irrigation US Kinney
400 Reservoir Centenario MX Coahuila
405 Reservoir San Miguel MX Coahuila
407 Junction Derivadora Caberceras MX Coahuila
410 Junction Pinto Creek 08-4550.00 Pinto Creek -- Kinney
416 Demand DR 006 Palestina Unit 1 MX Coahuila
417 Demand DR 006 Palestina Unit 2 MX Coahuila
420 Junction San Diego 08-4555.00 Rio San Diego -- Coahuila
430 Reservoir La Fragua MX Coahuila
436 Demand Unidado de Riego El Moral MX Coahuila
440 Junction San Rodrigo 08-4571.00 Rio San Rodrigo -- Coahuila
460 Junction Maverick Return Flow see notes Maverick Return Flow -- Maverick
480 Junction Junction Number -- Maverick/Coahuila
488 Demand Eagle Pass US Maverick
497 Demand Power Plant MX Coahuila
498 Demand Piedras Negras MX Coahuila
505 Demand DR 050 Acuna-Falcon
510 Junction Escondito 08-4581.50 Rio Escondito -- Coahuila
520 Junction Maverick Return Flow 2 Maverick Return Flow 2 -- Maverick
540 Junction Nuevo Leon -- Nuevo Leon
546 Demand Nuevo Leon Demand MX Nuevo Leon
560 Junction Yes Junction Number -- Webb/Tamaulipas
568 Demand Laredo US Webb
570 Junction Junction Number -- Webb / Zapata / Tamaulipas
576 Demand Webb & Zapata Irrigation US Webb/Zapata
577 Demand Webb & Zapata Municipal US Webb/Zapata
578 Demand Nuevo Laredo MX Tamaulipas
580 Junction Salado 08-4597.00 Rio Salado --
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Node Type Inflow IBWC Name Country County/State
590 Reservoir Venustiano Caranza MX
596 Demand DR 004 Don Martin MX
598 Demand Anhuac MX
600 Reservoir Yes Falcon -- Zapata/Tamaulipas
620 Junction Alamo 08-4620.00 Rio Alamo MX Tamaulipas
640 Junction Return Flow 08-4645.00 Lower Rio San Juan ID Return Flow MX Tamaulipas
650 Reservoir Marte Gomez MX
656 Demand Bajo Rio San Juan MX
660 Junction San Juan 08-4642.00 Rio San Juan MX Tamaulipas
680 Junction Junction Number -- Zapata / Starr / Tamaulipas
686 Demand 08-4646.00 Starr Municipal US Zapata/Starr
687 Demand Falcon to Anzalduas MX Tamaulipas
697 Demand Starr Irrigation US Zapata/Starr
700 Junction Yes Rio Grande City US Starr
720 Junction 08-4683.00 Junction Number -- Starr / Hidalgo / Tamaulipas
740 Junction Yes Anzalduas Dam MX Hidalgo
746 Demand 08-4686.00 Hidalgo Irrigation MX Hidalgo
747 Demand DR 025 Bajo Rio Bravo MX Tamaulipas
760 Junction Junction Number -- Hidalgo/Tamaulipas
768 Demand McAllen (Hidalgo Municipal) MX Hidalgo
778 Demand Reynosa MX Tamaulipas
780 Junction Yes Junction Number -- Hidalgo / Cameron / Tamaulipas
786 Demand see notes Cameron Irrigation US Hidalgo/Cameron
810 Junction Yes Junction Number -- Cameron/Tamaulipas
818 Demand Brownsville (Cameron) Municipal US Cameron
828 Demand Matamoros US Tamaulipas
999 Terminal Gulf of Mexico --

Table A-1.  Listing and Description of OASIS Nodes, Continued
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Elevation Surface Area Capacity Capacity
Elevación Superficie Capacidad Capacidad
(m.s.n.m.) (ha) (1,000 m3) (Mm3)

288 0 0 0
294 525 23,456 23
298 991 61,568 62
302 1,547 115,400 115
306 2,196 192,533 193
310 2,937 296,058 296
314 3,949 431,867 432
318 5,649 619,807 620
322 8,052 891,907 892
324 9,491 1,066,430 1,066
326 11,088 1,269,561 1,270
328 12,843 1,505,201 1,505
330 14,757 1,782,329 1,782
335 20,096 2,643,280 2,643
340 25,565 3,769,113 3,769
345 31,166 5,180,566 5,181

349.025 35,770 6,524,699 6,525
Source: Email from Ken Rakestraw, International Boundary and Water Commission, "Re: 
Reservoir storage and evaporation," to Diane Tate, September 26, 2001.

Table A-2.  Storage Area Elevation Data for Amistad 
International Reservoir 
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Elevation Surface Area Capacity Capacity
Elevación Superficie Capacidad Capacidad
(m.s.n.m.) (ha) (1,000 m3) (Mm3)

62 0 0 0
66 709 15,226 15
70 2,092 66,608 67
74 4,185 183,150 183
76 6,432 288,777 289
78 8,991 442,482 442
80 11,760 650,155 650
83 16,299 1,068,195 1,068
85 19,801 1,429,216 1,429
87 23,651 1,862,347 1,862

88.5 27,567 2,247,005 2,247
90 30,272 2,679,988 2,680

91.5 34,625 3,166,815 3,167
93 37,963 3,710,679 3,711

94.5 43,391 4,320,651 4,321
95.77 46,322 4,890,208 4,890

Source: Email from Ken Rakestraw, International Boundary and Water Commission, 
"Re: Reservoir storage and evaporation," to Diane Tate, September 26, 2001.

Table A-3.  Storage Area Elevation Data for Falcon 
International Reservoir 



Name of Reservoir State/Estado River/Corriente

Dead 
Storage/ 

Capacidad 
Muerta

Normal 
Capacity/ 

NAMO

Flood 
Control 

Capacity/ 
NAME

Avg. 
Annual 

Evap.

Avg 
Annual 
Inflow

Mm3 Mm3 Mm3 Mm3 Mm3
LA AMISTAD Coahuila R. BRAVO 23.0 3887 3887.0 N/A N/A
EL CENTENARIO Coahuila R. SAN DIEGO 0.9 25.3 26.9 1.75 N/A
V. CARRANZA Coahuila R. SALADO 1.0 1385.0 1384.2 2.49 436.98
LA FRAGUA Coahuila SAN RODRÍGO 8.9 45.5 80.8 5.25 110.40
SAN MIGUEL Coahuila SAN DIEGO 0.5 20.2 21.7 1.41 N/A
SAN GABRIEL Chihuahua R. FLORIDO 7.4 255.4 389.6 18.88 126.89
F. I. MADERO Chihuahua R. SAN PEDRO 5.3 348.0 539.1 42.62 394.12
LA BOQUILLA Chihuahua R. CONCHOS 113.0 2903.4 3282.3 215.25 1216.73
LUIS L. LEON Chihuahua R. CONCHOS 40.0 336.7 877.0 55.46 856.64
MARTE R. GOMEZ Tamaulipas R. SAN JUAN 23.4 994.7 2303.9 199.32 1007.39
FALCON Tamaulipas R. BRAVO 100.0 3273 3273.0 N/A N/A
Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua.  Note: Table documents data 
entered into OASIS model as base condition.
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Maverick Maverick
TYPE OF DEMAND Terrell (1) Terrell Val Verde Canal (3) Canal (3)

Municipal Irrigation Power Municipal Irrigation
OASIS Demand Node Number 246 247 348 386 387
Cities/Individual Domestic 530
Municipal/Industrial (3)

Class M 114
Class A 2,227
Class B 23

Total DMI 530 0 2,364
Power Generation (2) 1,085,966
Irrigation

Class A 1,765 143,715
Class B 418

Total Irrigation
Mining 88
Recreation 196
Texas Parks and Wildlife
US DOI - Fish and Wildlife Service

Class A
Class B

Other 1,000
Total Recreation, TPWD, DOI FWS, Other
TOTAL (with Power Generation) 2,060 1,765 0 1,090,694 144,417
TOTAL (without Power Generation) 0 1,765 0 2,364 144,417
Source:   Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission, “Water Rights Download File” database.  Online.  
Available: http://www.tnrcc.state.tx.us/permitting/waterperm/wrpa/wrall.exe.  Accessed: July 29, 2002.  Note: Mining 
water rights are shown for reference only, and have no associated demand in the OASIS model.  (1) The column 
labeled Terrell represents water rights for Presidio, Brewester, and Terrell Counties added together.  (2) Power 
generation is not included in this version of the OASIS model.  (3) In this table, water rights held in Kinney County 
are withdrawn at the Maverick Canal intake.  (4) Municipal water rights in Hidalgo County are shown at Node 768, 
and all other rights are shown at Node 746.

Table A-5.  Summary of Texas Water Rights by County
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Eagle Webb and Webb and
TYPE OF DEMAND Pass Laredo Zapata Zapata Starr

Municipal Municipal Municipal Irrigation Municipal
OASIS Demand Node Number 488 568 576 577 686
Cities/Individual Domestic 7,707 42,389
Municipal/Industrial (3)

Class M 2,950 6,826
Class A 2,431
Class B

Total DMI 42,389 5,381 6,826
Power Generation (2) 1,200,000
Irrigation

Class A 15,756
Class B 14,456

Total Irrigation
Mining 1,878
Recreation
Texas Parks and Wildlife
US DOI - Fish and Wildlife Service

Class A
Class B

Other
Total Recreation, TPWD, DOI FWS, Other
TOTAL (with Power Generation) 7,707 84,778 10,762 32,090 1,213,651
TOTAL (without Power Generation) 0 0 5,381 32,090 6,826
Source:   Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission, “Water Rights Download File” database.  
Online.  Available: http://www.tnrcc.state.tx.us/permitting/waterperm/wrpa/wrall.exe.  Accessed: July 29, 
2002.  Note: Mining water rights are shown for reference only, and have no associated demand in the 
OASIS model.  (1) The column labeled Terrell represents water rights for Presidio, Brewester, and Terrell 
Counties added together.  (2) Power generation is not included in this version of the OASIS model.  (3) In 
this table, water rights held in Kinney County are withdrawn at the Maverick Canal intake.  (4) Municipal 
water rights in Hidalgo County are shown at Node 768, and all other rights are shown at Node 746.

Table A-5.  Summary of Texas Water Rights by County, Continued
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Mc Allen Brownsville
TYPE OF DEMAND Starr Hidalgo (4) (Hidalgo) (4) Cameron (Cameron) TOTALS

Irrigation Irrigation Municipal Irrigation Municipal
OASIS Demand Node Number 697 746 768 786 818
Cities/Individual Domestic 50,626
Municipal/Industrial (3)

Class M 148,221 114,908 273,019
Class A 600 5,258
Class B 3,750 63 3,836

Total DMI 0 152,571 0 114,971 332,739
Power Generation (2) 2,285,966
Irrigation

Class A 3,784 1,202,242 269,251 1,636,513
Class B 40,615 68,408 51,044 174,941

Total Irrigation 1,811,454
Mining 53 530 2,549
Recreation 196
Texas Parks and Wildlife 50 255 296 601
US DOI - Fish and Wildlife Service 0

Class A 870 721 1,591
Class B 3,943 6,832 12,690 23,465

Other 115 2,239 3,354
Total Recreation, TPWD, DOI FWS, Other 29,207
TOTAL (with Power Generation) 49,430 1,278,267 305,142 336,241 229,942 4,786,946
TOTAL (without Power Generation) 49,315 1,278,267 152,571 334,002 114,971 2,121,969
Source:   Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission, “Water Rights Download File” database.  Online.  Available: 
http://www.tnrcc.state.tx.us/permitting/waterperm/wrpa/wrall.exe.  Accessed: July 29, 2002.  Note: Mining water rights are shown for 
reference only, and have no associated demand in the OASIS model.  (1) The column labeled Terrell represents water rights for 
Presidio, Brewester, and Terrell Counties added together.  (2) Power generation is not included in this version of the OASIS model.  
(3) In this table, water rights held in Kinney County are withdrawn at the Maverick Canal intake.  (4) Municipal water rights in Hidalgo 
County are shown at Node 768, and all other rights are shown at Node 746.
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OASIS Node Number 247 387 577
OASIS Node Name Terrell Irrigation
Texas Crop Reporting District (1) Trans-Pecos (6) South Texas (10-N) South Texas (10-N)
Pattern Prefix Trans_Pecos South _Texas South_Texas
NOAA Climactic Data Station (2) Presidio Del Rio Laredo
Off-Farm Conveyance Efficiency (3) 70.8% 67.0% 70.8%
On-Farm Irrigation Efficiency (4) 70% 70% 70%
Irrigation Water Rights (acre-feet)

Class A 1,765 143,715 15,756
Class B 418 14,456

Irrigated Area (acres)
Class A 1,204 48,460 9,526
Class B 720 6,164

Total 1,204 49,180 15,690
Crop Mixture (in acres)

Sorghum 5% 2,293 13% 2,006
Cotton
Corn
Vegetables 36% 431 12% 5,812
Orchards Not Used 27% 13,336 7% 1,161
Hay 64% 773 52% 25,392 80% 12,523
Wheat 5% 2,347
Sugarcane Not Used Not Used Not Used

Total 1,204 49,180 15,690
Source: Adapted from Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission, “Water Rights Download File” database.  
Online.  Available: http://www.tnrcc.state.tx.us/permitting/waterperm/wrpa/wrall.exe.  Accessed: July 29, 2002. Note: 
Irrigated area based on acreage associated with water rights. (1) Adapted from John Borrelli, Clifford B. Fedler, James 
M. Gregory, Mean Crop Consumptive Use and Free-Water Evaporation for Texas, Grant No. 95-483-137 (Texas 
Water Development Board, February 1, 1998), p. 72.  (2) National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, "NCDC 
POE" database.  Online.  Available: http://cdo.ncdc.noaa.gov/plclimprod/plsql/poemain.poe.  Accessed: September 
2001.  (3) Guy Fipps, Potential Water Savings in Irrigated Agriculture for the Rio Grande Planning Region (Region M), 
final report (College Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural Extension Service, December 2000). (4) Agriculture Program, 
Texas A&M University System, Grower's Guide: Using PET for Determining Crop Water Requirements and Irrigation 
Scheduling.  Online.  Available: http://texaset.tamu.edu/growers.php.  Accessed: July 30, 2002.

Webb and Zapata

Webb & Zapata Irrigation

Presidio,
Brewster, and Terrell

Maverick Canal
Kinney and Maverick)

Maverick Canal Irrigation

Table A-6.  Texas Crop Distribution by County 
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Starr Hidalgo Cameron TOTAL
OASIS Node Number 697 746 786
OASIS Node Name
Texas Crop Reporting District (1)
Pattern Prefix LV_McAllen LV_McAllen LV_Brownsville
NOAA Climactic Data Station (2) McAllen McAllen McAllen
Off-Farm Conveyance Efficiency (3) 70.8% 72.4% 69.8%
On-Farm Irrigation Efficiency (4) 70% 70% 70%
Irrigation Water Rights (acre-feet)

Class A 3,784 1,202,242 269,251 1,636,513
Class B 40,615 68,408 51,044 174,941

Irrigated Area (acres)
Class A 764 491,025 68,247 619,225
Class B 9,743 24,217 15,060 55,905

Total 10,507 515,242 83,307 675,130
Crop Mixture (in acres)

Sorghum 52% 5,460 46% 237,962 53% 43,750 291,470
Cotton 7% 748 21% 107,795 30% 25,095 133,639
Corn 14% 1,514 14% 71,982 8% 6,774 80,269
Vegetables 10% 1,071 10% 51,482 58,795
Orchards 9% 46,021 59,358
Hay 16% 1,714 4% 2,990 43,392
Wheat 2,347
Sugarcane Not Used Not Used 6% 4,698 4,698

Total 10,507 515,242 83,307 675,130
Source: Adapted from Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission, “Water Rights Download File” 
database.  Online.  Available: http://www.tnrcc.state.tx.us/permitting/waterperm/wrpa/wrall.exe.  Accessed: July 
29, 2002. Note: Irrigated area based on acreage associated with water rights. (1) Adapted from John Borrelli, 
Clifford B. Fedler, James M. Gregory, Mean Crop Consumptive Use and Free-Water Evaporation for Texas, 
Grant No. 95-483-137 (Texas Water Development Board, February 1, 1998), p. 72.  (2) National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, "NCDC POE" database.  Online.  Available: 
http://cdo.ncdc.noaa.gov/plclimprod/plsql/poemain.poe.  Accessed: September 2001.  (3) Guy Fipps, Potential 
Water Savings in Irrigated Agriculture for the Rio Grande Planning Region (Region M), final report (College 
Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural Extension Service, December 2000). (4) Agriculture Program, Texas A&M 
University System, Grower's Guide: Using PET for Determining Crop Water Requirements and Irrigation 
Scheduling.  Online.  Available: http://texaset.tamu.edu/growers.php.  Accessed: July 30, 2002.

Lower Valley (10-S) Lower Valley (10-S) Lower Valley (10-S)
Cameron IrrigationHidalgo IrrigationStarr Irrigation
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Date of Growing Date of OASIS
Crop Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Total Planting Season Harvest Pattern Name
Sorghum 0 0 0 0.98 6.66 10.29 9.81 4.47 0 0 0 0 32.21 20-Apr 120 18-Aug Trans_Pecos_Sorghum

days 11 31 30 31 17 120
inches per day 0.09 0.21 0.34 0.32 0.26

Cotton 0 0 0 1.57 6.10 8.14 9.41 10.42 8.51 1.68 0 0 45.83 15-Apr 178 10-Oct Trans_Pecos_Cotton
days 16 31 30 31 31 30 9 178

inches per day 0.10 0.20 0.27 0.30 0.34 0.28 0.19
Corn 0 0 0 0.89 6.21 9.79 10.64 8.53 0 0 0 0 36.06 21-Apr 132 31-Aug Trans_Pecos_Corn

days 10 31 30 31 30 132
inches per day 0.09 0.20 0.33 0.34 0.28

Vegetables (2) 0 0 3.82 7.85 9.37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21.03 1-Mar 78 18-May Trans_Pecos_Vegetables
days 31 30 17 78

inches per day 0.123 0.262 0.55
Orchards Not used in this region
Hay (1) 3.5 4.2 6.2 7.4 8.4 8.8 8.6 8.2 6.8 5.6 4.2 3.4 75.30 Trans_Pecos_Hay

days 31 28 31 30 31 30 31 31 30 31 30 31 365
inches per day 0.11 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.27 0.29 0.28 0.26 0.23 0.18 0.14 0.11

Winter Wheat 4.51 5.39 8.03 9.17 7.31 3.28 0 0 0 1.8 1.94 3.23 44.66 13-Oct 250 20-Jun Trans_Pecos_Wheat
days 31 28 31 30 31 19 19 30 31 250

inches per day 0.15 0.19 0.26 0.31 0.24 0.17 0.09 0.06 0.10
Sugarcane Not used in this region
Source: Adapted from John Borrelli, Clifford B. Fedler, James M. Gregory, Mean Crop Consumptive Use and Free-Water Evaporation for Texas, Grant No. 95-483-137 (Texas 
Water Development Board, February 1, 1998), pp. 77-78.  Note: The first line of each crop record contains mean consumptive use for that month in inches.  Presidio was used as 
the reference city.  (1) Adapted from Borrelli et al., Mean Crop Consumptive Use , pp. 83-88. (2) Adapted from Borrelli et al., Mean Crop Consumptive Use , pp. 89-98. 

Table A-7.  Crop Water Requirements – Trans-Pecos District
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Date of Growing Date of
Crop Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Total Planting Season Harvest Pattern Name
Sorghum 0 0 0.43 4.43 6.91 8.06 7.71 0.38 0 0 0 0 27.92 25-Mar 129 1-Aug South_Texas_Sorghum

days 6 30 31 30 31 1 129
inches per day 0.072 0.148 0.223 0.27 0.25 0.38

Cotton 0 0 1.86 4.39 6.51 8.45 9.52 4.86 0 0 0 0 35.59 1-Mar 171 19-Aug South_Texas_Cotton
days 31 30 31 30 31 18 171

inches per day 0.06 0.15 0.21 0.28 0.31 0.27
Corn 0 0 2.23 5.14 7.50 8.45 8.18 1.64 0 0 0 0 33.14 1-Mar 160 8-Aug South_Texas_Corn

days 31 30 31 30 31 7 160
inches per day 0.07 0.17 0.24 0.28 0.26 0.23

Vegetables (2) 0 2.58 6.60 8.38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17.55 1-Feb 78 20-Apr South_Texas_Vegetables
days 28 31 19 78

inches per day 0.09 0.21 0.44
Orchards (3) 2.46 2.84 3.83 4.95 5.79 6.51 6.83 6.86 5.48 3.77 2.96 2.52 54.80 South_Texas_Orchards

days 31 28 31 30 31 30 31 31 30 31 30 31 365
inches per day 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.16 0.19 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.18 0.12 0.10 0.08

Hay (1) 3.20 3.60 5.10 5.90 6.70 7.50 8.20 8.00 6.50 5.40 3.90 3.2 67.20 South_Texas_Hay
days 31 28 31 30 31 30 31 31 30 31 30 31 365

inches per day 0.10 0.13 0.16 0.20 0.22 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.22 0.17 0.13 0.10
Winter Wheat 3.53 4.23 6.17 5.99 3.72 0 0 0 0 0.00 1.89 2.64 28.17 8-Oct 198 24-Apr South_Texas_Wheat

days 31 28 31 24 24 23 30 31 222
inches per day 0.11 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.16 0.00 0.06 0.09

Sugarcane Not used in this region
Source: Adapted from John Borrelli, Clifford B. Fedler, James M. Gregory, Mean Crop Consumptive Use and Free-Water Evaporation for Texas, Grant No. 95-483-137 (Texas 
Water Development Board, February 1, 1998), p. 81-82.  Note: The first line of each crop record contains mean consumptive use for that month in inches.  Laredo was used as the 
reference city.  (1) Adapted from Borrelli et al., Mean Crop Consumptive Use , pp. 83-88. (2) Adapted for field crops from Borrelli et al., Mean Crop Consumptive Use, pp. 89-98.  (3) 
Adapted for citrus crops from Borrelli et al., Mean Crop Consumptive Use , pp. 89-98.

Table A-8.  Crop Water Requirements – South Texas District
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Date of Growing Date of 
Crop Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Total Planting Season Harvest Pattern Name
Sorghum 0 0 0.94 4.45 6.62 7.00 2.92 0 0 0 0 0 21.93 18-Mar 118 14-Jul LV_McAllen_Sorghum

days 14 30 31 30 13 118
inches per day 0.07 0.15 0.21 0.23 0.22

Cotton 0 0 1.95 4.00 6.04 7.69 8.68 2.71 0 0 0 0 31.07 1-Mar 165 13-Aug LV_McAllen_Cotton
days 31 30 31 30 31 12 165

inches per day 0.06 0.13 0.19 0.26 0.28 0.23
Corn 0 0 2.28 4.88 6.98 7.62 6.39 0 0 0 0 0 28.15 1-Mar 150 29-Jul LV_McAllen_Corn

days 31 30 31 30 28 150
inches per day 0.07 0.16 0.23 0.25 0.23

Vegetables (2) 1.72 2.69 5.06 5.73 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15.21 20-Jan 78 8-Apr LV_McAllen_Vegetables
days 12 28 31 7 78

inches per day 0.14 0.10 0.16 0.82
Orchards (3) 2.33 2.63 3.57 4.53 5.36 5.88 6.45 5.86 5.02 3.65 2.71 2.28 50.27 LV_McAllen_Orchards

days 31 28 31 30 31 30 31 31 30 31 30 31 365
inches per day 0.08 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.17 0.20 0.21 0.19 0.17 0.12 0.09 0.07

Hay (1) 2.80 3.30 4.70 5.40 6.20 6.70 7.50 7.00 6.00 5.60 3.60 2.90 61.70 LV_McAllen_Hay
days 31 28 31 30 31 30 31 31 30 31 30 31 365

inches per day 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.23 0.20 0.18 0.12 0.09
Winter Wheat 3.37 3.87 5.59 5.38 3.15 0 0 0 0 0.43 1.89 2.67 26.35 28-Oct 206 LV_McAllen_Wheat

days 31 28 31 30 22 3 30 31 206
inches per day 0.11 0.14 0.18 0.18 0.14 0.14 0.06 0.09

Sugarcane Not used in this region
Source: Adapted from John Borrelli, Clifford B. Fedler, James M. Gregory, Mean Crop Consumptive Use and Free-Water Evaporation for Texas, Grant No. 95-483-137 
(Texas Water Development Board, February 1, 1998), p. 81-82.  Note: The first line of each crop record contains mean consumptive use for that month in inches.  McAllen 
was used as the reference city.  (1) Adapted from Borrelli et al., Mean Crop Consumptive Use , pp. 83-88. (2) Adapted for field crops from Borrelli et al., Mean Crop 
Consumptive Use, pp. 89-98.  (3) Adapted for citrus crops from Borrelli et al., Mean Crop Consumptive Use , pp. 89-98.

Table A-9.  Crop Water Requirements – Lower Valley District, McAllen
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Date of Growing Date of
Crop Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Total Planting Season Harvest Pattern Name

Sorghum 0 0 0.8 4 6.41 6.69 2.74 0 0 0 0 0 20.64 18-Mar 118 14-Jul LV_Brownsville_Sorghum
days 14 30 31 30 13 118

inches per day 0.06 0.13 0.21 0.22 0.21
Cotton 0 0 1.62 3.49 5.75 7.32 8.12 2.8 0 0 0 0 29.10 1-Mar 165 13-Aug LV_Brownsville_Cotton

days 31 30 31 30 31 12 165
inches per day 0.05 0.12 0.19 0.24 0.26 0.23

Corn 0 0 1.95 4.46 6.75 7.27 6 0 0 0 0 0 26.43 1-Mar 150 29-Jul LV_Brownsville_Corn
days 31 30 31 30 28 150

inches per day 0.06 0.15 0.22 0.24 0.21
Vegetables (2) 1.554 2.331 4.678 5.381 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13.94 20-Jan 78 8-Apr LV_Brownsville_Vegetables

days 12 28 31 7 78
inches per day 0.13 0.08 0.15 0.77

Orchards (3) 2.17 2.31 3.27 4.13 5.02 5.62 6.07 6.05 4.77 3.50 2.53 2.06 47.47 LV_Brownsville_Orchards
days 31 28 31 30 31 30 31 31 30 31 30 31 365

inches per day 0.07 0.08 0.11 0.14 0.16 0.19 0.20 0.20 0.16 0.11 0.08 0.07
Hay (1) 2.7 3 4.6 5.1 5.9 6.6 7 6.8 5.8 4.8 3.4 2.8 58.50 LV_Brownsville_Hay

days 31 28 31 30 31 30 31 31 30 31 30 31 365
inches per day 0.09 0.11 0.15 0.17 0.19 0.22 0.23 0.22 0.19 0.15 0.11 0.09

Winter Wheat 3.17 3.55 5.14 5 2.73 0 0 0 0 0.41 1.82 2.41 24.23 28-Oct 206 22-May LV_Brownsville_Wheat
days 31 28 31 30 21 4 30 31 206

inches per day 0.10 0.13 0.17 0.17 0.13 0.10 0.06 0.08
Sugarcane (4) 5 13 45 70 105 176 217 203 126 92 38 9 1099.00 millimeters LV_Brownsville_Sugarcane

0.20 0.51 1.77 2.76 4.13 6.93 8.54 7.99 4.96 3.62 1.50 0.35 43.27 inches
days 31 28 31 30 31 30 31 31 30 31 30 31 365

inches per day 0.01 0.02 0.06 0.09 0.13 0.23 0.28 0.26 0.17 0.12 0.05 0.01
Source: Adapted from John Borrelli, Clifford B. Fedler, James M. Gregory, Mean Crop Consumptive Use and Free-Water Evaporation for Texas, Grant No. 95-483-137 (Texas Water 
Development Board, February 1, 1998), p. 81-82.  Note: The first line of each crop record contains mean consumptive use for that month in inches.  Brownsville was used as the 
reference city.  (1) Adapted from Borrelli et al., Mean Crop Consumptive Use , pp. 83-88. (2) Adapted for field crops from Borrelli et al., Mean Crop Consumptive Use, pp. 89-98.  (3) 
Adapted for citrus crops from Borrelli et al., Mean Crop Consumptive Use , pp. 89-98.  (4) Email from Bob Wiedenfeld, Professor of Soil Science, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, 
"Sugarcane," to Diane Tate, December 20, 2001.

Table A-10.  Crop Water Requirements – Lower Valley District, Brownsville
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OASIS Node Number 125 127 136 137

Irrigable Surface/Superficie Regable 20,727 7,616 16,582 66,326
(hectares)

Off-Farm Conveyance Efficiency 85.0% 90.0% 85.0% 85.0%
On-Farm Irrigation Efficiency 65.0% 72.0% 65.0% 65.0%

Crop Mixture Crop Season
(in hectares)

Wheat/Trigo  Fall-Winter 21.3% 4,415 27.3% 2,079 21.3% 3,532 21.3% 14,127
Cotton/Algodon Spring-Summer 6.3% 1,306 0.1% 8 6.3% 1,045 6.3% 4,179
Vegetables/Hortalizas Spring-Summer 7.9% 1,637 7.9% 1,310 7.9% 5,240
Maize/Maiz Spring-Summer 19.3% 4,000 42.8% 3,260 19.3% 3,200 19.3% 12,801
Sorghum/Sorgo Spring-Summer 1.5% 311 4.1% 312 1.5% 249 1.5% 995
Various/Varios Spring-Summer 16.6% 3,441 7.5% 571 16.6% 2,753 16.6% 11,010
Hay/Alfalfa Perennial 19.6% 4,062 18.3% 1,394 19.6% 3,250 19.6% 13,000
Pecans/Pacanas Perennial 7.5% 1,555 7.5% 1,244 7.5% 4,974

Total 100% 20,727 100.1% 7,624 100.0% 16,582 100% 66,326
Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua.  Note: Table documents 
data entered into OASIS model as base condition.

DR 005DR 103
Rio Florido

DR 005
Delicias Unit 1

UR Labores
Viejas Delicias Unit 2

Table A-11.  Mexican Crop Distribution by Irrigation District
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OASIS Node Number 166 167 416 417 436

Irrigable Surface/Superficie Regable 3,566 7,131 893 3,573 4,466
(hectares)

Off-Farm Conveyance Efficiency 80.0% 80.0% 75.0% 75.0% 75.0%
On-Farm Irrigation Efficiency 65.0% 65.0% 68.0% 68.0% 68.0%

Crop Mixture Crop Season
(in hectares)

Wheat/Trigo  Fall-Winter 23.5% 838 23.5% 1,676 29.1% 260 29.1% 1,040 29.1% 1,300
Cotton/Algodon Spring-Summer 21.9% 781 21.9% 1,562 0
Vegetables/Hortalizas Spring-Summer 0 0 0
Maize/Maiz Spring-Summer 5.1% 182 5.1% 364 26.1% 233 26.1% 933 26.1% 1,166
Sorghum/Sorgo Spring-Summer 9.8% 349 9.8% 699 4.1% 37 4.1% 146 4.1% 183
Various/Varios Spring-Summer 4.7% 168 4.7% 335 33.2% 297 33.2% 1,186 33.2% 1,483
Hay/Alfalfa Perennial 24.1% 859 24.1% 1,719 7.1% 63 7.1% 254 7.1% 317
Pecans/Pacanas Perennial 10.9% 389 10.9% 777 0.4% 4 0.4% 14 0.4% 18

Total 100.0% 3,566 100.0% 7,131 100.0% 893 100.0% 3,573 100.0% 4,466
Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua.  Note: Table documents data entered into OASIS 
model as base condition.

Bajo Rio Conchos
UR El Moral
(La Fragua)

DR 006
Palestina Unit 1

DR 006
Palestina Unit 2

UR Bajo
Conchos

DR 090

Table A-11.  Mexican Crop Distribution by Irrigation District, Continued
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TOTAL

OASIS Node Number 505 596 656 747

Irrigable Surface/Superficie Regable 1,467 23,240 73,876 250,784
(hectares)

Off-Farm Conveyance Efficiency 100.0% 74.0% 78.0% 77.0%
On-Farm Irrigation Efficiency 89.0% 58.0% 70.0% 62.0%

Crop Mixture Crop Season
(in hectares)

Wheat/Trigo  Fall-Winter 13.6% 200 16.2% 3,765 0 0 32,191
Cotton/Algodon Spring-Summer 0 0 3.9% 2,881 2.1% 5,266 17,027
Vegetables/Hortalizas Spring-Summer 0 0 0 0 8,187
Maize/Maiz Spring-Summer 18.1% 266 45.2% 10,504 39.2% 28,959 46.6% 116,865 181,800
Sorghum/Sorgo Spring-Summer 1.7% 25 21.4% 4,973 53.9% 39,819 46.4% 116,364 164,316
Various/Varios Spring-Summer 18.5% 271 1.4% 325 3.0% 2,216 4.9% 12,288 35,158
Hay/Alfalfa Perennial 48.1% 706 15.8% 3,672 0 0 29,042
Pecans/Pacanas Perennial 0 0 0 0 8,960

Total 100.0% 1,467 100.0% 23,240 100.0% 73,876 100.0% 250,784 476,681
Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua.  Note: Table documents data entered into 
OASIS model as base condition.

DR 050
Acuna - Falcon

DR 025 Bajo
Rio Bravo

DR 004
Don Martin

DR 026 Bajo
Rio San Juan

Table A-11.  Mexican Crop Distribution by Irrigation District, Continued
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Average
Water Annual Water

Crops by Season Requirement Requirement
Hectares Million Maximum
(Average) Percentage centimeters Jan-Mar Apr-Sept Oct - Dec Cubic Meters Area = 23,240

Otoño/Invernal 
Trigo 1,417 16.2% 35.34 0.19 0.19 5.01 13.27

Primavera/Verano 
Algodon
Hortalizas
Maiz 3,960 45.2% 37.56 0.21 14.87 39.41
Sorgo 1,881 21.4% 33.85 0.18 6.37 16.87
Varios 124 1.4% 35.71 0.20 0.44 1.17

Perennes 
Alfalfa 1,388 15.8% 138.89 0.38 0.38 0.38 19.28 51.09
Nogal

Totals 8,770 100.0% 45.97 121.82
Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua. Note: Table documents data entered into 
OASIS model as base condition.

Area
Water requirement Water Requirement

Maximum Annual

in centimeters per day Million Cubic Meters

Table A-12.  Crop Water Requirements – Distrito de Riego 004 Don Martin
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Average
Water Annual Water

Crops by Season Requirement Requirement
Hectares Million Maximum
(Average) Percentage centimeters Jan-Mar Apr-Sept Oct - Dec Cubic Meters Area = 82,908

Otoño/Invernal 
Trigo 10,183 21.3% 61.76 0.34 0.34 62.89 109.22

Primavera/Verano 
Algodon 3,014 6.3% 76.53 0.42 23.06 40.05
Hortalizas 3,758 7.9% 130.14 0.71 48.91 84.94
Maiz 9,226 19.3% 63.12 0.34 58.24 101.14
Sorgo 658 1.4% 44.78 0.24 2.95 5.12
Varios 7,948 16.6% 76.53 0.42 60.83 105.64

Perennes 
Alfalfa 9,376 19.6% 134.32 0.37 0.37 0.37 125.94 218.73
Nogal 3,575 7.5% 134.25 0.37 0.37 0.37 47.99 83.35

Totals 47,738 100.0% 430.81 748.19
Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua. Note: Table documents data entered into 
OASIS model as base condition.

Area
Water requirement Water Requirement

Maximum Annual

in centimeters per day Million Cubic Meters

Table A-13.  Crop Water Requirements – Distrito de Riego 005 Delicias
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Average
Water Annual Water

Crops by Season Requirement Requirement
Hectares Million Maximum
(Average) Percentage centimeters Jan-Mar Apr-Sept Oct - Dec Cubic Meters Area = 4,466

Otoño/Invernal 
Trigo 1,254 29.1% 50.03 0.27 0.27 6.27 6.50

Primavera/Verano 
Algodon
Hortalizas
Maiz 1,124 26.1% 47.98 0.26 5.39 5.59
Sorgo 177 4.1% 44.54 0.24 0.79 0.82
Varios 1,433 33.2% 47.86 0.26 6.86 7.10

Perennes 
Alfalfa 306 7.1% 140.71 0.39 0.39 0.39 4.31 4.46
Nogal 17 0.4% 123.12 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.21 0.22

Totals 4,311 100.0% 23.83 24.69
Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua. Note: Table documents data entered into 
OASIS model as base condition.

Area
Water requirement Water Requirement

Maximum Annual

in centimeters per day Million Cubic Meters

Table A-14.  Crop Water Requirements – Distrito de Riego 006 Palestina
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Average
Water Annual Water

Crops by Season Requirement Requirement
Hectares Million Maximum
(Average) Percentage centimeters Jan-Mar Apr-Sept Oct - Dec Cubic Meters Area = 250,784

Otoño/Invernal 
Trigo

Primavera/Verano 
Algodon 3,084 2.0% 70.93 0.39 21.87 36.22
Hortalizas
Maiz 70,623 46.6% 60.4 0.33 426.56 706.31
Sorgo 70,296 46.4% 35.68 0.19 250.82 415.30
Varios 7,454 4.9% 55.67 0.30 41.50 68.71

Perennes 
Alfalfa
Nogal

Totals 151,457 100.0% 740.75 1226.54
Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua. Note: Table documents data entered into 
OASIS model as base condition.

Area
Water requirement Water Requirement

Maximum Annual

in centimeters per day Million Cubic Meters

Table A-15.  Crop Water Requirements – Distrito de Riego 025 Bajo Rio Bravo
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Average
Water Annual Water

Crops by Season Requirement Requirement
Hectares Million Maximum
(Average) Percentage centimeters Jan-Mar Apr-Sept Oct - Dec Cubic Meters Area = 73,876

Otoño/Invernal 
Trigo

Primavera/Verano 
Algodon 2,125 3.9% 72.1 0.39 15.32 20.91
Hortalizas
Maiz 21,199 39.2% 60.62 0.33 128.51 175.41
Sorgo 29,197 53.9% 36.49 0.20 106.54 145.42
Varios 1,603 3.0% 49.64 0.27 7.96 10.86

Perennes 
Alfalfa
Nogal

Totals 54,124 100.0% 258.33 352.60
Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua. Note: Table documents data entered into 
OASIS model as base condition.

Area
Water requirement Water Requirement

Maximum Annual

in centimeters per day Million Cubic Meters

Table A-16.  Crop Water Requirements – Distrito de Riego 026 Bajo Rio San Juan
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Average
Water Annual Water

Crops by Season Requirement Requirement
Hectares Million Maximum
(Average) Percentage centimeters Jan-Mar Apr-Sept Oct - Dec Cubic Meters Area = 1,467

Otoño/Invernal 
Trigo 193 13.6% 51.84 0.28 0.28 1.00 1.04

Primavera/Verano 
Algodon
Hortalizas
Maiz 257 18.1% 67.00 0.37 1.72 1.78
Sorgo 24 1.7% 61.30 0.33 0.15 0.15
Varios 262 18.5% 64.15 0.35 1.68 1.74

Perennes 
Alfalfa 683 48.1% 138.89 0.38 0.38 0.38 9.48 9.80
Nogal

Totals 1,418 100.0% 14.03 14.51
Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua. Note: Table documents data entered into 
OASIS model as base condition.

Area
Water requirement Water Requirement

Maximum Annual

in centimeters per day Million Cubic Meters

Table A-17.  Crop Water Requirements – Distrito de Riego 050 Acuna-Falcon
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Average
Water Annual Water

Crops by Season Requirement Requirement
Hectares Million Maximum
(Average) Percentage centimeters Jan-Mar Apr-Sept Oct - Dec Cubic Meters Area = 7,131

Otoño/Invernal 
Trigo 1,214 23.5% 51.84 0.28 0.28 6.33 8.68

Primavera/Verano 
Algodon 1,132 21.9% 76.25 0.42 8.63 11.91
Hortalizas
Maiz 266 5.1% 55.18 0.30 1.47 2.03
Sorgo 507 9.8% 44.78 0.24 2.27 3.13
Varios 242 4.7% 76.25 0.42 1.85 2.55

Perennes 
Alfalfa 1,244 24.1% 142.79 0.39 0.39 0.39 17.76 24.51
Nogal 563 10.9% 123.16 0.34 0.34 0.34 6.93 9.57

Totals 5,168 100.0% 45.24 62.38
Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua. Note: Table documents data entered into 
OASIS model as base condition.

Area
Water requirement Water Requirement

Maximum Annual

in centimeters per day Million Cubic Meters

Table A-18.  Crop Water Requirements – Distrito de Riego 090 Bajo Rio Conchos
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Average
Water Annual Water

Crops by Season Requirement Requirement
Hectares Million Maximum
(Average) Percentage centimeters Jan-Mar Apr-Sept Oct - Dec Cubic Meters Area = 7,616

Otoño/Invernal 
Trigo 1,686 27.3% 45.74 0.25 0.25 7.75 9.50

Primavera/Verano 
Algodon 8 0.1% 76.34 0.42 0.06 0.08
Hortalizas
Maiz 2,644 42.8% 55.42 0.30 14.65 18.05
Sorgo 251 4.1% 55.12 0.30 1.38 1.70
Varios 463 7.5% 53.72 0.29 2.49 3.07

Perennes 
Alfalfa 1,130 18.3% 132.85 0.36 0.36 0.36 15.01 18.49
Nogal

Totals 6,183 100.0% 41.36 50.89

Maximum Annual

in centimeters per day Million Cubic Meters

Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua. Note: Table documents data entered into 
OASIS model as base condition.

Area
Water requirement Water Requirement

Table A-19.  Crop Water Requirements – Distrito de Riego 103 Rio Florido
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Municipality
Population 27,000 140,000 9,500 40,000 115,000 57,564
Per Capita 227.89 m3/yr 269.44 m3/yr 213.68 m3/yr 69.98 m3/yr 214.97 m3/yr 247.58 m3/yr

0.18 ac-ft/yr 0.22 ac-ft/yr 0.17 ac-ft/yr 0.06 ac-ft/yr 0.17 ac-ft/yr 0.20 ac-ft/yr
January 404 6.6% 2,389 6.3% 138 6.8% 215 7.7% 1,859 7.5% 987 6.9%
February 376 6.1% 2,398 6.4% 136 6.7% 181 6.5% 1,720 7.0% 955 6.7%
March 452 7.3% 2,855 7.6% 162 8.0% 208 7.4% 2,009 8.1% 1,094 7.7%
April 501 8.1% 3,112 8.2% 166 8.2% 242 8.6% 2,007 8.1% 1,149 8.1%
May 551 9.0% 3,544 9.4% 181 8.9% 252 9.0% 2,073 8.4% 1,325 9.3%
June 610 9.9% 3,704 9.8% 191 9.4% 248 8.9% 2,254 9.1% 1,273 8.9%
July 678 11.0% 4,128 10.9% 211 10.4% 287 10.3% 2,486 10.1% 1,388 9.7%
August 684 11.1% 3,942 10.5% 212 10.4% 267 9.5% 2,537 10.3% 1,701 11.9%
September 546 8.9% 3,175 8.4% 168 8.3% 251 9.0% 2,057 8.3% 1,234 8.7%
October 509 8.3% 3,141 8.3% 167 8.2% 229 8.2% 2,005 8.1% 1,036 7.3%
November 426 6.9% 2,745 7.3% 150 7.4% 209 7.5% 1,831 7.4% 1,016 7.1%
December 416 6.8% 2,589 6.9% 148 7.3% 210 7.5% 1,883 7.6% 1,093 7.7%

Total 6,153 100.0% 37,722 100.0% 2,030 100.0% 2,799 100.0% 24,721 100.0% 14,252 100.0%
Source: IBWC, Flow of the Rio Grande and Related Data: From Elephant Butte Dam, New Mexico to the Gulf of Mexico, Water 
Bulletin No. 68 (El Paso, Tex.: 1998), pp. 77-80.  Note:  Monthly values in thousand cubic meters.  (1) Email from Pilar Corpus, 
Harlingen Water Works System, "Harlingen Water Works System," to Diane Tate, January 2, 2002.

Harlingen (1)Rio Grande City BrownsvilleEagle Pass Laredo Zapata

Table A-20.  Texas – Yearly Municipal Demand Patterns
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Annual Average Water
Water Usage Usage Per Capita

Pattern Names County Population (in acre-feet/year) (in acre-feet/year)
2000 2000 2000

Presidio 9,229 2,007 0.22
Brewster 10,330 2,708 0.26

246_Terrell County Terrell 1,482 360 0.24
Val Verde (1) 47,276 --- ---
Kinney (1) 4,615 --- ---

488_Eagle_Pass Maverick 48,180 7,611 0.16
386_Maverick_Canal (2) --- 2,364 ---
568_Laredo Webb 219,725 47,979 0.22
576_Webb_and_Zapata Zapata 13,567 3,021 0.22
686_Rio_Grande_City Starr 58,158 9,264 0.16
768_Hidalgo Hidalgo 559,922 109,821 0.20
818_Cameron Cameron 337,689 68,097 0.20
Source: Rio Grande Regional Water Planning Group, Rio Grande Regional Water Plan , 
adopted plan (Austin, Tex.: Texas Water Development Board, January 2001). pp. 2-4 and 2-8.  
Plateau Regional Water Planning Group, Plateau Regional Water Plan, adopted plan (Austin, 
Tex.: Texas Water Development Board, January 2001). pp. 1-5 and 1-27.  Far West Texas 
Regional Water Planning Group, Far West Texas Regional Water Plan, adopted plan (Austin, 
Tex.: Texas Water Development Board, January 2001). pp. 2-4 and 2-8.  Notes: Pattern names 
refer to the assigned variable name in the OASIS pattern tables.  (1) Municipalities in these 
counties are assumed to rely primarily on groundwater, therefore no municipal demand is 
included in this model.  (2) Maverick Canal municipal demand shown in this table is based on 
current municipal water rights withdrawn at this point according to the following database: Texas 
Natural Resource Conservation Commission, “Water Rights Download File” database.  Online.  
Available: http://www.tnrcc.state.tx.us/permitting/waterperm/wrpa/wrall.exe.  Accessed: July 29, 
2002.

Table A-21.  Texas – Municipal Water Demand by County 



Yearly
Pattern applied to Municipal
Demand Node County Demand Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Days (ac-ft/yr) 31 28 31 30 31 30 31 31 30 31 30 31 365

246_Terrell_County Terrell 360
daily 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.1 1.0 0.8 0.8

monthly 24 22 26 29 32 36 40 40 32 30 25 24
factors 6.6% 6.1% 7.3% 8.1% 9.0% 9.9% 11.0% 11.1% 8.9% 8.3% 6.9% 6.8% 100%

386_Maverick_Canal Maverick 2,364
daily 5.0 5.2 5.6 6.4 6.8 7.8 8.4 8.5 7.0 6.3 5.5 5.2

monthly 155 144 174 192 212 234 260 263 210 196 164 160
factors 6.6% 6.1% 7.3% 8.1% 9.0% 9.9% 11.0% 11.1% 8.9% 8.3% 6.9% 6.8% 100%

488_Eagle_Pass Maverick 7,611
daily 16.1 16.6 18.0 20.7 22.0 25.2 27.1 27.3 22.5 20.3 17.6 16.6

monthly 500 465 559 620 682 755 839 846 675 630 527 515
factors 6.6% 6.1% 7.3% 8.1% 9.0% 9.9% 11.0% 11.1% 8.9% 8.3% 6.9% 6.8% 100%

568_Laredo Webb 47,979
daily 98.0 108.9 117.1 131.9 145.4 157.0 169.4 161.7 134.6 128.9 116.4 106.2

monthly 3,039 3,050 3,631 3,958 4,508 4,711 5,250 5,014 4,038 3,995 3,491 3,293
factors 6.3% 6.4% 7.6% 8.2% 9.4% 9.8% 10.9% 10.5% 8.4% 8.3% 7.3% 6.9% 100%

576_Webb_and_Zapata Zapata 3,021
daily 6.6 7.2 7.8 8.2 8.7 9.5 10.1 10.2 8.3 8.0 7.4 7.1

monthly 205 202 241 247 269 284 314 315 250 249 223 220
factors 6.8% 6.7% 8.0% 8.2% 8.9% 9.4% 10.4% 10.4% 8.3% 8.2% 7.4% 7.3% 100%

686_Rio_Grande_City Starr 9,264
daily 23.0 21.4 22.2 26.7 26.9 27.4 30.6 28.5 27.7 24.4 23.1 22.4

monthly 712 599 688 801 834 821 950 884 831 758 692 695
factors 7.7% 6.5% 7.4% 8.6% 9.0% 8.9% 10.3% 9.5% 9.0% 8.2% 7.5% 7.5% 100%

768_Hidalgo Hidalgo 109,821
daily 245.4 262.9 271.9 295.0 329.4 326.9 345.1 422.8 317.1 257.5 261.1 271.8

monthly 7,606 7,360 8,429 8,850 10,210 9,806 10,699 13,108 9,512 7,982 7,833 8,425
factors 6.9% 6.7% 7.7% 8.1% 9.3% 8.9% 9.7% 11.9% 8.7% 7.3% 7.1% 7.7% 100%

818_Cameron Cameron 68,097
daily 152.1 163.0 168.6 182.9 204.2 202.7 214.0 262.2 196.6 159.7 161.9 168.5

monthly 4,716 4,564 5,226 5,488 6,331 6,080 6,634 8,128 5,898 4,949 4,857 5,224
factors 6.9% 6.7% 7.7% 8.1% 9.3% 8.9% 9.7% 11.9% 8.7% 7.3% 7.1% 7.7% 100%

Source:  Data in this table originates in Tables A-20 and A-21.  Note: Yearly municipal demand is in acre-feet per year.

Table A-22.  Texas – Municipal Demand by Month
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Municipality
Population 81,577 116,097 274,913 336,732 363,236
Per Capita 58.78 m3/yr 159.98 m3/yr 175.36 m3/yr 156.98 m3/yr 144.58 m3/yr

0.05 ac-ft/yr 0.13 ac-ft/yr 0.14 ac-ft/yr 0.13 ac-ft/yr 0.12 ac-ft/yr
January 397 8.3% 1,336 7.2% 4,150 8.6% 3,370 6.4% 4,505 8.6%
February 349 7.3% 1,253 6.7% 3,413 7.1% 2,998 5.7% 4,368 8.3%
March 414 8.6% 1,433 7.7% 3,775 7.8% 3,413 6.5% 4,815 9.2%
April 412 8.6% 1,477 8.0% 3,916 8.1% 3,836 7.3% 4,009 7.6%
May 428 8.9% 1,682 9.1% 4,231 8.8% 4,787 9.1% 4,302 8.2%
June 416 8.7% 1,713 9.2% 4,259 8.8% 5,348 10.1% 4,654 8.9%
July 430 9.0% 1,838 9.9% 4,527 9.4% 6,143 11.6% 4,889 9.3%
August 395 8.2% 1,698 9.1% 3,913 8.1% 5,944 11.2% 4,396 8.4%
September 400 8.3% 1,692 9.1% 4,239 8.8% 5,098 9.6% 3,359 6.4%
October 418 8.7% 1,588 8.6% 4,215 8.7% 4,355 8.2% 3,889 7.4%
November 371 7.7% 1,398 7.5% 3,859 8.0% 3,741 7.1% 4,538 8.6%
December 365 7.6% 1,465 7.9% 3,711 7.7% 3,828 7.2% 4,793 9.1%

Total 4,795 100.0% 18,573 100.0% 48,208 100.0% 52,861 100.0% 52,517 100.0%
Source: IBWC, Flow of the Rio Grande and Related Data: From Elephant Butte Dam, New Mexico to the Gulf 
of Mexico, Water Bulletin No. 68 (El Paso, Tex.: 1998), pp. 77-80.  Note:  Monthly values in thousand cubic 
meters.

Reynosa MatamorosNuevo LaredoCd. Acuna Piedras Negras

Table A-23.  Mexico – Yearly Municipal Demand Patterns
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Average Water Annual
Usage Per Capita Water Usage

OASIS (thsnd cubic meters per year) (thsnd cubic mtrs per year)
Pattern Names Population (mil metros cúbicos por año) (mil metros cúbicos por año)

2000 1998 (IBWC) 2000

126_Camargo  (1) 150,000 0.200 30,000
358_Ciudad_Acuna 110,388 0.059 6,489
498_Piedras_Negras 127,898 0.160 20,461
546_Nuevo_Leon (2) 3,000 0.150 450
578_Nuevo_Laredo 310,915 0.175 54,521
598_Ciudad_Anahuac 58,573 0.150 8,786
687_Falcon_to_Anzalduas (3) 48,325 0.125 6,053
778_Reynosa 419,776 0.157 65,896
828_Matamoros 416,428 0.145 60,207
Source: Instituto Nacional de Estadística Geografía e Informática, XII Censo General de Población y 
Vivienda 2000, Principales resultados por localidad.  Online.  Available: 
http://www.inegi.gob.mx/difusion/ingles/fpobla.html.  Accessed: July 29, 2002.  IBWC, Flow of the 
Rio Grande and Related Data: From Elephant Butte Dam, New Mexico to the Gulf of Mexico, Water 
Bulletin No. 68 (El Paso, Tex.: 1998). (1) Camargo population and per capita demand estimated to 
result in total demand of 30 million cubic meters.  (2) Per capita demand and population for Nuevo 
Leon are estimates.  (3) Falcon to Anzalduas pattern includes Cd. Diaz Ordaz, Cd. Miguel Aleman, 
Cd. Mier, and Nueva Cd. Guerrero.

Table A-24.  Mexico – Municipal Water Demand by 
Municipality 
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Yearly
Municipal

Demand Pattern Demand Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

Days in month 31 28 31 30 31 30 31 31 30 31 30 31 365

126_Camargo 30,000
daily/diario 80.1 78.0 83.6 85.9 86.4 86.8 86.8 79.7 83.4 84.4 77.4 73.7

monthly/mensual 2,484 2,184 2,590 2,578 2,678 2,603 2,690 2,471 2,503 2,615 2,321 2,284
factors/factores 8.3% 7.3% 8.6% 8.6% 8.9% 8.7% 9.0% 8.2% 8.3% 8.7% 7.7% 7.6% 100%

358_Ciudad_Acuna 6,489
daily/diario 17.3 16.9 18.1 18.6 18.7 18.8 18.8 17.2 18.0 18.2 16.7 15.9

monthly/mensual 537 472 560 558 579 563 582 535 541 566 502 494
factors/factores 8.3% 7.3% 8.6% 8.6% 8.9% 8.7% 9.0% 8.2% 8.3% 8.7% 7.7% 7.6% 100%

498_Piedras_Negras 20,461
daily/diario 47.5 49.3 50.9 54.2 59.8 62.9 65.3 60.3 62.1 56.4 51.3 52.1

monthly/mensual 1,472 1,380 1,579 1,627 1,853 1,887 2,025 1,871 1,864 1,749 1,540 1,614
factors/factores 7.2% 6.7% 7.7% 8.0% 9.1% 9.2% 9.9% 9.1% 9.1% 8.6% 7.5% 7.9% 100%

546_Nuevo_Leon 450
daily/diario 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.1

monthly/mensual 39 32 35 37 39 40 42 37 40 39 36 35
factors/factores 8.6% 7.1% 7.8% 8.1% 8.8% 8.8% 9.4% 8.1% 8.8% 8.7% 8.0% 7.7% 100%

578_Nuevo_Laredo 54,521
daily/diario 151.4 137.9 137.7 147.6 154.4 160.6 165.2 142.8 159.8 153.8 145.5 135.4

monthly/mensual 4,693 3,860 4,269 4,429 4,785 4,817 5,120 4,425 4,794 4,767 4,364 4,197
factors/factores 8.6% 7.1% 7.8% 8.1% 8.8% 8.8% 9.4% 8.1% 8.8% 8.7% 8.0% 7.7% 100%

598_Ciudad_Anahuac 8,786
daily/diario 24.4 22.2 22.2 23.8 24.9 25.9 26.6 23.0 25.8 24.8 23.4 21.8

monthly/mensual 756 622 688 714 771 776 825 713 773 768 703 676
factors/factores 8.6% 7.1% 7.8% 8.1% 8.8% 8.8% 9.4% 8.1% 8.8% 8.7% 8.0% 7.7% 100%

687_Falcon_to_Anzalduas 6,053
daily/diario 16.8 15.3 15.3 16.4 17.1 17.8 18.3 15.8 17.7 17.1 16.2 15.0

monthly/mensual 521 429 474 492 531 535 568 491 532 529 485 466
factors/factores 8.6% 7.1% 7.8% 8.1% 8.8% 8.8% 9.4% 8.1% 8.8% 8.7% 8.0% 7.7% 100%

778_Reynosa 65,896
daily/diario 135.5 133.5 137.2 159.4 192.5 222.2 247.0 239.0 211.8 175.1 155.5 153.9

monthly/mensual 4,201 3,737 4,255 4,782 5,967 6,667 7,658 7,410 6,355 5,429 4,664 4,772
factors/factores 6.4% 5.7% 6.5% 7.3% 9.1% 10.1% 11.6% 11.2% 9.6% 8.2% 7.1% 7.2% 100%

828_Matamoros 60,207
daily/diario 166.6 178.8 178.1 153.2 159.1 177.8 180.8 162.6 128.4 143.8 173.4 177.3

monthly/mensual 5,165 5,008 5,520 4,596 4,932 5,335 5,605 5,040 3,851 4,458 5,203 5,495
factors/factores 8.6% 8.3% 9.2% 7.6% 8.2% 8.9% 9.3% 8.4% 6.4% 7.4% 8.6% 9.1% 100%

Source:  Data in this table originates in Tables A-23 and A-24.  Note: Yearly municipal demand is in thousand cubic meters.

Table A-25.  Mexico – Municipal Demand by Month
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Mexico Texas
Upper Section
Flow at Presidio 50% 50%
Rio Conchos 67% 33%
Alamito Creek 100%
Terlingua Creek 100%
Pecos River 100%
Devils River 100%
Unmeasured flows between 
Presidio and Amistad 50% 50%
Middle Section
Arroyo De Las Vacas 67% 33%
San Felipe Creek 100%
Pinto Creek 100%
Rio San Diego 67% 33%
Rio San Rodrigo 67% 33%
Rio Escondito 67% 33%
Rio Salado 67% 33%
Unmeasured flows between 
Amistad and Falcon 50% 50%
Lower Section
Rio Alamo 100%
Rio San Juan 100%
San Juan Irrigation Return 100%
Alamo Irrigation Return 100%
Unallocated flows below 
Falcon 50% 50%
Source:   International Boundary and Water Commission 
(IBWC), The Boundary and Water Treaties. Online. Available: 
http://www.ibwc.state.gov/ORGANIZA/body_about_us.htm.  
Accessed: April 2, 2002.

Table A-26.  Allocation of Waters of the Rio Grande/Rio 
Bravo under the 1944 Treaty 



Source: Email from Ken Rakestraw, International Boundary and Water Commission, "Re: Reservoir storage and evaporation," to Diane Tate, 
September 26, 2001.
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Figure A-1.  Storage vs. Elevation – Amistad International Reservoir
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Email from Ken Rakestraw, International Boundary and Water Commission, "Re: Reservoir storage and evaporation," to Diane Tate, 
September 26, 2001.
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Figure A-2.  Storage vs. Area – Amistad International Reservoir
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Email from Ken Rakestraw, International Boundary and Water Commission, "Re: Reservoir storage and evaporation," to Diane Tate, 
September 26, 2001.
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Figure A-3.  Storage vs. Elevation – Falcon International Reservoir
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Email from Ken Rakestraw, International Boundary and Water Commission, "Re: Reservoir storage and evaporation," to Diane Tate, 
September 26, 2001.
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Figure A-4.  Storage vs. Area – Falcon International Reservoir
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Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua.
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Figure A-5.  Storage vs. Elevation – San Gabriel Reservoir
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Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua.
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Figure A-6.  Storage vs. Area – San Gabriel Reservoir
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Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua.
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Figure A-7.  Storage vs. Elevation – La Boquilla Reservoir
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Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua.
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Figure A-8.  Storage vs. Area – La Boquilla Reservoir
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Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua.
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Figure A-9.  Storage vs. Elevation – Francisco I. Madero Reservoir
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Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua.
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Figure A-10.  Storage vs. Area – Francisco I. Madero Reservoir
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Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua.
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Figure A-11.  Storage vs. Elevation – Luis Leon Reservoir
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Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua.
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Figure A-12.  Storage vs. Area – Luis Leon Reservoir
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Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua 
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Figure A-13.  Storage vs. Elevation – Centenario Reservoir
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Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua 
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Figure A-14.  Storage vs. Area – Centenario Reservoir
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Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua 
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Figure A-15.  Storage vs. Elevation – San Miguel Reservoir
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Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua 
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Figure A-16.  Storage vs. Area – San Miguel Reservoir
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Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua 
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Figure A-17.  Storage vs. Elevation – La Fragua Reservoir
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Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua 
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Figure A-18.  Storage vs. Area – La Fragua Reservoir
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Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua 
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Figure A-19.  Storage vs. Elevation – Venustiano Carranza Reservoir
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Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua 
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Figure A-20.  Storage vs. Area – Venustiano Carranza Reservoir
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Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua 
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Figure A-21.  Storage vs. Elevation – Marte R. Gomez Reservoir
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Source: Adapted from proprietary information provided by the Comisión Nacional del Agua  
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Figure A-22.  Storage vs. Area – Marte R. Gomez Reservoir
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Appendix B.  OASIS Background OCL Code 

This Appendix contains the OCL code used in the Rio Grande/Rio Bravo OASIS 

model.  The files were created using VEDIT, a product of Greenview Data, Inc. 

(http://www.vedit.com/).  Limited additional formatting has been done to display 

the file contents here.  The syntax of all commands is documented in the OASIS 

User’s Manual, available from Hydrologics, Inc. (http://www.hydrologics.net/). 
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MAIN.ocl 

 

/* main.ocl */ 
/* Last modified July 20, 2002 */ 
 
/* Declare the supplemental databases:    */ 
:static: statdata.mdb 
:time: ..\..\..\basedata\USbase.dss 
 
/* Declare substitutes */ 
 
:SUBSTITUTE: [US] = "US_" 
:SUBSTITUTE: [MX] = "MX_" 
 
/* These substitutes are used in the ibws_accounts.ocl file, and must total to 1 */ 
 
:SUBSTITUTE: [mx_ungauged_fraction] = ".5" 
:SUBSTITUTE: [us_ungauged_fraction] = ".5" 
 
/* All user-defined variables are in this file.  */ 
:UDEF: 
 
/* DEFINITION OF VARIABLES TO BE USED IN THE DEMAND 
CALCULATIONS */ 
/* US and MX variable are defined separately because different crops are used in 
each country. */ 
/* Define variables for US irrigation nodes */ 
 
:FOR: { [node] = { "247" , "387" , "577" , "697" , "746" , "786" } 
      } 
  
    udef : irrigwater[node]  
    udef : _a_irrigwater[node]  
    udef : _b_irrigwater[node] 
    udef : maxacreage[node]  
     
    :FOR: { [crop] = { "Hay" , "Orchards" , "Sorghum" , "Vegetables" , "Wheat" ,  

"Sugarcane" , "Corn" , "Cotton" } 
          } 
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        Udef : croparea[node][crop] 
        Udef : cropwater[node][crop] 
  
    :NEXT: 
 
:NEXT: 
 
:FOR: { [node] = { "246" , "348" , "386" , "488" , "568" , "576" , "686" , "768" ,  

"818" } 
      } 
   udef : muniwater[node] 
    
:NEXT: 
 
/* THIS SECTION NEEDS TO BE UPDATED */ 
/* Define variables for MX nodes */ 
/*  sg = san gabriel   
    bqfm = boquilla and francisco i. madero 
    ll = luis l. leon  
    frg = la fragua 
    csm = centenario and san miguel 
    ca = venustiano carranza 
    go = marte gomez 
    am = amistad 
    fl = falcon */ 
     
/* [res]_mx_irr_frac  is the fraction of demand that can be met from existing 
storage in a reservoir, which is the fraction that can be delivered at downstream 
nodes.  Initial values are set here, and years are set in the MX_alloc.ocl file.  
Because information on the Conchos basin is limited, reservoirs in that basin have 
an initial value of 0.8. _fl_mx_irr_frac is being initalized at a value other than one 
to test the effects of this on demand */ 
 
udef : _am_mx_irr_frac init { 1 } 
udef : _fl_mx_irr_frac init { .7 } 
 
:FOR: { [Res]  = { "_sg" , "_bqfm" , "_ll" , "_frg" , "_csm" , "_ca" , "_go" } 
              [frac] = { "0.8" , "0.8" , "0.8" , "0.8" , "0.8" , "0.8" , "0.8" } 
       } 
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    udef : [Res]_irr_frac init { [frac] } 
 
:NEXT: 
 
:FOR: { [node] = { "125" , "127" , "136" , "137" , "166" , "167" ,  
                   "416" , "417" , "436" , "505" , "596" , "656" , "747" } 
       } 
        
       udef : _demfrac[node]  
        
:NEXT: 
 
/* The croparea variable is the area of a specific crop planted at a specific node 
   The cropwater variable is the period water requirement for that crop at that node  
*/ 
 
:FOR: { [node] = { "125" , "127" , "136" , "137" , "166" , "167" ,  
                   "416" , "417" , "436" , "505" , "596" , "656" , "747" } 
      } 
     
    Udef : irrigwater[node] 
       
    :FOR: { [crop] = { "Hay" , "Cotton" , "Sorghum" , "Vegetables" , "Wheat" ,  

"Various" , "Maize" , "Pecans" } 
          } 
 
        Udef : croparea[node][crop] 
        Udef : cropwater[node][crop] 
        
    :NEXT: 
 
:NEXT: 
 
/* The muniwater variable is the municipal water requirement at a particular node 
    The irrigwater variable is the total irrigation water requirement at a particular   
    node */ 
 
/* This needs to be updated with the rest of the municipal nodes */ 
 
:FOR:   { [node] = { "126" , "358" , "498" , "546" , "578" , "598" , "687" , "778" ,  

"828" } 
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        } 
         
    udef : muniwater[node] 
    
:NEXT: 
 
/* This variable tracks total volume provided under treaty computations  
   Used in treaty_1944.ocl  */ 
 
 udef : _treaty_delivery 
 
/* DEFINITION OF VARIABLES TO BE USED IN THE IBWC STORAGE 
COMPUTATIONS. */ 
 
 udef : _Ung_below_Amistad  
 udef : _Ung_below_Falcon   
 
/* Amistad ungaged inflow */ 
 
 udef : _am_ung_inflow DECISION { unbounded , unbounded } 
 
/* Falcon ungaged inflow */ 
 
 udef : _fl_ung_inflow DECISION { unbounded , unbounded } 
  
/*  US release, accrual, storage, and spill variables for Amistad and Falcon.  
_am_US_stor represents the US storage in Amistad, and is initalized at a value 
equal to 56.5 percent of the total initial storage in the reservoir minus the dead 
storage. This variable is bounded at an upper limit of 56.5 percent of the 
maximum storage in the reservoir minus the dead storage.  _fl_US_stor represents 
the US storage in Falcon, and is initalized at  a value equal to 57.65 percent of the 
total initial storage in the reservoir minus the dead storage.  This variable is 
bounded at an upper limit of 57.65 percent of  the maximum storage in the  
reservoir minus the dead storage. */ 
 
 udef : _am_US_rel_frac   
 udef : _am_US_rel 
 udef : _am_US_acru DECISION { unbounded , unbounded } 
 udef : _am_US_stor  init { 2183160000 }   Decision { 0 , 2183160000 } 
 udef : _am_US_spill DECISION { 0 , unbounded } 
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 udef : _fL_US_rel_frac   
 udef : _fl_US_rel 
 udef : _fl_US_acru DECISION { unbounded , unbounded } 
 udef : _fl_US_stor init { 1826234500 } DECISION { 0 , 1826234500 } 
 udef : _fl_US_spill DECISION { 0 , unbounded } 
  
/*  MX release, accrual, storage, and spill variables for Amistad and Falcon. 
    Set in the same manner as the US variables listed above, with corresponding   
    percentages of 43.5 for Amistad and 42.35 for Falcon. */ 
  
 udef : _am_MX_rel 
 udef : _am_MX_acru DECISION { unbounded , unbounded } 
 udef : _am_MX_stor  init { 1680840000 } DECISION { 0 , 1680840000 } 
 udef : _am_MX_spill DECISION { 0 , unbounded } 
    
 udef : _fl_MX_rel 
 udef : _fl_MX_acru DECISION { unbounded , unbounded } 
udef : _fl_MX_stor init { 1343766500 } DECISION { 0 , 1343766500 } 
 udef : _fl_MX_spill DECISION { 0 , unbounded } 
 
/* DEFINITION OF VARIABLES TO BE USED IN THE TEXAS WATER 
RIGHTS ACCOUNTING COMPUTATIONS. */ 
 
/* Sum of present value of all Texas irrigation accounts. */ 
 
 udef : _us_accts_total  
 
/* Total of Texas irrigation water rights, divided between class A and B rights. */ 
 
 udef : _us_b_irr_rts_total 
 udef : _us_a_irr_rts_total 
  
/* Total volume of US water in Falcon and Amistad after existing account 
balances, operating reserve, and DMI reserve have been subtracted. */ 
  
 udef : _us_irr_water 
  
/* Total volume of water available to be divided up among irrigation accounts. */ 
 
 udef : _us_ag_alloc 
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/* Balance of irrigation account by node divided between class A and B rights. 
   For this run, all irrigation accounts open at half of their total water right.  
   */  
 
:FOR:   { [node] = { "247" , "387" , "577" , "697" , "746" , "786" } 
          [a] = { "0" , "248282034" , "27220065.6" , "6537238.4" , "2076993279.2" ,  

"465158027.6" } 
          [b] = { "0" , "722136.8" , "24974185.6" , "70166474" , "118181660.8" ,  

"88183614.4" } 
        } 
 
 udef : _a_irr_acct[node] INIT{ [A] }  
 udef : _b_irr_acct[node] INIT{ [B] }  
 
:NEXT: 
 
/* Sum of present value of all Texas irrigation accounts, divided between class A 
and B rights. */ 
 
 udef : _us_b_accts_total  
 udef : _us_a_accts_total  
      
/* Volume of irrigation water (_us_ag_alloc) to be applied to class A and B 
accounts. */ 
   
 udef : _class_a_water  
 udef : _class_b_water  
    
/* Total volume to divide as negative allocations among irrigation accounts. */ 
     
 udef : _us_neg_alloc  
 
/* DEFINITION OF VARIABLES TO BE USED IN THE ALLOCATION OF 
WATER TO MEXICAN DEMAND NODES. */ 
 
 udef : _Am_mx_irr_dem_total  
 udef : _Fl_mx_irr_dem_total  
 udef : _Am_mx_mun_dem_total  
 udef : _Fl_mx_mun_dem_total  
  
/* Storage balancing on the Conchos and Rio San Diego */ 
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 udef : d_StorRatio_Conchos DECISION { unbounded , unbounded } 
 udef : d_StorRatio_RSD DECISION { unbounded , unbounded }  
  
/* The include statement references another OCL file in which calculations are 
performed. */ 
 
:COMMANDS: 
 
:INCLUDE: ocl\intercept_inflows.ocl 
:INCLUDE: ocl\inflow.ocl 
:INCLUDE: ocl\us_accts.ocl 
:INCLUDE: ocl\mx_alloc.ocl 
:INCLUDE: ocl\demand.ocl 
 
:INCLUDE: ocl\reservoir_ops.ocl 
:INCLUDE: ocl\IBWC_accounts.ocl 
:INCLUDE: ocl\treaty_1944.ocl 
:INCLUDE: ocl\delivery_weights.ocl 
:INCLUDE: ocl\Storage_balance.ocl 
 
/* ************************************************************ */ 
 
:END: 
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demand.ocl 

 
/*  demand.ocl */ 
 
/*  This file calculates the demand for water at each node. */ 
/*  Last modified: July 26, 2002 */ 
/* ************************************************************* */ 
 
/*  VARIABLE DEFINITIONS */ 
/*  All variables are defined in the main.ocl file.  
    US and MX variable are defined separately because different crops are used in 
each country. */ 
 
/*  EFFICIENCY 
    Delivery_Efficiency represents the percentage of water withdrawn from the 
river that reaches the farm, due to losses in irrgation canals.  Irrigation_Efficiency 
represents the percentage of water taken from the irrigation canal that actually 
reaches the plant, due to evaporative losses during application or losses to 
surrounding soil.  These values are stored in the OCL Lookup tables for each 
irrigation demand node.  */ 
     
/*  EFFECTIVE RAINFALL 
    Precipitation (from historical files) is assumed to be only 50% effective in 
meeting the water needs of the crop.  Thus, 50% of the current month's rainfall in 
inches is subtracted from the crop water requirements contained in the pattern 
table when calculating the cropwater variables below.  Rainfall may not be 
"effective" because farmers may incorrectly anticipate amount of rainfall and 
apply irrigation water that turns out to be in excess of the crop's actual needs for 
that month.  NOTE: this feature is currently deactivated due to errors in the 
rainfall timeseries files */  
 
/*  CALCULATION OF US DEMANDS */ 
/*  Based on the assumption that irrigators will request enough water to fulfill the 
needs of their crop, but no more, with a limit of whatever remains in the irrigation 
account. This FOR loop is used to calculate the total agricultural water demand at 
each Texas irrigation demand node.  Water requirements in pattern table for each 
crop are in inches per day, and the pattern table factor converts these values to 
cubic meters per hectare.  US crop area in lookup table is in hectares. The 
resulting demand is in cubic meters need to make sure the above statements are 
true */ 
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/*  US IRRIGATION NODES                  
    247     Terrell Irrigation           
    387     Maverick Canal Irrigation    
    577     Webb and Zapata Irrigation   
    697     Starr Irrigation             
    746     Hidalgo Irrigation           
    786     Cameron Irrigation           
         
/*  CROPWATER PATTERN VARIABLE */ 
/*  A pattern has been established for each crop in each region.  The values given 
in the OCL pattern table are in inches per day. 102.7938 converts inches 
multiplied by acres to cubic meters */ 
 
/*  Note: Node 247 must be handled differently than other US irrigation nodes 
because it does not enter into the Amistad/Falcon accounting. */ 
     
set : _a_irr_acct247 { value : 0 } 
set : _b_irr_acct247 { value : 0 } 
set : demand247 { value : 0 } 
set : irrigwater247 { value : 0 } 
set : _a_irrigwater247 { value : 0 } 
set : _b_irrigwater247 { value : 0 } 
 
:FOR: { [crop]  = { "Hay" , "Orchards" , "Sorghum" , "Vegetables" , "Wheat" , 
"Sugarcane" , "Corn" , "Cotton" } 
          }             
/*  scaleback should be the only thing used to reduce total crop area */ 
/*  a conditional statement is used to protect against errors in the daily precip files  
    the factor 102.7938 converts from acre inches to cubic meters  */ 
           
    set : cropwater247[crop]  
    { 
         condition : default 
         value : max { 0 , pattern(Trans_Pecos_[crop]) /* - ( .5 *  

timesers(presidio/DAILYPRECIP) ) */ }  
    } 
    set : croparea247[crop] { value : lookup { [US][crop] , 247 } * 1204 * 1 /*  

scaleback for 247 */ }  
    set dummy247[crop] : irrigwater247  
          { value : ( croparea247[crop] * cropwater247[crop] * 102.7938  
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                    / ( lookup { Delivery_Efficiency , 247 } 
                    * lookup { Irrigation_Efficiency , 247 } ) )  
                    + irrigwater247 } 
  
:NEXT: 
 
set dem247 : demand247 { value : irrigwater247 } 
 
/*  Scaleback factor has been manipulated to adjust demands */ 
 
:FOR: { [node] = { "387" , "577" , "697" , "746" , "786" } 
        [region] = { "South_Texas_" , "South_Texas_" , "LV_McAllen_" , 
"LV_McAllen_" , "LV_Brownsville_" } 
        [raingage] = { "delrio" , "laredo" , "mcallen" , "mcallen" , "mcallen" } 
        [classAacreage] = { "48460" , "9526" , "764" , "491025" , "68247" } 
        [classBacreage] = { "720" , "6164" , "9743" , "24217" , "15060" } 
        [scaleback] = { ".30" , ".35" , ".4" , ".22" , ".25" } 
      } 
     
    set : demand[node] { value : 0 } 
    set : irrigwater[node] { value : 0 } 
    set : _a_irrigwater[node] { value : 0 } 
    set : _b_irrigwater[node] { value : 0 } 
     
    :FOR: { [crop]  = { "Hay" , "Orchards" , "Sorghum" , "Vegetables" , "Wheat" ,  

"Sugarcane" , "Corn" , "Cotton" } 
          }             
/*  scaleback should be the only thing used to reduce total crop area */ 
/*  in this section, a conditional statement is used to protect against raingage 
values that are below zero due to errors in the timeseries files */ 
/* 102.7938 converts from acre inches to cubic meters */ 
           
          set : maxacreage[node] { value : [classAacreage] + [classBacreage] } 
          set : cropwater[node][crop]  
            { value : max { 0 , pattern([region][crop]) } }  
 
          set : croparea[node][crop] { value : lookup { [US][crop] , [node] } * 
  maxacreage[node] * [scaleback] }  
          set dummy[node][crop] : irrigwater[node]  
                { value : ( croparea[node][crop] * cropwater[node][crop] * 102.7938  
                          / ( lookup { Delivery_Efficiency , [node] } 
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                            * lookup { Irrigation_Efficiency , [node] } ) )  
                          + irrigwater[node] } 
  
    :NEXT: 
 
    set duma[node] : _a_irrigwater[node] { value : min { _a_irr_acct[node] ,   

irrigwater[node] * [classAacreage] / ( .0001 +  maxacreage[node] ) } } 
    set dumb[node] : _b_irrigwater[node] { value : min { _b_irr_acct[node] ,  

irrigwater[node] * [classBacreage] / ( .0001 + maxacreage[node] ) } }  
        
    set dem[node] : demand[node] { value : _a_irrigwater[node] +  

_b_irrigwater[node] }  
        
:NEXT: 
 
/*  US Municipal Nodes                           
    246     Terrell Municipal                    
    386     Maverick Canal Municipal             
    488     Eagle Pass                           
    568     Laredo Municipal                     
    576     Webb and Zapata Municipal, Zapata    
    686     Starr Municipal, Rio Grande City     
    768     McAllen (Hidalgo) Municipal          
    818     Brownsville (Cameron) Municipal   */ 
 
  /* These FOR loops are used to calculate the municipal water demand at each 
Texas demand node with municipal demand. Monthly municipal demands are 
found in the OCL Pattern tables. Values listed are in acre feet per day for Texas 
municipalities, and the factor given in the pattern table converts these values  
   to cubic meters. */ 
 
:FOR: { [node] = { "246" , "386" , "488" , "568" , "576" , "686" , "768" , "818" } 
              [muni] = { "_Terrell_County" , "_Maverick_Canal" , "_Eagle_Pass" ,  

"_Laredo" , "_Zapata" , "_Rio_Grande_City" , "_Hidalgo" ,  
"_Cameron" } 

      } 
            
          set : muniwater[node] { value : pattern([node][muni]) } 
          set : demand[node] { value : muniwater[node] }  
                 
:NEXT:         
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/*  CALCULATION OF MX DEMANDS */ 
/*  This FOR loop is used to calculate the total water demand at each Mexican 
irrigation demand node. Crop Water requirements in pattern table are in 
centimeters per day, and the pattern table factor converts these values to inches 
per day. The resulting demand is in cubic meters */ 
 
/*  MEXICAN IRRIGATION NODES & RESERVOIR ABBREVIATIONS   */ 
/*  125     UR Labores Viejas                    sg   San Gabriel              
    127     DR 103 Rio Florido                   pa   Pico del Aguila          
    136     DR 005 Delicias Unit 1               bq   La Boquilla              
    137     DR 005 Delicias Unit 2               fm   Francisco I. Madero      
    166     UR Bajo Conchos                      ll   Luis L. Leon             
    167     DR 090 Bajo Rio Conchos              am   Amistad                  
    416     DR 006 Palestina Unit 1              cn   Centenario               
    417     DR 006 Palestina Unit 2              sm   San Miguel               
    436     UR El Moral                          lf   La Fragua                
    505     DR 050 Acuna-Falcon                  vc   Venustiano Carranza      
    596     DR 004 Don Martin                    fl   Falcon                   
    656     DR 026 Bajo Rio San Juan             mg   Marte Gomez              
    747     DR 025 Bajo Rio Bravo                                         */ 
 
/*  "Res" references the reservoir just upstream of the demand node. 
    Note that US rain gages are used because no MX rain data has been obtained; 
especially important in Chihuahua. rain gage values are in inches */ 
     
/*  254 converts from hectare-inches to cubic meters */ 
 
:FOR: { [node] = { "125" , "127" , "136" , "137" , "166" ,  
                   "167" , "416" , "417" , "436" , "505" ,  
                   "596" , "656" , "747" } 
        [waterdist] = { "DR_103_" , "DR_103_" , "DR_005_" , "DR_005_" ,  

"DR_090_" , "DR_090_" , "DR_006_" , "DR_006_" ,  
"DR_006_" , "DR_050_" , "DR_004_" , "DR_026_" ,  
"DR_025_" }     

        [raingage] = { "presidio" , "presidio" , "presidio" , "presidio" , "presidio" , 
                       "presidio" , "amistad" , "amistad" , "amistad" , "laredo" ,  
                       "laredo" , "mcallen" , "mcallen" } 
        [totalhectares] = { "20727" , "4749" , "16582" , "66326" , "3566" ,  
                            "7131" , "2233" , "2233" , "4466" , "1467" ,  
                            "23240" , "73876" , "250784" } 
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        [scaleback] = { ".6" , ".9" , ".55" , ".65" , "1" , "1" , "1" , ".5" , ".4" , ".75" ,  
"1" , ".4" , ".4" }   

      } 
 
/*  Scaleback values set to prevent initial demand from exceeding supply. */ 
     
    set : demand[node] { value : 0 }   
    set : irrigwater[node] { value : 0 } 
     
    :FOR: { [crop]  = { "Hay" , "Cotton" , "Sorghum" , "Vegetables" , "Wheat" ,  

"Various" , "Maize" , "Pecans" } 
          }             
           
           set : cropwater[node][crop] { value : pattern([waterdist][crop]) }  

set : croparea[node][crop] { value : lookup { [MX][crop] , [node] } *  
[totalhectares] * [scaleback] }   

           set mxirr[node] : irrigwater[node]  
                 { value : croparea[node][crop] * cropwater[node][crop] * 254 

 / ( lookup { Delivery_Efficiency , [node] } * lookup { 
Irrigation_Efficiency , [node] } ) + irrigwater[node] } 

 
    :NEXT: 
               
       set mx1dem[node] : demand[node] { value : _demfrac[node] *  

irrigwater[node] }  
        
:NEXT: 
 
/*  Note: The way this program calculates Mexican irrigation demand, the 
demand will reduce in districts where the _demfrac changes.  Therefore, demand 
does not always represent the maximum possible usage in a particular district or 
at a particular node.  */ 
 
/*  MEXICAN MUNICIPAL DEMAND NODES       
    126     Camargo                      
    358     Cd. Acuna                    
    498     Piedras Negras               
    546     Nuevo Leon                   
    578     Nuevo Laredo                 
    598     Cd. Anahuac                  
    687     Falcon to Anzalduas          
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    778     Reynosa                      
    828     Matamoros  */                
     
 /* This FOR loop is used to calculate the municipal water demand at each 
Mexican demand node with  municipal demand.  Monthly municipal demands are 
found in the OCl Pattern tables. Values listed are in thousand cubic meters per 
day for Mexican municipalities, and the factor given in the pattern table converts 
to cubic meters. */ 
    
:FOR: { [node] = { "126" , "358" , "498" , "546" , "578" ,  
                           "598" , "687" , "778" , "828" } 

[muni] = { "_Camargo" , "_Ciudad_Acuna" , "_Piedras_Negras" ,  
"_Nuevo_Leon" , "_Nuevo_Laredo" , "_Ciudad_Anahuac"  
, "_Falcon_to_Anzalduas" , "_Reynosa" , "_Matamoros" } 

      } 
            
          set : muniwater[node] { value : pattern([node][muni]) } 
          set mx2dem[node] : demand[node] { value :  muniwater[node] }  
                 
:NEXT: 
 
/* ************************************************************* */ 
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IBWC_accounts.ocl 

 

/* IBWC_accounts.ocl */ 
/* Last modified March 23, 2002 */ 
 
/* This file does the accounting for reservoir inflows and outflows as performed 
by the IBWC under the 1944 treaty.  It also splits reservoir storage into Mexican 
and American accounts. */ 
 
/*                                             MX       US      */ 
/* RG flow at Presidio                       50%      50%    */ 
/* Rio Conchos                               67%      33%    */ 
/* Node 195 - Alamito Creek                           100%  */ 
/* Node 220 - Terlingua Creek                         100%  */ 
/* Node 260 - Pecos River                             100%  */ 
/* Node 280 - Devils River                            100%  */ 
/* Unmeasured Tributaries & Losses          50%      50%    */ 
/* Node 300 - Amistad Reservoir  ************************** */ 
/* Node 310 - Measured MX Tributaries  100%               */ 
/* Node 320 - Measured U.S. Tributaries              100%     */ 
/* Node 330 - Arroyo de las Vacas           67%      33%      */ 
/* Node 360 - San Felipe Creek                        100%     */ 
/* Node 410 - Pinto Creek                             100%     */ 
/* Node 420 - San Diego                      67%    33%      */ 
/* Node 440 - San Rodrigo                   67%      33%      */ 
/* Node 460 - Maverick Return Flows                  100%     */ 
/* Node 510 - Rio Escondito                 67%      33%      */ 
/* Node 580 - Rio Salado                    67%      33%      */ 
/* Unmeasured Tributaries & Losses          50%      50%      */ 
/* Node 600 - Falcon Reservoir  *************************** */ 
/* Node 620 - Rio Alamo                     100%               */ 
/* Node 660 - Rio San Juan                  100%               */ 
/* Unmeasured Tributaries & Losses          50%      50%      */ 
 
/* These commands constrain the total storage in each international reservoir to 
the sum of the Mexican and US storage in the reservoir. */ 
    
CONSTRAINT : { DSTORAGE300 = D_AM_US_STOR + D_AM_MX_STOR  

+ dead_Stor300 } 
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CONSTRAINT : { DSTORAGE600 = D_FL_US_STOR + D_FL_MX_STOR  
+ dead_stor600 } 

 
/* This section sets constraints for the ungauged inflow into Amistad and Falcon.  
    The constraint is calculated by taking the inflow into the reservoir, subtracting  
    measured inflows (treaty rivers and streams) and deliveries */ 
  
 constraint Amistad_Ung_inflow : { d_am_ung_inflow = dflow260.300 –  

        inflow260 - inflow220 - inflow195 - dflow190.195 -   
       dflow180.200 + ddelivery246 + ddelivery247 } 

 
constraint Falcon_Ung_inflow : { d_fl_ung_inflow = dflow580.600 - inflow310 

     - inflow320 - inflow330  
                              - inflow360 - inflow410 - inflow420 - inflow440 
                              - inflow460 - inflow510 - inflow580 - inflow520 
                              - _am_US_rel - _am_MX_rel - d_am_us_spill - _am_mx_spill 
                              + ddelivery348 + ddelivery358 + ddelivery386 + ddelivery498  
                              + ddelivery546 + ddelivery578 + ddelivery568 + ddelivery576 
                              + ddelivery387 + ddelivery488 + ddelivery497 + ddelivery505 
                              + ddelivery577 }                                
                                
/* This section sets constraints for the accrual in the US storage accounts at 
Amistad and Falcon, and sets a constraint for the US storage in each reservoir at 
the end of each period.  Accrual is based on a percentage of ungauged inflow, 
plus distribution of measured inflows according to the Treaty, minus deliveries 
charged and evaporation charged to the US. */ 
 
constraint Amistad_US_accrual : { d_am_US_acru = [us_ungauged_fraction] *  

d_am_ung_inflow + inflow280 
            + inflow260 + inflow220 + inflow195  

+ .5 * dflow190.195 + .3333 * dflow180.200 
- ddelivery246 - ddelivery247 - ( evap300 * _am_US_stor / storage300 )                       
} 

 
 constraint Falcon_US_accrual : { d_fl_US_acru = [us_ungauged_fraction] *  

d_fl_ung_inflow +  d_am_us_spill  
             + _am_us_rel  -  evap600 * _fl_US_stor / ( .001 + storage600 )  
             + inflow320 + inflow360 + inflow410 + inflow460 + inflow520 
           + .3333 * ( inflow330 + inflow420 + inflow440 + inflow510 + inflow580 )  
          - ddelivery348 - ddelivery386 - ddelivery568 - ddelivery576 - ddelivery387 
          - ddelivery488 - ddelivery577  } 
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/* US End of period constraint for Amistad.  US Storage in Amistad must be the 
total of US storage in Amistad in the previous period plus US accrual in Amistad 
minus releases and spills. */ 
 
 constraint Amistad_US_Stor : {  d_am_US_stor = _am_US_stor +  

d_am_US_acru - _am_US_rel - d_am_US_spill } 
 
/* Target for spill.  The penalty for spilling has been set high, which will cause 
the program to spill only as a last resort. */ 
    
 Target Amistad_US_Spill : d_am_US_spill 
 { 
     condition : default 
     priority : 1 
     Penalty+ : 4000 
     Penalty- : bound 
     value : 0  
 } 
  
/* US End of period constraint for Falcon. */  
 
constraint Falcon_US_Stor : { d_fl_US_stor = _fl_US_stor + d_fl_US_acru –  

_fl_US_rel - d_fl_US_spill }  
  
 Target Falcon_US_Spill : d_fl_US_spill 
 { 
    condition : default 
    priority : 1 
    penalty+ : 4000 
    penalty- : bound 
    value : 0 
 } 
  
/* This section sets constraints for the accrual in the Mexican storage accounts at 
Amistad and Falcon, and sets a constraint for the Mexican storage in each 
reservoir at the end of each period. */ 
  
 constraint Amistad_MX_accrual : { d_am_MX_acru = [mx_ungauged_fraction]  

* d_am_ung_inflow + .5 * dflow190.195  
            + .6667 * dflow180.200 - evap300 * ( 1 - ( _am_US_stor / storage300 ) )  
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               } 
  
 constraint Falcon_MX_accrual : { d_fl_MX_acru = [mx_ungauged_fraction] *  

d_fl_ung_inflow + inflow310  
           + .6667 * ( inflow330 + inflow420 + inflow440 + inflow510 + inflow580 )  
           -  evap600 * ( 1 - ( _FL_US_STOR / ( .001 + storage600 ) ) ) +  

d_am_mx_spill + _am_mx_rel 
          - ddelivery358 - ddelivery498 - ddelivery546 - ddelivery578 - ddelivery497 
          - ddelivery505 } 
 
/* MX end of period constraint for Amistad. */ 
 
 constraint Amistad_MX_Stor : { d_am_MX_stor = _am_MX_stor +  

d_am_MX_acru - _am_MX_rel - d_am_MX_spill } 
  
 Target Amistad_MX_Spill : d_am_MX_spill 
 { 
    condition : default 
    priority : 1 
    penalty+ : 4000 
    penalty- : bound 
    value : 0 
 } 
/* MX end of period constraint for Falcon. */ 
   
 constraint Falcon_MX_Stor : { d_fl_MX_stor = _fl_MX_stor + d_fl_MX_acru –  

_fl_MX_rel + d_am_mx_spill - d_fl_MX_spill } 
  
  Target Falcon_MX_Spill : d_fl_MX_spill 
 { 
    condition : default 
    priority : 1 
    penalty+ : 4000 
    penalty- : bound 
    value : 0 
 } 
 
/* **************************************** */
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us_accts.ocl 

 
/* us_accts.ocl */ 
/* Last modified July 20, 2002 */ 
/* This file performs accounting for US nodes.  Sets account totals and irrigation 
rights totals to zero */ 
 
set us_accts_total : _us_accts_total { value : 0 } 
set us_a_irr_rts_total : _us_a_accts_total { value : 0 } 
set us_b_irr_rts_total : _us_b_accts_total { value : 0 } 
 
/* Determines value of Class A and Class B Irrigation accounts by node for 
current time step.  The value is determined from value of previous time step 
minus delivery for current time step. Delivery for current time step determined by 
area for each class divided by ratio of Class A area : Class B area. Loop then sets 
the total US account and Class A and Class B irrigation Rights totals.  */ 
/* _a_irrigwater[node] is calculated in the demand.ocl file */ 
/* The 1234 factor converts from rights in acre-feet to cubic meters */ 
 
:for: { [node] = {  "387" ,  "577" , "697" , "746" , "786" } 
        [rts_irr_a] = {  "143715 * 1234 " , "15756 * 1234 " , "3784 * 1234" ,  

"1202242 * 1234" , "269251 * 1234"  }  
        [rts_irr_b] = { "418 * 1234" , "14456 * 1234" , "40615 * 1234" ,  

"68408 * 1234" , "51044 * 1234"  } 
      } 
           
    set a_acct_Prelim[node] : _a_irr_acct[node] { value : _a_irr_acct[node](-1)  

- _a_irrigwater[node](-1) } 
 
    set b_acct_Prelim[node] : _b_irr_acct[node] { value : _b_irr_acct[node](-1)  

- _b_irrigwater[node](-1) } 
     
    set us_accts_total[node] : _us_accts_total { value : _us_accts_total  

+ _a_irr_acct[node] + _b_irr_acct[node] } 
 
    set us_a_irr_rts_total[node] :  _us_a_irr_rts_total { value : _us_a_irr_rts_total  

+ [rts_irr_a] } 
 
    set us_b_irr_rts_total[node] :  _us_b_irr_rts_total { value : _us_b_irr_rts_total  

+ [rts_irr_b] } 
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:next: 
 
/* This sets the US irrigation water equal to amount of US storage in Amistad and 
Falcon minus the amount  of deliveries for the current time step as determined 
above. */ 
 
set us_irr_water : _us_irr_water  { value : _am_us_stor + _fl_us_stor  

- convert_units{ 300000 , acft , m3 } - _us_accts_total } 
 
/* This does the negative allocations.  If the operational storage is above zero then 
water is delivered.  If operational storage is less than zero, then the system re-
allocates water (48000 acft) to the operational storage. */ 
 
set us_ag_alloc : _us_ag_alloc 
  { 
      condition : _us_irr_water > convert_units{ 10000 , acft , m3 } 
         value : _us_irr_water 
      condition : _us_irr_water > convert_units{ -75000 , acft , m3 } 
         value : 0 
      condition : default 
         value : _us_irr_water + convert_units{ 27000 , acft , m3 } 
  } 
   
 set classa_water : _class_a_water  
  {      
      condition : _us_irr_water > 0 
         value : _us_irr_water * 1.7 / 2.7        
      condition : default 
         value : 0 
   }   
 set classb_water : _class_b_water  
  {      
      condition : _us_irr_water > 0 
         value : _us_irr_water * 1 / 2.7        
      condition : default 
         value : 0 
   }   
 
/*  This computes the total of Class A and Class B irrigation water for each node.  
The Total updated by deliveries which are proportional for rights at each node to 
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total of US irrigation (0.0001 added to denominator to prevent division by zero)  
*/  
 
:for: { [node] = {  "387" ,  "577" , "697" , "746" , "786" } 
        [rts_irr_a] = {  "143715 * 1234 " , "15756 * 1234 " , "3784 * 1234" ,  

"1202242 * 1234" , "269251 * 1234"  }  
        [rts_irr_b] = { "418 * 1234" , "14456 * 1234" , "40615 * 1234" ,  

"68408 * 1234" , "51044 * 1234"  } 
      } 
  
    set a_irr_acct[node] : _a_irr_acct[node] { value : max { 1.4 * [rts_irr_a] ,  
                   _a_irr_acct[node] + _class_a_water * [rts_irr_a]  

/ ( 0.0001 + _us_a_irr_rts_total ) } } 
    set b_irr_acct[node] : _b_irr_acct[node] { value : max { 1.4 * [rts_irr_b] ,  
                   _b_irr_acct[node] + _class_b_water * [rts_irr_b]  

/ ( 0.0001 + _us_b_irr_rts_total ) } } 
     
:next: 
 
 set us_neg_alloc : _us_neg_alloc  
  {      
      condition : _us_irr_water < 0 
         value : _us_irr_water         
      condition : default 
         value : 0 
   }   
 
:for: { [node] = {   "387" ,  "577" , "697" , "746" , "786" } 
    } 
    set a_irr_acct[node] : _a_irr_acct[node] { value : _a_irr_acct[node]  

+ _us_neg_alloc * _a_irr_acct[node]  
/ ( 0.0001 + _us_accts_total ) } 

    set b_irr_acct[node] : _b_irr_acct[node] { value : _b_irr_acct[node]  
+ _us_neg_alloc * _b_irr_acct[node]  
/ ( 0.0001 + _us_accts_total ) } 

     
:next: 
 
/*  ***************************************  */
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 mx_alloc.ocl 

 

/* mx_alloc.ocl */ 
/* Last modified July 21, 2002 */ 
 
/* Does accounting for Mexican demand nodes.  Sets account totals and irrigation 
rights totals to zero */ 
 
/* Key to reservoir abbreviations: 
   am = Amistad 
   fl = Falcon 
   ll = Luis L. Leon 
   bqfm = La Boquilla and Francisco I. Madero 
   sg = San Gabriel  
   frg = La Fragua 
   csm = Centenario and San Miguel 
   ca = Venustiano Carranza 
   go = Marte R. Gomez*/ 
 
/* This FOR loop should include all Mexican irrigation demand nodes. */ 
 
:FOR: { [node] = { "125" , "127" , "136" , "137" , "166" , "167" ,  
                    "416" , "417" , "436" , "505" , "596" , "656" , "747" } 
      } 
     
    set : irrigwater[node] { value : 0 } 
       
:NEXT: 
 
/* This FOR loop should include all Mexican municipal demand nodes. */ 
 
:FOR:   { [node] = { "126" , "358" , "498" , "546" , "578" , "598" , "687" , "778" ,  

"828" } 
        } 
         
    set : muniwater[node] { value : 0 } 
    
:NEXT: 
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/* This set command calculates total irrigation demand for the past 12 months for 
all Mexican demand nodes downstream of Amistad. This includes the following 
nodes:       
Node Number  District Name              Maximum annual water use in cubic meters 
   Node 416     DR 006 Palestina Unit 1     24,200,000    (prev. shown as 9200000)   
   Node 505     DR 050 Acuna-Falcon        16,300,000    */ 
 
set Am_mx_irr_dem_total : _Am_mx_irr_dem_total  
  { condition : month = 10 
        value : 24200000 + 16300000  
    condition : default 
        value : _Am_mx_irr_dem_total(-1) 
   } 
/* This set command calculates total irrigation demand for the past 12 months for 
all Mexican demand nodes downstream of Falcon. This includes the following 
nodes:       
Node Number  District Name              Maximum annual water use in cubic meters 
   Node 747     DR 025 Bajo Rio Bravo       2,555,300,000    */ 
 
set Fl_mx_irr_dem_total : _Fl_mx_irr_dem_total  
  { condition : month = 10 
        value : 2555300000   
    condition : default 
        value : _Fl_mx_irr_dem_total(-1) 
   } 
    
/* This set command calculates total municipal demand for the past 12 months for 
all Mexican demand nodes downstream of Amistad. This includes the following 
nodes:    
Node Number  Municipality Name     Maximum annual water use in cubic meters 
   Node 358     Cd. Acuna                   6,489,000            
   Node 497     Power Plant                 No demand this model 
   Node 498     Piedras Negras              20,461,000           
   Node 546     Nuevo Leon                  450,000              
   Node 578     Nuevo Laredo                54,521,000        */ 
     
set Am_mx_mun_dem_total : _Am_mx_mun_dem_total  
  { condition : month = 10 
        value : 6489000 + 20461000 + 0 + 450000 + 54521000 
    condition : default 
        value : _Am_mx_mun_dem_total(-1) 
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   } 
 
/* This set command calculates total municipal demand for the past 12 months for 
all Mexican demand nodes downstream of Falcon. This includes the following 
nodes:    
Node Number  Municipality Name     Maximum annual water use in cubic meters 
   Node 687     Falcon to Anzalduas          6,053,000            
   Node 778     Reynosa                       65,896,000           
   Node 828     Matamoros                    60,207,000        */ 
    
set Fl_mx_mun_dem_total : _Fl_mx_mun_dem_total  
  { condition : month = 10 
        value : 6053000 + 65896000 + 60207000   
    condition : default 
        value : _Fl_mx_mun_dem_total(-1) 
   } 
    
/* These set commands calculate the reservoir irrigation fraction by taking the 
minimum of 1 or the fraction of Mexican storage in the reservoir, plus average 
annual inflows and minus average annual evaporation, minus a two year 
municipal reserve over the total yearly irrigation demand on that reservoir.   
Note that for Mexican reservoirs, the estimates of average yearly inflow are taken 
from an average of the years used in this model, 1992 - 1998.             
   Amistad Avg. Inflow (MX):            Avg. Evap (MX):                              
   Falcon Avg. Inflow (MX):             Avg. Evap (MX):                          */  
 
set Am_mx_irr_frac : _Am_mx_irr_frac 
   { condition : month = 10 
        value :  max { 0 , min { 1 , ( _am_MX_stor + 1206200000 - 245520000 - 2  

* _Am_mx_mun_dem_total ) / _Am_mx_irr_dem_total } } 
     condition : default 
        value : _Am_mx_irr_frac(-1) 
    } 
     
    Set demfrac416 : _demfrac416 { value : _Am_mx_irr_frac } 
    Set demfrac505 : _demfrac505 { value : _Am_mx_irr_frac } 
 
set Fl_mx_irr_frac : _Fl_mx_irr_frac 
   { condition : month = 10 
        value :  max { 0 , min { 1 , ( _fl_MX_stor + 693220000 - 420000000 - 2  

* _fl_mx_mun_dem_total ) / _fl_mx_irr_dem_total } } 
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     condition : default 
        value : _Fl_mx_irr_frac(-1) 
    } 
 
Set demfrac747 : _demfrac747 { value : _Fl_mx_irr_frac } 
 
/*  San Gabriel Avg. Inflow: 70000000 cubic meters   Avg. Evap: 18880000                         
    Average yearly demand from DR 103 Rio Florido is 78290000 cubic meters*/ 
 
set SG_irr_frac : _SG_irr_frac 
  { condition : month = 10 
        value :  max { 0 , min { 1 , ( Storage105 + 70000000 - 18880000  )  

/ 78290000 } } 
     condition : default 
        value : _SG_irr_frac(-1) 
    } 
     
Set demfrac127 : _demfrac127 { value : _SG_irr_frac } 
 
/* Luis Leon Avg. Inflow:  492000000 cubic meters    Avg. Evap: 55460000       
    Average yearly demand from DR 090: 119950000 and UR Bajo Conchos:  
59980000        */ 
 
set ll_irr_frac : _ll_irr_frac 
  { condition : month = 10 
        value :  max { 0 , min { 1 , ( Storage160 + 492000000 - 55460000 )  

/ ( 119950000 + 59980000 ) } } 
     condition : default 
        value : _ll_irr_frac(-1) 
    } 
 
Set demfrac167 : _demfrac167 { value : _ll_irr_frac } 
Set demfrac166 : _demfrac166 { value : _ll_irr_frac } 
 
/* La Boquilla and Francisco Madero */ 
 
/*  Estimates of yearly inflow and evaporation from La Boquilla and Francisco I. 
Madero */ 
/*  La Boquilla:    Inflow:  847000000              Evaporation:  215000000                
    FI Madero:      Inflow:  224000000              Evaporation:  42620000              */ 
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set bqfm_irr_frac : _bqfm_irr_frac 
  { condition : month = 10 
        value :  max { 0 , min { 1 , ( Storage100 + Storage141  

- 2 * 30000000 /* camargo */ + 847000000 - 215000000  
+ 224000000 - 42620000 ) / ( 1360340000 + 340090000 ) } }   
/* Delicias plus Labores Viejas */ 

     condition : default 
        value : _bqfm_irr_frac(-1) 
    } 
 
Set demfrac125 : _demfrac125 { value : _bqfm_irr_frac } 
Set demfrac137 : _demfrac137 { value : _bqfm_irr_frac } 
Set demfrac136 : _demfrac136 { value : _bqfm_irr_frac } 
 
/* La Fragua */ 
/* No evaporation, average annual inflows are 51 million cubic meters 
    Average annual use of UR El Moral is 48400000 */ 
 
set FRG_irr_frac : _FRG_irr_frac 
  { condition : month = 10 
        value :  max { 0 , min { 1 , ( Storage430 + 51000000 ) / 48400000 } } 
    condition : default 
        value : _FRG_irr_frac(-1) 
    } 
     
Set demfrac436 : _demfrac436 { value : _FRG_irr_frac } 
 
/* Centenario and San Miguel */ 
/* No evaporation, average annual inflows are a combined 46 million cubic 
meters, Palestina Unit 2 average use is 24200000 */ 
 
set CSM_irr_frac : _CSM_irr_frac 
  { condition : month = 10 
        value :  max { 0 , min { 1 , ( Storage405 + Storage400 + 46000000 )  

/ 24200000 } }  
    condition : default 
        value : _CSM_irr_frac(-1) 
    } 
 
Set demfrac417 : _demfrac417 { value : _csm_irr_frac } 
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/* Carranza */ 
/* No evaporation, average annual inflow is 252 million cubic meters  
   DR 004 Don Martin avg annual use is 283290000  */ 
 
set CA_irr_frac : _ca_irr_frac 
  { condition : month = 10 
        value :  max { 0 , min { 1 , ( Storage590 - 2 * 8786000 /* anahuac */  

+ 252000000 ) / 283290000 } } 
     condition : default 
        value : _CA_irr_frac(-1) 
    } 
 
Set demfrac596 : _demfrac596 { value : _CA_irr_frac } 
 
/* Marte R. Gomez */ 
/* No evaporation, average annual inflow is 603 million cubic meters */ 
 
set GO_irr_frac : _GO_irr_frac 
  { condition : month = 10 
        value :  max { 0 , min { 1 , ( Storage650 + 603000000 ) / 654800000 } } 
    condition : default 
        value : _GO_irr_frac(-1) 
    } 
     
Set demfrac656 : _demfrac656 { value : _GO_irr_frac } 
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inflow.ocl 

 

/* inflow.ocl */ 
/* Created April 10, 2002 */ 
/* Modified May 23, 2002 */ 
/* Additional comments July 21, 2002 */ 
 
/* This file is used to adjust the river flow for evaporation, ungaged inflow, and 
ungaged loss or extraction.  The IBWC provided historical calculated values for 
evaporation and balance (positive or negative) for each reach along the river.  At 
the beginning of each reach, the inflow at that node is calculated by this OCL 
code. */ 
/* This file should be listed in main.ocl prior to us_accts.ocl */ 
/* The reaches (node to node) and corresponding node at which flow is added or 
removed to account for ungaged inflow or loss (used as b-part in dss naming) 
All losses/gains for a reach are applied at the upstream node, and "noi" signifies 
that ungaged inflow or losses are the only "inflow" at that node 
 
195 - 200 : Node 195     Reach 2         Above Conchos to Below Conchos 
200 - 220 : Node 200  noi       Reach 3         Below Conchos to Johnson Ranch 
220 - 300 : Node 220              Reach 4 to 5a   Johnson Ranch to Amistad Dam 
300 - 420 : Node 300  noi       Reach 6         Amistad Dam to Jimenez 
420 - 520 : Node 420              Reach 7         Jimenez to El Indio 
520 - 560 : Node 520  inflow is maverick     Reach 8         El Indio to Laredo 
           county irrigation return, historical 
560 - 600 : Node 560  noi        Reach 9 and 9a  Laredo to Falcon  
600 - 700 : Node 600  noi        Reach 10        Falcon to Rio Grande City 
700 - 740 : Node 700  noi        Reach 11        Rio Grande City to Anzalduas 
740 - 780 : Node 740  noi        Reach 12        Anzalduas to San Benito 
780 - 810 : Node 780  noi        Reach 13        San Benito to Brownsville 
810 - 999 : Node 810  noi        Reach 14        Brownsville to Gulf*/ 
 
/* c-part (used in dss naming) */ 
/* ung_bal = ungaged balance, positive for greater inflow than evaporation or 
extraction */    
/* ung_evap = ungaged evaporation */ 
 
/* The first for loop handles nodes where tributaries are gaged */ 
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/* Inflow at the node is set equal to gaged inflow minus ungaged evaporation plus 
ungaged balance */ 
 
:FOR: { [node] = { "195" , "220" , "420" , "520" } 
      } 
 
      set adjusted_inflow : inflow[node] 
      { value : max { 0 , timesers([node]/INFLOW) - timesers([node]/UNG_EVAP)  

+ timesers([node]/UNG_BAL) } } 
 
/* now take care of net loss */ 
 
      set netloss : min_flow[node].999 { value : max { 0 ,   

- ( timesers([node]/INFLOW) - timesers([node]/UNG_EVAP)  
+ timesers([node]/UNG_BAL) ) } } 

 
:NEXT: 
 
/* The second loop handles nodes where tributaries are not gaged. */ 
 
:FOR: { [node] = { "200" , "300" , "560" , "600" , "700" , "740" , "780" } 
      } 
 
      set adjusted_inflow : inflow[node] 
      { value : max { 0 , timesers([node]/UNG_BAL) – 

timesers([node]/UNG_EVAP) } } 
 
/* now take care of net loss */ 
 
      set netloss : min_flow[node].999 { value : max { 0 ,  

timesers([node]/UNG_EVAP) - timesers([node]/UNG_BAL) } } 
 
:NEXT: 
 
/* This loop is for the reach that ends at node 810, which has no ungaged balance 
information */ 
 
 :FOR: { [node] = { /* "780" , */ "810" } 
      } 
      set netloss : min_flow[node].999 
      { value : timesers([node]/UNG_EVAP)  } 
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:NEXT: 
 
/* Calculate ungauged balance below Amistad */ 
 
set zero_Ung_below_Amistad : _Ung_below_Amistad { value : 0 } 
 
:FOR: { [node] = {  "300" , "420" , "520" , "560" } 
      } 
      set Ung_below_Amistad[node] : _Ung_below_Amistad 
      { value :  timesers([node]/UNG_BAL) - timesers([node]/UNG_EVAP)  

+ _Ung_below_Amistad  } 
 
:NEXT: 
 
/* Calculate ungauged balance below Falcon */ 
 
set zero_Ung_below_Falcon : _Ung_below_Falcon { value : 
timesers(810/UNG_EVAP) } 
 
:FOR: { [node] = {  "600" , "700" , "740" , "780" } 
      } 
      set Ung_below_Falcon[node] : _Ung_below_Falcon 
      { value :  timesers([node]/UNG_BAL) - timesers([node]/UNG_EVAP)  

+ _Ung_below_Falcon  } 
 
:NEXT: 
 
/* Set Centenario and San Miguel Inflows */ 
/* Inflow for these reservoirs is set at a percentage of inflow to La Fragua because 
   no timeseries data were available.  The percentage is calculated based on total 
basin area. */ 
 
set inflow400 : inflow400 { value : .47 * inflow430 } 
set inflow405 : inflow405 { value : .44 * inflow430 } 
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delivery_weights.ocl 

 

/* delivery_weights.ocl */ 
/* This file sets delivery weights at each demand node. */ 
/* Last modified: March 23, 2002 */ 
/* ************************************************************ */ 
 
/* The weights in this file are set up to penalize delivery that does not equal 
demand at a node, and to add an additional penalty for delivery that does not meet 
municipal demand at a node. */ 
/* This list should include all municipal and irrigation demand nodes in the 
system. */ 
 
:FOR: { [node] = {       "125" , /* Unidado de Riego Labores Viejas */ 
                              "126" , /* Camargo */ 
                              "127" , /* Distrito de Riego 103 Rio Florido */ 
                              "136" , /* Distrito de Riego 005 Delicias Unit 2 */ 
                              "137" , /* Distrito de Riego 005 Delicias Unit 1 */ 
                              "166" , /* Unidado de Riego Bajo Conchos */ 
                              "167" , /* DR 090 Bajo Rio Conchos */ 
/* Terrell Municipal */  "246" , 
/* Terrell Irrigation */  "247" , 
/* Val Verde Power      "348" , */ 
                              "358" , /* Cd. Acuna */ 
/* Mav Canal Municipal */    "386" , 
/* Mav Canal Irrigation */   "387" , 
                              "416" , /* Distrito de Riego 006 Palestina Unit 1 */ 
                              "417" , /* Distrito de Riego 006 Palestina Unit 2 */ 
                              "436" , /* Unidado de Riego El Moral */ 
/* Eagle Pass */             "488" ,  
                         /*     "497" ,  Power Plant */ 
                              "498" , /* Piedras Negras */ 
                              "505" , /* Distrito de Riego 050 Acuna Falcon */ 
                              "546" , /* Nuevo Leon */ 
/* Laredo */                  "568" ,  
/* Webb & Zapata Muni */     "576" , 
/* Webb & Zapata Irr */      "577" ,  
                              "578" , /* Nuevo Laredo */ 
                              "596" , /* Distrito de Riego 004 Don Martin */ 
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                              "598" , /* Ciudad Anahuac */ 
                              "656" , /* Bajo Rio San Juan */ 
/* Starr Co Municipal */     "686" , 
                              "687" , /* Falcon to Anzalduas */ 
/* Starr Co Irrigation */    "697" , 
/* Hidalgo Co Irr */         "746" , 
                              "747" , /* Distrito de Riego 025 Bajo Rio Bravo */  
/* Hidalgo Co Muni */        "768" , 
                              "778" , /* Reynosa */ 
/* Cameron Co Irr */         "786" ,  
/* Cameron Co Muni */        "818" , 
                              "828" /* Matamoros */ } 
      } 
         
     Target delivery[node] : ddelivery[node] 
     { 
        priority : 1 
        penalty+ : 0 
        penalty- : 1500 
          value  : demand[node] 
     } 
      
:NEXT: 
 
 
:FOR: { [node] = { "126" , "246" , "358" , "386" , "488" , "498" , "546" , "568" ,  

"576" , "578" , "598" , "686" , "687" , "768" , "778" , "818" , "828" } 
      }                 
       
    Target muniwater[node] :ddelivery[node] 
     { 
        priority : 1 
        penalty+ : 0 
        penalty- : 100 
          value  : muniwater[node] 
     } 
      
:NEXT: 
 
/* ********************************************************** */ 
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treaty_1944.ocl 

 

/* treaty_1944.ocl */ 
/* Last modified July 26, 2002 */ 
 
/* Flow 180/200 - Rio Conchos        1/3 US */ 
/* Node 330 - Arroyo de las Vacas    1/3 US */ 
/* Node 420 - San Diego inflow       1/3 US */ 
/* Node 440 - San Rodrigo inflow     1/3 US */ 
/* Node 510 - Rio Escondito inflow   1/3 US */ 
/* Node 580 - Rio Salado inflow      1/3 US */ 
 
/* This file calculates total flow from Mexican tributaries credited to the United 
States under the provisions of the 1944 treaty.  This will facilitate comparison 
between these totals and the requirement of 350,000 acre-feet per year (5 year 
average) specified in the treaty.  Actual five year cycles were from 1992 - 1997, 
and 1997 - 2002. */ 
 
set : _treaty_delivery { value : .333 * ( flow180.200 + inflow330 + inflow420 + 
inflow440  + inflow510 + inflow580 ) } 
 
/* **************************************** */ 
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intercept_inflows.ocl 

 

/* intercept inflows.ocl */ 
/* last modified July 21, 2002 */ 
 
/* This file substitutes historical inflows to Luis Leon reservoir and Ojinaga for 
the computed flows at the upstream nodes.  This is done to compare computed 
with historical for the intervening reaches and for added realism in the first 
demonstration of the game.  */ 
  
 set Leon_inflow : inflow160 { value : timesers(160/hist) } 
 set Ojinaga_inflow : inflow180 { value : timesers(180/hist) }    
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reservoir_ops.ocl 

 

/* reservoir_ops.ocl */ 
/* This file sets targets in arcs below reservoir-fed irrigation districts in the 
Conchos Basin that will make release of water above that needed to meet demand 
undesirable. */ 
/* Last modified: July 26, 2002 */ 
/* ************************************************************* */ 
 
/* San Gabriel Reservoir - Presa San Gabriel */ 
/* This target command sets a penalty for flows above 0 in arc 110.120, below 
DR103.  It is meant to restrict the reservoir to providing only the water necessary 
to meet  the needs of the irrigation district. */ 
 
Target sangabriel_restriction : dflow110.120 
     { 
        priority : 1 
        penalty+ : 150 
        penalty- : 0 
          value  : 0 
     } 
      
/* La Boquilla Reservoir - Presa La Boquilla */ 
/* This target command sets a penalty for flows above 0 in arc 130.140, below 
Delicias (DR005). */ 
 
Target boquilla_restriction : dflow130.140 
     { 
        priority : 1 
        penalty+ : 150 
        penalty- : 0 
          value  : 0 
     } 
 
/* Francisco I. Madero Reservoir - Presa Francisco I. Madero */ 
/* This target command sets a penalty for flows above 0 in arc 140.145, below 
Chihuahua. */ 
 
Target fimadero_restriction : dflow140.145 
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     { 
        priority : 1 
        penalty+ : 150 
        penalty- : 0 
          value  : 0 
     } 
 
/* Luis L. Leon Reservoir - Presa Luis L. Leon */ 
/* This target command sets a penalty for flows above 0 in arc 160.170, below 
Distrito de Riego 090. This effectively limits releases from the reservoir to just 
what is needed to satisfy demand immediately downstream, and no more. */ 
 
Target luisleon_restriction : dflow160.170 
     { 
        priority : 1 
        penalty+ : 150 
        penalty- : 0 
          value  : 0 
     } 
 
/* Venustiano Carranza */ 
   Target carranza_restriction : dflow590.999 
     { 
        priority : 1 
        penalty+ : 150 
        penalty- : 0 
          value  : 0 
     } 
       
/* Centenario and San Miguel */ 
 Target centenariomiguel_restriction : dflow407.999 
     { 
        priority : 1 
        penalty+ : 150 
        penalty- : 0 
          value  : 0 
     }   
     
/* La Fragua */ 
 Target lafragua_restriction : dflow430.999 
     { 
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        priority : 1 
        penalty+ : 150 
        penalty- : 0 
          value  : 0 
     }  
/* Marte Gomez */ 
 Target martegomez_restriction : dflow650.999 
     { 
        priority : 1 
        penalty+ : 150 
        penalty- : 0 
          value  : 0 
     }  
 
/* ******************************************************** */ 
 
/* This sets US releases from Falcon to the minimum of total US storage in the 
reservoir or the total demand from all US demand nodes downstream of the 
reservoir.  */ 
/* 1.1 is a Push Factor, included because extra water is frequently released to get 
flow past water plants and to account for unauthorized withdrawals */ 
 
Set fl_US_rel : _fl_US_rel  
{ 
       value : 1.1 * min { _fl_us_stor , demand686 + demand746 + demand768  

+ demand786 + demand818 - .5 * _Ung_below_Falcon  } 
} 
 
Set Fl_mx_rel : _fl_mx_rel 
{                                   
       value : 1.1 * min { _fl_mx_stor ,  demand687 + demand747 + demand778  

+ demand828 - .5 * _Ung_below_Falcon - timesers(620/inflow)  
- timesers(660/inflow) - timesers(640/inflow) } 

} 
 
Set FL_US_rel_frac : _FL_US_rel_frac { value : _FL_US_rel  

/ ( 0.0001 + _FL_US_rel + _FL_Mx_rel ) } 
 
/* This sets US releases from Amistad to the minimum of total US storage in 
Amistad or demand from the US demand nodes between Amistad and Falcon 
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minus inflows plus any additional releases necessary to keep Falcon at a 
minimum storage of 1090 million cubic meters.  */ 
 
/* 1.1 is a Push Factor, included because extra water is frequently released to get 
flow past water plants and to account for unauthorized withdrawals */ 
/* Note also that demands from nodes 348 and 497 are not included, because 
these power plant demand have been set to zero in this version of the model. */ 
 
Set am_US_rel : _am_US_rel  
{ 
       value : 1.1 * max { 0 , min { _am_us_stor , demand386 + demand387 +  

demand488 + demand568 + demand576 + demand577  
- .5 * _Ung_below_Amistad 

                                   - .333 * timesers(330/inflow) - timesers(360/inflow)  
                                   - .333 * timesers(420/inflow) - .333 * timesers(440/inflow) 
                                   - .333 * timesers(510/inflow) - .333 * timesers(580/inflow) 
                                   + max { 0 , 1090000000 - ( storage600 - _fl_us_rel –  

_fl_mx_rel ) } } } 
} 
 
Set Am_mx_rel : _Am_mx_rel 
{ 
       value : 1.1 * max { 0 , min { _am_mx_stor , demand358 + demand416 +  

demand498  
                                   + demand505 + demand546 + demand578 
                                   - .5 * _Ung_below_Amistad - .667 * timesers(330/inflow) 
                                   - .667 * timesers(420/inflow) - .333 * timesers(440/inflow) 
                                   - .667 * timesers(510/inflow) - .667 * timesers(580/inflow) 
} } 
} 
 
Set Am_US_rel_frac : _Am_US_rel_frac { value : _am_US_rel  

/ ( 0.0001 + _am_US_rel + _am_Mx_rel ) } 
 
/* These target commands are set to restrict flow in the reach just below a 
reservoir  to the sum of Mexican and US releases and spills. */ 
         
Target Am_total_rel : dflow300.310 - ( _am_us_rel + _am_mx_rel  

+ d_am_us_spill + d_am_mx_spill - min_flow300.999 ) 
{ 
     condition : default 
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           priority : 1 
           penalty+ : 2000 
           penalty- : 2000 
           value : 0 
}            
 
Target Fl_total_rel : dflow600.620 - ( _Fl_us_rel + _Fl_mx_rel + d_Fl_us_spill  

+ d_Fl_mx_spill - min_flow600.999 ) 
{ 
     condition : default 
           priority : 1 
           penalty+ : 1000 
           penalty- : 1000 
           value : 0 
}            
 
/*  ********************************************  */
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storage_balance.ocl 

 

/*  Storage_balance.ocl */ 
/*  June 24, 2002 */ 
 
/* This file sets balance constraints using the minimax variable that will  
withdraw water from reservoir pairs in proportion to total storage. */ 
     
Constraint Balance100 :  { d_StorRatio_Conchos > (  Dstorage100 )  

/ max_stor100 } 
Constraint Balance141 :  { d_StorRatio_Conchos > (  Dstorage141 ) 
     / max_stor141 } 
 
Minimax : d_StorRatio_Conchos  
{   priority  : 1 
    penalty   : 20 
    tolerance : .02 
} 
 
Constraint Balance400 :  { d_StorRatio_RSD > (  Dstorage400 ) / max_stor400 } 
Constraint Balance405 :  { d_StorRatio_RSD > (  Dstorage405 ) / max_stor405 } 
 
Minimax : d_StorRatio_RSD  
{   priority  : 1 
    penalty   : 20 
    tolerance : .02 
} 
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Appendix C.  Sample OASIS Rio Grande/Rio Bravo 
Model Output 

 

This Appendix contains sample output from the Rio Grande/Rio Bravo Basin 

model used in the Operations Exercise.  Only selected files are shown.



Figure C-1.  Storage in Amistad Reservoir
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Figure C-2.  Storage in Falcon Reservoir
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Figure C-3. Storage in La Boquilla Reservoir
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Figure C-4.  Storage in Luis Leon Reservoir
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Figure C-5.  Precipitation at Laredo
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Figure C-6.  Irrigation Demand – Node 786, Cameron County
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Table C-1.  IBWC Report  

 
                                                       DISCHARGE                RAINFALL 
                                                               CMS                       INCHES 
 
 01/31 1992 
 
                                                                             
 RG_ABOVE_RIO_CONCHOS       8.13             3.02 
 RG_BLW_RIO_CONCHOS                        0.00             3.02 
 RG_AT_JOHNSON_RANCH             0.21             3.02 
 RG AT FOSTER RANCH                  0.00             3.02 
 PECOS NEAR LANGTRY                5.90             3.02 
 DEVILS AT PAFFORD                  11.52             0.00 
 AMISTAD DAM                     10.49             0.00 
 RG AT DEL RIO                           16.19             0.00 
 RG AT EAGLE PASS                           46.09             0.56 
 RG AT COLOMBIA BR              67.68             0.56 
 RG AT LAREDO                               46.58             0.56 
 FALCON DAM                                39.63             0.56 
 RG AT RIO GRANDE CTY              32.15             0.98 
 RG BL ANZALDUAS DAM                        9.54             0.98 
 RG AT SAN BENITO                           3.68             0.98 
 RG AT BROWNSVILLE                             0.20             0.98 
                                                                             
                                                                             
Stored water in large reservoirs of the Rio Grande Basin                     
Capacities and Storages in million M3, Elevations in meters                  
                                                                             
                                     Normal              Current                  
                                  Conservation           Storage                  
                                    Capacity                                    
                                                                             
      AMISTAD                        3887                    3887                
      FALCON                         3273                    3270                
      SAN GABRIEL        255                     255                
      LA BOQUILLA                   2903                    2903                
      FRANCISCO I. MADERO          348                     348                
      LUIS L. LEON                   356                     850               
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Table C-2.  Watermaster Report   

                                           CMS            CFS 
01/31 1992 
 
Flows of the Rio Grande/Rio Bravo                          
                                                           
 RG_ABOVE_RIO_CONCHOS                     8.13        286.98 
 RG_BLW_RIO_CONCHOS                        0.00          0.00 
 RG_AT_JOHNSON_RANCH                       0.21          7.59 
 RG AT FOSTER RANCH                        0.00          0.00 
 PECOS NEAR LANGTRY                        5.90        208.21 
 DEVILS AT PAFFORD                        11.52        406.91 
 AMISTAD DAM                               10.49        370.46 
 RG AT DEL RIO                             16.19        571.67 
 RG AT EAGLE PASS                         46.09       1627.55 
 RG AT COLOMBIA BR                        67.68       2390.15 
 RG AT LAREDO                              46.58       1644.86 
 FALCON DAM                                39.63       1399.61 
 RG AT RIO GRANDE CTY                     32.15       1135.39 
 RG BL ANZALDUAS DAM                       9.54        336.79 
 RG AT SAN BENITO                          3.68        129.90 
 RG AT BROWNSVILLE (TO GULF)              0.20          7.20                                                  
                                                           
Amistad Dam                           MCM                                                      
 Normal Conservation                      3887              
 Current Storage                          3887              
 Percent in storage                       1.00              
 Current Elevation                         340              
                                                           
Falcon Dam                             MCM                                                                          
 Normal Conservation                      3273              
 Current Storage                          3270              
 Percent in storage                       1.00              
 Current Elevation                          92              
                                                           
Combined Conservation Storage                              
 Amistad/Falcon                           7157              
 Percent in storage                       1.00             



Table C-3.  Demand and Delivery – Distrito de Riego 025 Bajo Rio Bravo 

Summary (in Million Cubic Meters) - Distrito de Riego 025 Bajo Rio Bravo 
         Total Demand 
   YEAR 01/31 02/28 03/31   04/30  05/31   06/30   07/31   08/31   09/30   10/31   11/30   12/31 TOTAL 
   1992      0       0       0     117    121     117    121     121    117       0       0       0       713 
   1993      0       0       0      85      88      85      88      88      85       0       0       0       519 
   1994      0       0       0      83      86      83      86      86      83       0       0       0       508 
   1995      0       0       0      49      50      49      50      50      49       0       0       0       297 
   1996      0       0       0      32      33      32      33      33      32       0       0       0       192 
   1997      0       0       0      22      23      22      23      23      22       0       0       0       134 
   1998      0       0       0      17      18      17      18      18      17       0       0       0       105 
           Total Delivery 
   YEAR 01/31 02/28 03/31   04/30  05/31   06/30   07/31   08/31   09/30   10/31   11/30   12/31 TOTAL 
   1992      0       0       0     117     121     117     121     121     117       0       0       0       713 
   1993      0       0       0      85      88      85      0      69      70       0       0       0       397 
   1994      0       0       0      83      85      83      86      86      83      0       0       0       507 
   1995      0      0       0      49      50      49      50      50      49       0       0       0       297 
   1996      0      0       0      32      33      32      33      33      32       0       0       0       192 
   1997      0       0       0      22      23      22      23      23      22       0       0       0       134 
   1998      0       0       0      17      18      17      18      18      17       0       0       0       105 
           Shortage 
   YEAR 01/31 02/28 03/31   04/30  05/31   06/30   07/31   08/31   09/30   10/31   11/30   12/31 TOTAL 
   1992      0       0       0     0       0       0       0      0       0       0       0      0         0 
   1993      0       0       0       0       0       0      88      19      15       0       0       0       122 
   1994      0       0       0     0       0       0       0      0       0       0       0      0         1 
   1995      0       0       0     0       0       0       0      0       0       0       0      0         0 
   1996      0       0       0     0       0       0       0      0       0       0       0      0         0 
   1997      0       0       0     0       0       0       0      0       0       0       0      0         0 
   1998      0       0       0     0       0       0       0      0       0       0       0      0         0 
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Appendix D.  The Operations Exercise 

This Appendix contains Ground Rules provided to Operations Exercise 

participants prior to the exercise, and a list of attendees and their institutions. 
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Rio Grande/Río Bravo Operations Exercise Ground Rules 

About the Exercise 

Goal 

The goal of the University of Texas at Austin in sponsoring and designing this 

exercise is to facilitate dialogue between parties with interests in the management 

of the Rio Grande/Rio Bravo basin.  The Operations Exercise, during which a 

model will be used to evaluate the impacts of operational decisions, is an 

experiment in computer-assisted dialogue between multiple parties sharing water 

resources.  The focus of the researchers involved is on the potential use of 

computer assisted processes to help explore water management in multiple-

jurisdiction river basins, and on understanding the dynamics of water 

management in the Rio Grande/Rio Bravo – not on providing data or factual 

analysis of historical conditions or future forecasts.  All data used in this exercise 

will be held in confidence, and may be destroyed at the end of the research project 

at the request of any party.  No representation is made that the data used are 

anything more than crude approximations of current conditions.   

After the exercise, the participants may choose to utilize the types of tools and 

processes demonstrated during the exercise to conduct actual negotiations.  Such 

activity will be completely outside the scope of the current research. 

Roles of Participants and Observers 

The University of Texas at Austin (the University) is represented in the exercise 

by Dr. David Eaton, from the LBJ School of Public Affairs, and by graduate 

students working with Dr. Eaton.  For the purposes of creating the computer 

model, the University has engaged the services of Dr. Dan Sheer, who is affiliated 

with Hydrologics, Inc., a private company that supplies the software used in the 
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exercise, OASIS with OCL. Dr. Eaton, Dr. Sheer, and the students working with 

them, will hereinafter be referred to as the Modeling Team.  The Modeling Team 

will facilitate the exercise, and run the computer model to generate output. 

The list of those invited to participate in the simulation includes government 

officials and water managers, state and federal agencies, water users and 

researchers from both sides of the border.  During the simulation, each individual 

will play the same role as she or he would regarding water resource management.  

However, participants will be able to talk freely with other participants, across the 

boundaries of agency or nationality, should they choose to do so.  They may also 

accept input from observers.  Among the observers present at this exercise will be 

graduate students, researchers from other countries, and individuals interested in 

the use of computer modeling to facilitate exploration of management options by 

a group.   

No actions or statements by participants during the exercise should be construed 

as representing real world intent or official positions.  No commitments to future 

real world actions are implied by simulated actions during this exercise.  

Participants may choose to utilize the exercise to explore options without 

prejudice or implication of real or potential support. 

Data 

Data and management decision rules have been collected from a public source 

and is the property of those sources. The Modeling Team does not guarantee the 

accuracy or reliability of data or rules, nor will it make any data or rules available 

to anyone. Persons who wish to collect data or rules should do so from the 

agencies involved. 
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Procedure 

The Modeling Team, led by David Eaton and Dan Sheer, will direct the exercises 

on Monday and Tuesday.  The exercises will involve periods of open discussion 

among all participants and observers, and periods of time where participants will 

be able to talk amongst themselves to make decisions about actions to take in the 

exercise.  During open discussion, participants will speak one at a time, and allow 

each other a reasonable opportunity for uninterrupted comment.  All participants 

should endeavor to tailor their statements during the open discussions to ensure 

the opportunity for all participants to fully take part on issues in which they have 

an interest.  Also, side conversations during open discussion must be kept to a 

minimum to ensure all who wish to hear are able.  Microphones are available to 

all wishing to speak during the open discussions.   

Communication Outside the Exercise 

By your participation in this exercise, it is the Modeling Team’s hope that you 

will agree to the following: 

In communicating with people who did not participate in the exercise, including 

any members of the press, participants agree to limit their statements to 

expressions of their own interests and further agree to refrain from commenting 

on or restating the views of other participants, or on commenting on the actions of 

other participants taken during the exercise. 

Logistics 

All pagers and cellular telephones with an audible beep or ring must be turned off 

during the exercise.  Any participant or observer wishing to make or receive a 

telephone call must do so from the deck outside of the main meeting room.  There 

are several telephones available on the decks that will permit local calls, however 
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all long distance calls must be made with a phone card.  There are no facilities 

available to receive faxes, phone messages, or to check email.  Smoking is 

allowed in the garden area outside the building. 
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Table D-1.  List of Operations Exercise Attendees 

Name  Organization 
Samuel Alatorre Cantú Fidecomiso para el Desarrollo del Norte del Estado 

de Nuevo León 
Lorenzo Arriaga U.S. Bureau of Reclamation 
Barney Austin Texas Water Development Board, Office of Planning 
Jason Batchelor LBJ School of Public Affairs 
Mary Brandt U.S. Department of State, US/Mexico Border Affairs 

Unit 
David Brooks Friends of the Earth - Canada 
Ted Campbell U.S. Geological Survey 
José Enrique Castillo Ibarra Comisión Nacional de Agua 
Maria Elisa Christie Department of Geography 
Rick Clark Bureau of Reclamation 
Andrew Dehoff Susquehanna River Commission 
Howard Donnell The University of Texas at Austin 
Marcel Dulay Parsons Engineering Science, Inc. 
David Eaton LBJ School of Public Affairs 
Jonathan Eaton OS Earth 
Fernando Escarcega North American Development Bank 
Kate Fitzpatrick Center for Strategic & International Studies 
John Fleming UT School of Law 
Shama Gamkhar LBJ School of Public Affairs 
Jaime Garza García Amistad Falcon Soc. De Resp. Limitada 
Andrés Guajardo Flores Distrito de Riego 025 Bajo Rio Bravo, Modulo I-1 
Nelson Guda Department of Geological Sciences 
Wayne Halbert Texas Irrigation Council 
Jorge Arturo Hidalgo Toledo Instituto Mexicano de Tecnología del Agua 
Tanya Hoogerwerf LBJ School of Public Affairs 
Arturo Huerta Quintanilla Comisión Nacional del Agua 
Jobaid Kabir Lower Colorado River Authority 
Chris Kadas Texas Department of Agriculture 
Hope Kent Texas Department of Agriculture 
Jim Kimmel International Institute for Sustainable Water 

Resources 
Ron Kuo International Boundary and Water Commission 
Carol Leer Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission 
Jose G. Luna Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission 
Margaret Menicucci Center for Public Policy Dispute Resolution 
Juan Miguel Miñana Lahoz Amistad Falcon Soc. De Resp. Limitada 
Lara Nehman Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission 
Steve Niemeyer TNRCC Office of Border Affairs 
William Nitze Gemstar 
Ruben Ochoa Texas Water Development Board, Office of Planning 
Armand Peschard-Sverdup Center for Strategic & International Studies 
David E. Pritchard Texas Department of Agriculture 
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Table D-2.  List of Operations Exercise Attendees, Continued 

 

 

 

 

Name  Organization 
Raul Quiroga Alvarez Consejo de Cuenca del Rio Bravo 
Ken Rakestraw International Boundary and Water Commission 
Roberto Reyes Estado de Coahuila 
Ramón Rodriguez Lugo Comisión Nacional de Agua 
Antonio Rojas Texas Department of Agriculture 
Fernando Roman North American Development Bank 
Carlos Rubinstein Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission 
Victor Salcido Mancha Comisión Internacional de Límites y Aguas Sección 

Mexicana 
Gerardo Sánchez Torres 

Esqueda 
Facultad de Ingeniería, Universidad Autónoma de 
Tamaulipas, C.U. 

Margaret Sheer LBJ School of Public Affairs 
Daniel Sheer Hydrologics, Inc. 
Gilberto Sierra Garza Consejo de Cuenca del Rio Bravo 
Robin Smith Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission 
Jan Summer Center for Public Policy Dispute Resolution 
Diane Tate LBJ School of Public Affairs 
Paul Thornhill Lower Colorado River Authority 
Marco Antonio Treviño Hernández Comisión Nacional del Agua 
Doroteo Treviño Puente Comisión Nacional de Agua 
Pablo Valdez Parsons Engineering Science, Inc. 
Dana M. Weant U.S. Embassy, Mexico City 
Frank White Hidalgo Irrigation District #1 
Lloyd H. Woosley, Jr. U.S. Geological Survey 
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Appendix E.  Operations Exercise Evaluation 
Questionnaires 

This Appendix contains questionnaires given before and after the Operations 

Exercise to participants, as well as tabulated responses. 
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Pre-Exercise Questionnaire 

Rio Grande/Rio Bravo Water Operations Exercise 
 

Please circle the response that best indicates your thoughts upon arriving, 
and deposit in the box on the registration table: 
 
Do you feel you will be primarily an actor or primarily an observer in the 
exercise?  Please circle one. 
 

Actor                  Observer 

Why did you decide to attend this exercise?   
Please check the box by as many as apply, or add your own under other. 
 

Directly relevant to job duties / Represent agency 
Within professional area of interest 
Expect to obtain new information about basin operations 
Interested in computer model 
Meet other individuals who manage water in the basin 
Other ______________________________________ 
 

Do you feel you received adequate information about the process and content of 
the exercise prior to arriving? 
 

Yes                No 

 
Comments (Continue on back if necessary) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to answer these questions.  All questionnaires received will be 
compiled by an LBJ student, who will be using the results as a part of her report on the operations 
exercise process.  Please remember to also complete the one-page questionnaire you will receive 
at the end of the session! 
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Post-Exercise Evaluation (English) 

Rio Grande/Rio Bravo Water Operations Exercise 

Thank you for attending and participating in the exercise.  We hope you have enjoyed the 
experience, and welcome your feedback.  Please feel free to use the back of this sheet for 
additional comments. 
 
Did the exercise meet with your expectations?       Yes      No 
 
How was it different from what you anticipated? 
           
           
 
What do you see as the major achievement of this exercise? 
           
 
Do you feel that you benefited from attending?       Yes      No 
 
How or why not? 
          
           
 
What were some positive aspects of the exercise? 
          
           
 
How could the exercise be improved? 
          
           
 
How could we have prepared you better to participate in this exercise? 
          
           
 
Having attended this exercise, do you think that this kind of process would be useful for  
resolving management issues along the river?   Yes      No 
Do you have formal training in negotiation, mediation, or other dispute resolution skills?  
(Day seminars, job-related training, etc.)    Yes      No 
 
Please include additional comments, including comments on the conference facilities and 
logistics, on the reverse side of this sheet.  Thank you for attending, and for taking the time to 
complete this evaluation. 
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Post-Exercise Evaluation (Spanish) 

Rio Grande/Rio Bravo Water Operations Exercise 

 
Muchas gracias por su asistencia a y participación en este ejercicio.  Ojalá que Ud. gana de la 
experiencia y recibimos con mucho gusto cualquier comentario que Ud. querria ofrecer. Si Ud. 
necesita mas espacio por favor escribe su comentario al otro lado de esta hoja.  
 
¿Cumplio el ejercicio con sus expectativas iniciales?    Sí      No 
 
¿Como contrasta el evento actual con sus expectativas iniciales? 
           
           
 
¿En su opinión, que fue el resultado más importante del ejercicio? 
           
 
¿Cree Ud. que gana algo beneficioso por asistir al ejercicio?   Sí      No 
 
¿De que manera - o por que no? 
          
           
 
¿En su opinión, que fueron las caracteristicas positivas del ejercicio? 
          
           
 
¿Como se puede mejorar el ejercicio? 
          
           
 
¿Que podriamos hacer para que Ud. estuviera mejor preparado para participar en el 
ejercicio? 
          
           
 
¿Despues de asistir al ejercicio, cree Ud. que se puede usar un proceso de este tipo para resolver 
cuestiones sobre el manejo del rio?      Sí      No 
 
¿Ha recibido Ud. instrucción formal en negociación, mediación u otras tecnicas para resolver 
disputas? (Como clases, instrucción relacionada a su trabajo, etc.)    
        Sí      No 
 
¿Tiene Ud. algun comentario sobre el sitio y la ubicacion del ejercicio o la organizacion y el 
manejo del ejercicio? (por ejemplo: comidas, habitaciones, traduccion, etc.)  Escribe su 
comentario al otro lado de esta hoja.T 
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Tabulated Responses 

 

Table E-1.  Pre-Exercise Questionnaire Responses: Question 1 – 
Do you think you will be primarily an actor or an observer in this 

exercise?   

Provided Responses Number of 
Times Selected 

Observer 8 
Actor 18 
No Response 2 
Total Responses 28 

 
 
 
 

 

Table E-2.  Pre-Exercise Questionnaire Responses: Question 2 – 
Why did you decide to attend this exercise? 

Provided Responses Number of Times 
Selected 

Directly relevant to job duties / Represent agency 19 
Within professional area of interest 21 
Expect to obtain new information about basin operations 13 
Interested in computer model 10 
Meet other individuals who manage water in the basin 18 
Other 2 
Note: “Other” responses: “To meet Mexican officials,” and “I will be participating in a similar 
exercise in my own basin.” 
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Table E-3.  Pre-Exercise Questionnaire Responses: Question 3 – 
Do you feel you received adequate preparation for this exercise? 

Provided Responses Number of Times 
Selected 

Yes 17 
No 11 

 

 

 

 

 

Table E-4.  Post-Exercise Evaluation Responses: Question 1 – Did 
the exercise meet with your expectations? 

Provided Responses Number of Times 
Selected 

Yes 10 
No 5 
Yes and No 4 
No Response 2 
Total Responses 21 
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 Table E-5.  Post-Exercise Evaluation: Question 2 – How was it 
[the Operations Exercise] different from what you anticipated? 

• The audience participation of the Israel and Palestine representatives 
• I thought it will be much more interactive and quick, more like the 

second day. 
• Game and role playing was more restrictive than anticipated 
• I have expected a "hotter" type of exchanges, and more controversial 

debates 
• I expected a prepared scenario for demonstration instead of a call for 

ideas (which was better) but I also expected to participate but not 
being an official of the country I could just observe 

• I had expected that there would be more "rounds," less down time 
required between them 

• I expected much more simulation output to test scenarios offered by 
participants - too much computer program promotion 

• It was more casual and laid back. The downtime was unusual, things 
would've moved more smoothly if scenarios could've been 
anticipated or worked out before hand 

• Yes, but not enough audience participation. The operations exercise 
could have operated more "what if" operations 

• I thought we would have some pre-defined scenarios and more 
information on what parameters were in the model 

• I would have preferred real conditions for the analysis 
• I think the simulation model needs some adjustments - above all to 

incorporate up to 2002 
• I was hoping there would be a more participative dynamic on the part 

of workshop attendees in order to test different scenarios with the 
model 

• Bettered my knowledge of OASIS, however I'd like to work more 
with the program to be able to give a final opinion 

• Having the material beforehand to have been able to study it and 
present it as a team 

• Failed to include an evaluation of events in order to make decisions 
facilitate the presentation 

Note: 16 responses to this question were recorded.  Responses are reported as written on the form. 
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Table E-6.  Post-Exercise Evaluation: Question 3 – What do you 
see as the major achievement of this exercise? 

• The active international participation in the solution 
• Creating ability of joint answers to problems 
• Opportunity for public diplomacy and outreach 
• To gather the different groups together for dialoguing and 

networking 
• Getting all here to participate 
• Demonstrating the effectiveness of computer simulations in 

facilitating negotiations 
• The fact that the issue was raised 
• The "model" and such exchanges clearly reduces the unknowns 
• The opportunity to help both US/MX visualize the results of 

policy decisions on the system yield 
• Bringing parties together to interact, test solutions "off the 

record" 
• Some discussion of elements of Texas/Mexico water 

management practices 
• Getting people in the same room 
• People from the two side meet/discuss/exchange views on the 

subject matter under consideration 
• Showing the power of trying different scenarios and seeing the 

results and their impacts on the whole system i.e. water quality 
• The shared knowledge, bringing together representatives from 

many parties 
• Positive, now that the later issues are known, and the drought 

confirmed in the Rio Bravo basin 
• I know a bit more about OASIS and its application as a support 

tool for negotiation 
• Observing the participation dynamic among the group of invitees 
• An important option for binational communication in solving 

problems and help and working together 
Note: 19 responses to this question were recorded. Responses are reported as written on the form. 
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Table E-7.  Post-Exercise Evaluation: Questions 4 and 5 – Do you 
feel that you benefited from attending [the Operations Exercise]?  

How or why not? 

• A unique mix of participants 
• Getting the "results" makes it more "rational" 
• By participating in a program that demonstrated how two countries can 

work cooperatively to solve problems that affect both nations 
• It was an opportunity to see how a process like this can be handled (one 

approach) 
• Learning about computer assisted negotiations and observing the 

interaction among the participants 
• Get a better understanding of the issues 
• It was another occasion for me to participate in a "model based" dispute 

resolution mtgs. On water related issues. 
• Learned the value of science applied to diplomacy 
• I have deepened my understanding of operational aspects of water 

management.  Also beneficial to dialogue with participants from both 
sides, as well as other observers. 

• Primarily through conversations with participants during formal exercise 
period 

• Acquired knowledge of how both the Mexicans and Americans own and 
allocate their water from the Rio Grande 

• Interactions on Policy Discussions 
• Yes, to see the model and the possible applications of GIS to display and 

add a spatial component to it. 
• Exchange of opinions 
• You understand other tools or instruments to understand better the water 

problem. 
• Confirmed that relying on a support tool for decision making has the 

potential to help resolve conflicts 
• Better understanding of the algorithms incorporated into OASIS 
• Initiation of another means of binational communication based on 

technology 
• One always learns with the visions that each participant puts forth 

Note: All 21 respondents marked “Yes” to Question 4.  19 responses to Question 5 were recorded.  
Responses are reported as written on the form. 
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Table E-8.  Post-Exercise Evaluation: Question 6 – What were 
some positive aspects of the exercise? 

• Some conflicting information which need to be sorted out 
• It can lay ground to quicker joint operations 
• Bringing so many cultural perspectives together.  Suggesting that 

nearly intractable problems have solutions. 
• The discussion 
• It teaches stakeholders that the computer/the modeling/the software 

enable larger groups to visualize the events and simulate alternatives
• The ability to run iterations with fast results and graphical outputs 
• Computer model and simulation exercise provide tools to facilitate 

dialogue and consider potential consequences of alternate 
management decisions 

• Conflict resolution presentation, though short, was helpful.  Quality 
of participants. 

• Participants could request to certain data illustrated and projected 
over a number of years. Very efficient and beneficial. 

• Exposure/Interaction with colleagues 
• Exposed to computer simulation. Meeting with experts in my field 

and discuss scientific status and future cooperation 
• Bringing people from both sides together and laying the groundwork 

for further negotiations 
• Freedom of opinion 
• Displaying the tool to a heterogeneous, multi-disciplinary group in 

order to demonstrate its potential 
• Seeking interaction among persons involved in the management of 

the hydrologic resources of the Rio Grande/Rio Bravo basin 
• The attitude of the organizers and presenters that through the 

exercise were impartial and supportive of help. 
• Exchange of information 

 Note: 17 responses to this question were recorded. Responses are reported as written on the form.
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Table E-9.  Post-Exercise Evaluation: Question 7 – How could the 
exercise be improved? 

• None 
• Sitting in a round table with your people behind to be able to consult 
• Smaller pool of players - too many observers.  Better understanding of what is 

expected in advance of the role players 
• Provide a clear overview of the problem, including a map (handout) at the 

outset of the exercise. Have 2 reps from US and MX at a table at the front 
who engage in dialogue - the rest of us could jump in as appropriate. 

• Have all parties available 
• Providing activities for participants during the "downtime;" networking 

sometimes needs prodding. 
• More details of the situation 
• The model should be broadened to include some macro (basin) and micro 

(sections) economic parameters 
• The results of each run in tabular form were shown but not discussed.  For 

people foreign to the problem there was not enough interpretation of results 
• Alternate AV and translation logistics should be considered; down time 

should be shortened as model, expertise of operators increases. 
• If the programmers could've had an interesting scenario or scenarios from 

each interest group, they could've been more prepared. In my opinion the 
program seems a reliable model. 

• More "what if" operations 
• Better refinement of the computer model. Clarify better the present and future 

steps of the project 
• Get together ahead of time and show possible (agreed on) scenarios to enter 

into the model. This way we would have this in front of us while the model 
was being run. 

• Using information closer to reality and making a diagram of flow in the basin
• Having a facilitator who knows the problem and who can guide/lead the 

group to formulate scenarios that could be in the interest of all parties 
• Establish a better structured participation method in which each participant 

can see the effect of their participation 
• Study beforehand options with exercise results in order to show them and so 

participants can choose options 
• Prepare participants ahead of time with a scenario of situations 

Note: 19 responses to this question were recorded.  Responses are reported as written on the form.
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Table E-10.  Post-Exercise Evaluation: Question 8 – How could 
we have better prepared you to participate in this exercise? 

• None 
• Make the simulator work faster 
• Better background on the specifics of the exercise 
• Continue to have exercises and planning which addresses these 

kind of issues 
• Get the written information earlier 
• Do not flood us with paper. All are busy. 1-3 pages that describe 

the situation, problems, model characteristics and typical issues 
proposed to be resolved - examples. 

• For people removed from the US/MX issues a prior explanation 
of rules and issues would have been beneficial 

• As an observer, I was not expecting extensive information in 
advance, adequate info received. 

• Fact sheet on Texas and Mexican water management practices 
would have been very helpful. 

• If we could've been provided with some background information 
on the program and exactly data could be manipulated and how. 

• Access to a website, which described the operation exercise and 
a simulation run 

• Better presentation of the theoretical background on the subject 
matter (i.e. computer simulation, joint water management, etc.) 

• More info on the model and parameters. Handouts with possible 
changes and scenarios. 

• Being familiar with the model before entering the meeting 
• To have the precursors/components of the model and know what 

is within the model's capabilities 
• Share info re: the OASIS model and the participation process 

ahead of time 
• Having material to use and some recommendations in order to 

arrive prepared with questions and specific exercises 
• Exchange of information 

 Note: 18 responses to this question were recorded. Responses are reported as written on the form.
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Table E-11.  Post-Exercise Evaluation: Question 9 - Having 
attended this exercise, do you think that this kind of process 

would be useful for resolving management issues along the river? 

Provided Responses Number of Times 
Selected 

Yes 19 
No 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table E-12.  Post-Exercise Evaluation: Question 10 - Do you have 

formal training in negotiation, mediation, or other dispute 
resolution skills? (Day seminars, job-related training, etc.) 

Provided Responses Number of Times 
Selected 

Yes 13 
No 7 
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Table E-13.  Post-Exercise Evaluation: Additional Comments  

• May not be as useful for managing in the international context 
• (Extensive comments) Generally, respondent would have liked 

to see more explanation of what was going on so those not 
intimately involved could follow along. 

• This was a very interesting exercise. Some of us observers were 
kind of in the dark for a while not knowing possible inputs and 
outputs of the model. Overall it was a good program and all 
students and others involved were kind and helpful. 

• Better conditions for translation 
• In general, everything was very good, but consider that the 

location is very tucked away and isolated - it could have been 
held in Austin 

• I was generally satisfied with the event's organization 
• I'd looked for a product or program with more scientific support 

elements in order to enrich decision-making. Lack of better 
evaluation of data, the period of analysis is very limited. More 
than an event simulation 
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Glossary 

Abbreviations and Acronyms 

ADR Alternative Dispute Resolution 
CADSWES  Center for Advanced Decision Support for Water and 

Environmental Systems 
CAN   Computer-aided negotiation 
CNA   Comisión Nacional del Agua 
CILA   Comisión Internacional de Limites y Aguas 
DSS   Decision Support System 
EPA   Environmental Protection Agency 
HEC   Hydrologic Engineering Center 
IBWC   International Boundary and Water Commission 
IMTA   Instituto Mexicano de Technología del Agua 
INEGI   Instituto Nacional de Estadística Geografía e Informática 
ITESM Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios Superiores de 

Monterrey 
MODSIM  Modular Simulation language 
NOAA   National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
OASIS   Operational Analysis and Simulation of Integrated Systems 
OCL™   Operations Control Language 
PCI   Policy Consensus Initiative 
SAHRA  Sustainability of semi-Arid Hydrology and Riparian Areas 
SIAM   System Impact Assessment Model 
SALMOD  Salmonid Population Model  
SEMARNAT  Secretaría de Medio Ambiente y Recursos Naturales 
STELLA®II  Systems Thinking Environment 
TAG   The Alpheus Group 
TNRCC  Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission 
TPWD   Texas Parks and Wildlife Department 
TWDB   Texas Water Development Board 
URGWOM  Upper Rio Grande Water Operations Model 
USACE  U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
USBR   U.S. Bureau of Reclamation 
USDA   U.S. Department of Agriculture 
USGS   U.S. Geological Survey 
WEAP   Water Evaluation and Planning System 
WRAP   Water Rights Analysis Package 
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Units 

 

 

Terms 

Spanish English 
Alfalfa Hay 
Algodon Cotton 
Distrito de Riego (DR) Irrigation District 
Hortalizas Vegetables 
Huertos Orchards 
Maize Corn 
Nogal Nuts 
Otoño/Invernal Fall/Winter 
Pacanas Pecans  
Perennes Perennial 
Presa Reservoir 
Primavera/Verano Spring/Summer 
Sorgo Sorghum 
Trigo Wheat 
Unidad de Riego (UR) Irrigation Unit 
Varios Various 

 

     

    

    

Abbreviation English Spanish 
   
m.s.n.m.      meters above sea level metros sobre el nivel del mar 
Mm3      million cubic meters millones de metros cúbicos 
1,000 m3 thousand cubic meters mil metros cúbicos 
1,000 m3/yr thousand cubic meters per year mil metros cúbicos por año 
m3 cubic meters metros cúbicos 
m3/yr cubic meters per year metros cúbicos por año 
ha      hectares hectáreas 
ac acre acre 
ac-ft acre-feet acre-feet 
ac-ft/yr acre-feet per year acre-feet por año 
per capita per person  por persona.   
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